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PREFACE 

The present work is a modification of my disser

tation, written under the supervision of the Philosophy 
Department at The University of Pennsylvania. During 

that time I received helpful suggestions and criticisms 
from Brian Chellas, Zolton Domotor and James Garson. 
I appreciate their assistance, especially as it has 
enabled me to provide a more comprehensive version of 

the leading themes. Any errors of omission, of course, 

are mine alone. 

One theme not discussed is a critique of time

bound views of deontic logic. I am preparing such a 

critique for publication at a future time. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1. A Brief History of Deontic Logic 

Deontic logic, also referred to as the logic of 
obligation, is a relatively new branch of logic.l The 
first attempt at constructing a formal system of 
deontic logic was made by Ernst Mally in 1926.2 Since 
then, several attempts followed, of which the most 
notable is that of G. H. van Wright in his clas s ic 
paper "Deontic Logic", published in 1951.3 Von Wright's 
paper prompted a lot of reaction in the field and has 
influenced work in deontic logic ever since.4 

The axioms suggested by von Wright in his paper, 
together with one additional axiom introduced by other 
logicians later on, constitute what is generally 
referred to as standard deontic logic.s In recent 
years standard deontic logic has been questioned by 
many philosophers, including van Wright himself in 
his paper, "A Correction to a New System of Deontic 
Logic. 11 6 Consequently, several of van Wright's 
original axioms were rejected and new ones were 
proposed. 7 One reason for this recent trend is the 
philosopher's mounting concern about a set of para
doxes that appeared in deontic logic as early as 1941 
and culminated in Chisholm's paper, "Contrary-to-Duty 
Imperatives and Deontic Logic", published in 1963.8 
These paradoxes are discussed at length in Chapters 
II, III and IV of this work. More recently a new 
trend in deontic logic has come to the surface.9 It 
was prompted by the development of conditional logic, 
as well as by von Wright's paper, "A New System of 
Deontic Logic".10 The new trend pronounced as sound 
most of the principles on which the axioms of standard 
deontic logic rest. But it acknowledged that the 
axioms as formulated originally b y von Wright led to 
paradoxes. It is maintained within this trend that a 
new notion must be introduced in order to handle a 
major paradox of deontic logic, the paradox of the 
Contrary-to-Duty Imperative, which we di s cuss in 
Chapters II and Iv.11 The new notion is that of 
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conditional obligation. It is regarded by soine as a 
complex notion based on two different logics: 
conditional logic and deontic logic. 12 Others have 
regarded it as a simple notion requiring the intro
duction of a dyadic deontic operator.13 It is worth 
noting here that several attempts at utilizing the 
notion of conditional obligation appeared also within 
the earlier trend. The notion in this case was put 
in the service of arguments attacking standard deontic 
logic and supplying a different solution to the 
above-mentioned paradoxes.14 Today the issues 
surrounding vo.n Wright's standard deontic logic are 
still highly controversial. The new round of debate 
concerning the fundamental axioms of deontic logic 
has become more sophisticated, but it is still far 
from having settled the old issues that were raised 
by von Wright. 

2. Some Corrunents on the Paradoxes of Deontic Logic 

The paradoxes of deontic logic are not paradoxes 
in the strict sense. In Chapter II, we explicate 
precisely what is meant by a paradox in deontic logic. 
We also exhibit these paradoxes and the_ principles on 
which they are based. Basically, there are four hosts 
of paradoxes in deontic logic. They are represented 
by what is generally known as (1) Ross' paradox, 
(2) the Good Samaritan paradox, (3) the Conflict-of
Duty paradox, and (4) the paradox of the Contrary-to
Duty Imperative. 

The corresponding principles involved are (1) the 
principle of disjunctive obligation, (2) the principle 
that the consequence of what is obligatory is also 
obligatory, (3) the principle that obligations do not 
conflict and (4) the principle that no one is 
obligated to do the impossible, i.e., "ought" implies 
"can". As we shall see in .chapters II and III, the 
first two principles are closely related and are both 
involved in the first two paradoxes listed above. 
Similarly, we shall see in Chapters II, III and IV 
that the last two principles are also closely related 
and are both involved in the last two paradoxes. 

A preliminary discussion establishing the 
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plausibility of these paradoxes is introduced in 
Chapter II, so that the reader may appreciate the 
seriousness of the problems that have worried philoso
phers in deontic logic. It will also become clear i n 
the same chapter that principles (1)-(4) are expressed 
by those axioms of standard deontic logic that were 
introduced by von Wright. Hence, resolv ing the 
paradoxes which involve these principles is crucial 
for determining the essential features of a basic 
deontic logic. 

3. The Scope and Method of the Study 

As we mentioned in Section 2 1 Chapter II is 
concerned with presenting von Wright's original deontic 
system, as well as the paradoxes of deontic logic that 
were generated from these principles. Arguments are 
presented to establish the initial plau sibility of 
both the principles and the paradoxes. In the first 
part of Chapter III, we discuss Ross' paradox and the 
Good Samaritan paradox. We also supply a historically 
condensed preview of the proposed solutions. Our own 
solutions are developed and these paradoxes are 
disposed of in this chapter. 

Our solution to Ross' paradox rests on the 
observation that it can be formulated only in isola
tion from the totality of our deontic system. 
Furthermore, it is paradoxical only in light of the 
deontic system from which we isolated it. This 
observation about the interconnection between the 
paradox and the deont i c system leads directly to the 
resolution of the paradox. 

On the other hand, the Good Samaritan paradox is 
resolved by arguing that it is based on an old modal 
ambiguity - the ambiguity of the scope of the deontic 
operator O Once that ambiguity is clea red, the 
paradox is resolved. 

The second part of Chapter III centers on the 
Conflict-of-Duty paradox. This paradox is regarded 
by the author as the most crucial paradox in deontic 
logic. For this reason the paradox is developed with 
great care. Two notions that are crucial for an 
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adequate solution of this paradox are introduced. The 
two notions are those of prima facie ought-statements 
and actual ought-statements. These notions were 
originally introduced by Sir David Ross.15 In this 
work we develop the notions further and discuss the 
complexity of the relation of these notions to each 
other. 

The two notions are then used to resolve the 
Conflict-of-Duty paradox and our solution is later 
compared with the solutions that have been proposed by 
other philosophers. Our detailed discussion of the 
paradox and subsequent solution will make it easier to 
spot the confusion on which some of the proposed 
solutions to this paradox are based. 

In particular, we shall discuss a proposed solu
tion to the Conflict-of-Duty paradox based on the 
rejection of an important deontic principle, namely, 
the principle of detachment. Our discussion will 
vindicate this important principle and show that the 
argument against it is based on a·confusion between 
the notions of prima facie and actual ought-statements. 

In Chapter IV, we show how our resolution of the 
Conflict-of-Duty paradox brings about the paradox of 
the Contrary-to-Duty Imperative, Again, an evaluation 
of the various attempts at resolving this paradox is 
undertaken. This paradox is also quite important 
since it justifies, according to our results in 
Chapter IV, the introduction of a dyadic deontic 
operator, that of conditional obligation, 0(/). 

As we stated earlier, the appearance of paradoxes 
in deontic logic has led historically to the rejection 
of one or more principles on which that logic is 
based. Therefore, by examining these paradoxes and 
disposing of them in our work, we are eliminating a 
major motivation for rejecting this logic. Further
more, the process of examining and resolving these 
paradoxes, reveals at the same time the intuitiveness 
of the principles of standard deontic logic. The 
confusions on whichmanyof these criticisms are based 
are also revealed. Hence, the case for standard 
deontic logic will be made in this work through the 
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study of these paradox~s. 

In Chapters v, VI and VII, we systematize the 
results of the earlier chapters. A s y stems is 
introduced with the appropriate semantics and 
completeness proof. By then, most of the axioms of 
the system S will have been defended. The remaining 
ones are discussed and motivated. Interest ing theorems 
are exhibited. 

It must be pointed out that although the system S 
includes all the intuitive principles of standard 
deontic logic, it is not a minimal system of that 
logic. We have chosen to include in s what we 
consider to be a major deontic principle, namely the 
principle of detachment. This single departure from 
a minimal standard deontic logic is justified by the 
fundamental character of the principle in question. 
Though this principle has been rega rded with suspicion 
by many philosophers, its intuitiveness was also 
stressed by others.16 In this work, we show that the 
suspicions concerning this principle are unfounded'. 
Therefore, the principle of detachment is introduced 
as an axiom of S. 

The s emantics used for S is based on the notion 
of a possible world. Thus, the truth of a sentence 
O(A/C) at a possible world a will be defined in terms 
of a set of possible worlds where A is true, and which 
are related to C and to a in a certain wa y . Therefore, 
this set of worlds can be regarded as supp lying a moral 
standard to the world a at which O(A/C) is true. The 
intuitiveness of this semantics will be defended in 
this work, although other semantics, like those 
proposed by David Lewis and Bas van Fraassen will also 
be considered.17 Furthermore, S will be compared to 
other deontic systems showing its advantages over them. 
Finally, some suggestions will be made about possible 
additions to and enrichments of S. 

4. A Brief Preview of the Contributions of the Author 

a. It is clear from the discussion in Section 3 
that this study purports to resolve the ma jor para
doxes that have appeared in deontic logic. In doing 
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so, it shall present new argumen~s concerning the 
four principles listed in Section 2. The arguments 
will vindicate these principles and lend support to 
the view that a conditionalized deontic logic, which 
preserves their truth, is adequate for capturing our 
deontic intuitions without being open to paradoxes. 
The work exhibits this logic and points out in detail 
its important features. In the process, various well
known views are presented and criticized. 

b. The solution to the Conflict-of-Duty paradox 
is doubly significant. Not only does the solution 
vindicate principle (3), that obligations do not 
conflict, and consequently, the related principle (4), 
that "ought" implies "can'', but it does something 
else which is of major importance to deontic logic. 
It provides a fresh perspective which casts the basic 
disagreements in deontic logic in a new light. While 
it was often assumed that the philosophers representing 
different trends in deontic logic have been proposing 
competing logics, our results in the second part of 
Chapter III will establish that these logics when 
properly understood do not compete. They treat 
basically of two different notions, one of which does 
not belong to the domain of deontic logic proper. 

The introduction of these two notions results also 
in clearing the confusion surrounding an important 
deontic principle, namely, the principle of 
detachment. 

c. Finally, this study concludes by presenting a 
new paradox-free conditional deontic logic S which is 
sound and complete. The system s is standard in the 
sense that it preserves all the principles that were 
proposed in von Wright's original system. 

It also satisfies all of the criteria developed 
in the body of this work for evaluating deontic logics. 
As we shall see in Chapter VII, not one of the well
known deontic logics satisfies all these criteria. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE BASIC PRINCIPLES AND PARADOXES OF VON 
WRIGHT'S OLD SYSTEM OF DEONTIC LOGIC 

1. von Wright's Old System of Deontic Logic1 

a. Introductory Remarks. In 1951, G. H. van 
Wright introduced the basis of what later came to be 
known as the standard s ystem of deontic logic (SDL) . 2 
The system as introduced by von Wright was based on 
the notion of permission as a deontic primitive.3 
Since that date almost all deontic logicians have 
chosen the notion of obligation as their deontic 
primitive.4 All logicians in the field, including 
van Wright, hold that the notions of obligation and 5 
permission are interdefinable in the following manner: 

(0) (a) A is obligatory if and only if it is not 
the case that it is permitted that not-A; 

(b) A is pe~mitted if and only if it is not the 
case that it is obligatory that not-A. 

thus one can easily restate von Wright's basic axioms 
for SDL in terms of the notion of obligation. But in 
order to attain some accuracy in stating these axioms 
we first define the system SDL. The system has 
unlimited supply of variables A, B, .... Those 
variables were defined by von Wright as "schematic 
descriptions of a type of proposition-like entity" 
which he calls "generic states of affairs." More 
recently, philosophers have defined these variables 
as ranging over sentences, propositions, or even 
acts.7 In this study, the variables will be defined 
as ranging over sentences. This is in accordance with 
one of the trends already existing in the literature. 
It also permits us to base deontic logic on proposi
tional logic. The truth-functional connectives are 
~, A, v, -, --, for negation, conjunction, disjunction, 
material implication, and material equivalence. The 
system also has a unary logical operator o, and 
brackets. 
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We can now restate definition (b) formally. The 
notion of permission here is a derivative notion 
expressed in the s ystem by a unary operator P defined 
in accordance with (0) as follows: 

(b I) PA 0 ~A. 

b. The Ax ioms and Rules of the Old System. We 
are now ready to introduce van Wright's system. He 
states that his system has the following two axioms 
and four rules of inference:8 

(Al) f- ~(OA/\~A) 

(A2) f- 0 {AAB) ff {OA/\OB) 

The rules of inference are: 

(Rl) and (R2) These are the usual rules for substi
tution of variables and for modus ponens. 

(R3)' A variable or molecular compound of variables in 
an axiom or theorem may be replaced b y a tauto
logically equivalent compound of variables. 

(R4) The 0-expression which is obtained from a 
tautology of proposit i onal logic b y replacing its 
propositional variables by 0-expressions is a 
theorem. 

In the statement of rules above, van Wright 
refers to theorems. The notion of "theorem" will be 
defined rigorously in Section IV:6.e. We define the 
notion here informally as follows: A theorem A of a 
system K, symbolically rA, is either an axiom of K, 
or can be obtained from one or more axioms of K by 
the rules of inference of the s ystem K. 

In the next section we shall speak of two 
compounds of variables as "provably equivalent." We 
define this notion now. Two compounds of variables 
are provably equivalent if and only if their bicondi
tional is a theorem. That is, A is provably 
equivalent to A' if and only if ~ A._.A'. 
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Finally, in the proof of the theorem listed below 
and in other proofs, we justify some of our deductions 
by appealing to classical propositional logic. In 
each case, this is possible because the system within 
which the proof is being conducted contains classical 
propositional logic as a fragment. In the case of 
van Wright's Old System, this is guaranteed by (Rl), 
(R2) and (R4). 

c. The Rule (R3). It should be noted that (R3) 
permits the replacement of tautological equivalents 
only. Consequently, if a variable or compound of 
variables is not tautologically equivalent to another, 
but is provably equivalent to it, it may not replace 
it. For example, where A is atomic, OA and ~A are 
provably equivalent by (R3), i.e., I- OA ..... -+0--A. But OA 
and ~A are not tautologically equivalent. Hence, a 
statement like OOA ..... -<00,._.._,A is not provable because we 
may not replace OA by ~A. Consequently, our logical 
intuitions require a less restrictive rule of 
replacement than (R3): 

(R3') A variable or molecular compound of variables 
in an axiom or theorem may be replaced by a 
provably equivalent compound of variables. 

The reader must not hasten to conclude that van 
Wright's system has a serious problem which is to be 
solved by replacing (R3) by (R3'). The criticism 
against (R3) carries weight in light of our move to 
define variables as ranging over sentences. Since the 
deontic operation O attaches to sentences and produces 
in its turn sentences, iteration of 0 is possible. 
Hence, when expressions like OOA arise we face the 
problem described above in the absence of a rule like 
(R3 I)• 

On the other hand, van Wright's variables range, 
as we stated earlier, over "generic states of affairs." 
The deontic operation O attaches to these generic 
states of affairs and produces propositions. Conse
quently, expressions like OOA are not well-formed. 
Also, expressions like A--OA are not well-formed 
either. Therefore, under these conditions (R3) is an 
adequate rule of the system. 
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Since we have chosen earlier to let our 
variables range over sentences, we replace (R3) by 
(R3'). In the following section we shall exhibit a 
derived rule and a theorem of the resulting system. 
We note that the theorem is provable in van Wright's 
Old System also. 

d. Some Results of the Modified System. We 
shall now list one derived rule and one theorem of 
this system. 

(DRl) I- A-+B 
\- OA-+OB 

We assume that 1-A-+B. By propositional logic, this 
means that t- (A/\B)~ A. By (R3'), it follows that 
I- O(A/\B)~ OA. Hence, by (A2) and propositional 
logic, f- OA+-t>(OA/\OB). Therefore, f- OA-+OB. Q.E.D. 

Theorem T
0

. 

Each of (1)-(10) is a theorem. 

( 1) 0 (A-+B) -+ ( OA-'OB) 

(2) (OAVOB)-+ O(AVB) 

(3) .....,Q (A/\.....,A) 

(4) OA-+PA 

(5) [ OA/\O [ (A/\B) -<C) )-+O (B-<C) 

(6) P (AVB) ~(PAVPB) 

( 7) P (A/\B)-+ ( PA/\PB) 

( 8) [ PA/\O (A-+B) ] -+PB 

(9) [O(A-+(BVC))/\~PB~PC)........,pA 

(10) ~[O(AVB)/\.....,PA/\-PB] 

Clauses (1)-(4) are important for later discus
sions in this work. Hence, a proof of these clauses 
will be given below. Clauses (2), (6), (7) and (A2) 
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are von Wright's four laws for the dissolution of 
deontic operators, while clauses (1), (5), (8)-(10) are 
some of the "laws on commitment." All these laws are 
mentioned in van Wright's article, "Deontic Logic." 
They are listed here for their historic interest. 
Therefore, only clauses (1)-(4) will be proved. 

Proof: 

(1) I- [ (A-B)AA)-+B by propositional logic. Therefore, 
by (DRl), I- O[(A-B)AA)-+OB. By (A2) and propositional 
logic, we deduce that 1- [O(A-+B)AOA)-OB. This yields 
by propositional logic that r O(A-B)-+(OA--OB). Q.E.D. 

(2) r A-+(AVB) by propositional logic. By (DRl) we 
get f- OA--0 (AVB) . Similarly, since I- B-+ (AVB) by 
propositional logic, we also get f- OB-+O(A VB) by (DRl). 
Hence, it follows by propositional logic that 
f- (OAVOB)-+O(AVB). Q.E.D. 

(3) (Al) states that I- ..... (OAAO,.,..A). Therefore, by (A2), 
I- .....0 (AA-A) . 

(4) (Al) states that I- ..... (OAAO,.,..A). Therefore, by 
propositional logic f-OA---0-.A. By definition (b') of 
P, f- OA-+PA. Q.E.D. 

This then is our standard system for deontic 
logic. But often when deontic logicians refer to SDL 
they include another axiom not proposed by von 
Wright : 10 

(A3) 0 (A V""A) . 

Hansson claims that "even if von Wright did not 
propose [ (A3) ), it seems fair to define SDL as the 
logic which has [(Al)]-[ (A3)) as axioms and the 
language described [earlier), and still claim that 
SDL is essentially what von Wright meant. 11 11 But as 
a matter of fact, it is not fair to claim that (Al)
(A3) is essentially what von Wright meant. In 
"Deontic Logic," von Wright argues explicitll against 
introducing (A3) as an axiom to his system. 2 

In the next section, we argue in support of 
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von Wright's position on (A3), Also, in the rest of 
1h i s work SDL - refers only to axioms (Al) and (A2) 
together with (Rl), (R2) 1 (R3') and (R4). SDL refers 
only to SDL- together with (A3). Following von 
Wright's lead, we refer to his two systems solely as 
"the Old System" and "the New System". We shall argue 
that the principles underlying SDL- are defensible, 
but we do not intend to argue that the principle 
underlying (A3) is. 

2. Some Arguments for Rejecting (A3). 

Several deontic logicians have espoused (A3) as 
an axiom. Their reasons for such an espousal are not 
adequate. In "The Logic of Conditional Obligation, " 
van Fraassen presents his system of conditional 
obligation. The system includes a rule of inference 
which entails an axiom corresponding to (A3) in that 
system. As he states himself, van Fraassen introduces 
this rule because it enables him to derive a specific 
desirable result within his system.13 No more is said 
in the article in defense of this rule. Therefore, 
one can conclude that its introduction to van Fraassen's 
system was based solely on pragmatic grounds. 
Segerberg introduces the rule-version of (A3) to his 
system without any discussion, while Hansson advocates 
its introduction for two reasons.14 a) Its usefulness. 
Here, Hansson introduces two alternative bases for 
SDL. The two bases become equivalent with the 
addition of (A3). So Hansson suggests that (A3) be 
admitted as part of the SDL base. b) The content of 
(A3) is very 'small. . . 

We shall not argue that an axiom may not be 
introduced into a deontic system on the basis of its 
usefulness. On the contrary, we agree on that matter 
with A. N. Prior's comment on axiom (A3') which is a 
stronger version of (A.3), and which states that "if 
it is necessary that A, then it ought to be the case 
that A," i.e.,t- DA-'OA where o is read as "it is 
necessary that." He says: 

But surely this proposition is 
harmless (this obligation, if it 
be one, is one that is always 
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met, and need not worry us); 
and better than fussing about its 
oddity would be to use this result 
to simplify our postulates.ls 

But usefulness is not usually the sole criterion 
for choosing ax~oms for a system. In formulating a 
system we are as well concerned with capturing some 
of the basic intuitions involve. It is owing to this 
fact that the deontic analogue to the alethic modal 
principle: "if it is necessary that A, then A is the 
case," while convenient in many ways, was dropped. 
Our intuitions with respect to (A3) are not as clear, 
but they do cast some doubts on the axioms. In the 
same article from which we quoted above, Prior refers 
to axiom (A3 '), as a "paradox. 11 16 Fpllesdal and 
Hilpinen remark that "the denial of [ (A3)) seems 
fairly innocuous from the intuitive point of view" and 
point out that several logicians have rejected (A3) .17 

Therefore, while the content of (A3) might be 
small as Hansson argued, nevertheless, it appears from 
the statements above to be interesting enough not to 
go unnoticed. In effect (A3) guarantees that 
obligations always exist, no matter what situation is 
being considered. But there is no foundation in our 
deontic intuitions for such an assumption. On the 
contrary, if one holds, say, that the notion of 
obligation presupposes the emergence of a social 
structure, then the assumption that obligations always 
exist becomes false in that instance. Thus a clari
fication of the notion of obligation and its presuppos
itions could contribute to the clarification of our 
intuitions on (A3). Another disturbing feature of (A3) 
is the following: (A3) may be read: "It ought to be 
the case that (AV~A) is true." Deontic logicians 
agree that the primary notion of obligation being 
treated in their systems is that of moral obligation. 
Now one can argue that our logical laws are necessary. 
But there is no basis for arguing that there is a moral 
obligation for these laws to be true. 

But there are no conclusive logical arguments for 
or against (A3). Ultimately, the argument for or 
against (A3) rests on our vague intuitions. We remark 
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this quotation from von Wright: 

Ordinary language and our common 
sense logical intuitions seem not 
to provide us with any clear answer. 
It appears, moreover, that no 
further considerations can help us 
to decide on the issue. It may be 
thought 'awkward' to permit 
contradictory actions but it is 
difficult to conceive of any logical 
argument against this permission. 
From the point of view of logic, 
therefore, the most plausible course 
seems to be to regard P(AA~A) and 
O(AV~A) as expressing contingent 
propositions which can be either 
true or false.18 

In Chapter IV, it will become clear that an 
acceptable standard deontic logic can be formulated 
without (A3). For this reason, we shall restrict our 
definition of SDL to von Wright's original system 
and consequently formulat.e a standard system based on 
SDL-. (A3) or its denial can then be considered as 
expressing cor.tingent propositions which can be either 
true or false. 

3. Some Arguments in Favor of the Basic Principles 
of SDL-. 

a. The Principle that Consequences of what Ought 
to be the case Ought to be the Case. We are now left 
with two axioms and four inference rules as the object 
of our study. Of these four rules, (R3) stands out as 
especially interesting since together with (A2) it 
yields, as we showed in Section 1, (DRl). (DRl) 
expresses in SDL- the widely accepted principle. 

P. Consequences of what ought to be the case ought 
to be the case. 

(DRl) is highly intuitive and the principle it 
expresses is a basic principle of our deontic reason
ing. We use it daily in our deliberations. For 
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example, when we are told that it ought to be the case 
that we obey our parents, we conclude correctly and by 
virtue of P that it ought to be the case that we obey 
our mothers. Similarly, if it ought to be the case 
that we sing and dance at a friend's party, then it 
certainly ought to be the case that we sing at that 
party. Thus, principle P is not only intuitive but 
it permeates our most basic moral reasoning. 

It is worth noting at this point that several 
philosophers have chosen the following principle as 
the formal counterpart to P: 

(NP) (A -!!' B) -t{OA -9 OB) 

where "--P" is read as "necessarily implies. " This 
formulation appears mostly in deontic systems using 
the Anderson Simplification.19 The Anderson Simpli
fication is obtained by taking as a primitive deontic 
concept a constants, read as "the sanction." 
Forbiddance and obligation are then defined in terms 
of S in the following manner: "A is forbidden" means 
"A necessitates the sanction," i.e., A ---:> S; "A is 
obligatory" means "~A necessitates the sanction," i.e., 
~A~ s.20 

We shall not discuss here Anderson's Simplifi
cation and its shortcomings. We simply refer the 
reader to our work "A Critical Survey in Deontic Logic" 
where Anderson's Simplification is discussed and 
criticized in detail.21 Similar discussions have been 
presented by Nowell-Smith and Lemmon, as well as 
Powers.22 

We also note that the principle 
modal system T or any stronger modal 
rule (DRl) ,23 In later sections, we 
of the literature involving (NP) ,24 
many of the contributions made there 
in terms cf (DRl) . 

(NP) yields in 
system, our SDL
shall make use 
As it turns out, 
can be restated 

Finally, we note that in deontic systems contain
ing the unary operator F for "it is forbidden that ... " 
a principle similar to P, which we name P', is also 
asserted.25 It states that "whatever implies what is 
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forbidden is itself forbidden." Formally, 

(FR) 
rA .... B 

r FB-+FA 

An example of a situation where this principle 
would be applied can be easily given. From the fact 
that it is forbidden for someone to sing in public, 
it follows by P' that it is forbidden for this person 
to sing and dance in public. This example reveals 
that like principle P, P' is also a plausible and 
widely accepted principle. Logicians using the 
Anderson Simplification introduced a counterpart to 
this principle too, in the manner discussed above with 
respect to P. 

b. The Principle that Ought-Statements do not 
Conflict. Another major deontic principle asserted by 
SDL- is that ought-statements do not conflict. This 
is expressed by (Al), and the literature is replete 
with arguments in defense of this principle. We shall 
mention here two such arguments. First, it is pointed 
out that moral principles which license ought-state
ments belong to some sort of an ethical hierarchy. 
Hence, when two ought-statements seem to conflict, the 
issue can be easily resolved b y referring to the 
principle licensing each ought-statement and its 
position in the hierarchy. The ought-statement backed 
by the highest principle overrides the other.26 
Second, it is pointed out that given the common 
principle that "what is obligatory is permitted," one 
can derive logically the principle that ought
statements do not conflict.27 Formally, the derivation 
proceeds as follows: 

OA .... ....0-A by definition of P. 

~[OAAO--A] by propositional logic. 

Hence, like (DRl) and (FR), (Al) is highly 
intuitive and plausible. 

c. The Principle that "Ought" Implies "Can". 
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One more principle asserted in SDL- deserves some 
discussion. It is expressed by (A2) which is the 
conjunction of two statements: 

(A2 .1) 0 (A/\B) ->(OA/\OB). 

(A2. 2) (OA/\OB) ->O(A /\B) . 

Let us conside r (A2.l) first. (A2.l) is an 
intuitive principle. Certainly if it ought to be the 
case that one sings and dances at a friend's part y , 
then it follows that it ought to be the case that one 
sings at that party. It is this part of (A2) which 
allowed us to derive (DRl) in Section II.l. 

But this intuitive principle yields , when combined 
with (Al), the assertion that "it is false that the 
impossible ought to be the case." Others have stated 
this result as "no one is under an obligation to do 
the impossible. 11 28 It is usually referred to as the 
Kantian principle, or the principle that "ought" 
implies "can 11 .29 Formally, it can be stated as: 
--0 (A/\~A) . 

In introducing this Kantian principle to his 
system, Prior found it sufficient to remark that "it 
will be generally regarded as reasonable. 11 30 Many 
examples come to mind as illustrations of the 
reasonableness of the principle that "ought" implies 
"can". If a young man is an invalid, then it is 
false that it ought to be the case that he joins the 
army in defense of his country, even if young men are 
required to do so. Similarly, while it ought to be 
the case that dutiful children visit their elderly 
parents regularly, a dutiful child who is in jail is 
not under that obligation. The legal code, which is 
akin to the moral code, also gives credence to the 
principle "ought" implies "can". A citizen is not 
punished for acts that were impossible for him to 
avoid. This principle, therefore, coincides with our 
conunon sense intuitions. 

We now turn our attention to (A2.2). Again a 
preliminary look at this principle convinces us of its 
intuitiveness. After all, if it ought to be the case 
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that one sings at a friend's party, and it ought to be 
the case that one dances at that party, then it clearly 
follows that one ought to sing and dance at that party. 

But as Chellas points out, if we accept the 
Kantian principle which we argued for above, then on 
the basis of (A2.2) the Kantian principle yields the 
principle that obligations do not conflict ,31 "Since 
it is not obvious that no ethical theory can accept 
the possibility of genuine conflict of duties, 11 32 
Chellas goes on to reject (A2.2) "in order that the 
standpoint adopted [in his paper] be minimal. 11 33 

Earlier in this chapter, the principle that obliga
tions do not conflict was briefly defended as a basic 
deontic principle. Later in this work its defense will 
be more thorough and detailed. Therefore, it is clear 
that in this work the fact that (A2.2) yields the 
principle that obligations do not conflict will not be 
regarded as an argument against the acceptance of 
(A2. 2) . 

Van F raassen also rej ect·s (A2. 2) . He argues that 
since ethical conflict are possible, we may assert 
sometimes both QA and 0--A. Furthermore, "when we have 
arrived at two conclusions we can conjoin them: 

QA /\0--A 

can be true. But "ought" implies "can" ... ; so 

Q (Alv·-A) 

cannot be true. ,,34 

Again, clearly van Fraassen's reasons for 
rejecting (A2.2) are not compelling from our point of 
view since we do not hold the view that ethical 
conflicts are pos sible. 
correctly assert QA and 
intuitiveness of (A2.2) 

Consequently, we cannot 
0--A at the same time. The 
is thus preserved. 

4. An Explication of the Notion of "Paradox"as used 
in Deontic Logic. 
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We have argued in Section 3 in support of the 
major principles underlying SDL-. Several examples 
were presented to illustrate their intuitiveness. But 
as we mentioned in the Introduction, those principles 
have generated several paradoxes in deontic logic. 
Thus their plausibility has been questioned by many 
philosophers, and a trend appeared in which some or 
all of these principles were rejected. 

Before embarking on an exposition of these 
paradoxes, it is necessary to discuss first what deon
tic logicians meant by calling them paradoxes. Except 
in rare cases none of these paradoxes was developed in 
such a way as to reveal a logical contradiction. Hence, 
these are not paradoxes in this strong sense. A survey 
of the literature reveals that they have been referred 
to alternatively as puzzles or dilemmas.35 This is a 
good clue as to the nature of the notion involved 
here. 

An accurate explication of the notion of "paradox" 
as used in deontic logic was given by Nowell-Smith and 
Lemmon in their article "Escapism: The Logical Basis 
of Ethics." In discussing principle P', introduced 
here in Section 3.2, and the paradox related to it, 
they say that: 

This is not a logician's paradox, like 
Russell's class paradox; it reveals no 
logical antinomy or contradiction 
within the calculus. It is simply that 
[P' ] ... gives when interpreted, a 
result which is not only surprising, 
but unpalatable.36 

Hansson concurs with Nowell-Smith and Lemmon. He 
remarks that 

Some theorems of SDL have been called 
paradoxes. This means, of course, 
that they seem counter-intuitive, 
although they are derived from intui
tively acceptable axioms.3 7 

In his article, "The Paradoxes of Derived Obligation," 
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Prior points out that some paradoxes of deontic logic 
are deontic analogues of the paradoxes of strict 
implication. 38 

Thus, in their discussion and use of this notion 
deontic logicians agree with Quine's explication given 
in his article, "The Ways of Paradox." There Quine 
reserves the special term "antinomy" for paradoxes 
which "produce a self-contradiction by accepted ways 
of reasoning." But he supplies a general definition 
of paradox as "just any conclusion that at first 
sounds absurd but that has an argument to sustain it. 11 39 
Thus, the notion of "paradox" as used by deontic 
logicians has a foundation in the general literature 
on logic. 

5. The Paradoxes of Deontic Logic. 

We are now in a position to introduce the para
doxes of deontic logic. 

40 
a. Ross' Paradox. This paradox rests on the 

following statement which is derivable in SDL- from 
(DRl) as we demonstrated in Section 1: 

I- ( OA YOB) _,O(AVB) 

Hence, it is a paradox that involves principle P. It 
proceeds as follows: 

1. It ought to be the case that Arthur helps Jones. 

Now, let A stand for: 
And, let B stand for: 

Arthur helps Jones. 
Arthur kills Jones. 

We now have the following argument: 

( l') 
: ' (2 I) 
: ' (3 I) 

OA. 
OAVOB by (l') and rules of propositional logic. 
O(AVB) by (2') and the theorem above. 

In English (3') reads as: 

(3) It ought to be the case that either Arthur helps 
Jones or he kills him. 
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Clearly, the obligation expressed by (3) i s satisfiable 
by killing Jones, which is absurd. 

b. Aqvist's Paradox. 41 This paradox involves 
principle P introduced in Section 3.a and which is 
expressed in SDL- by (DRl). 

An intuitively consistent set of sentences is 
introduced: 

(1) It ought to be that Smith refrains from robbing 
Jones. 

(2) It ought to be that the Samaritan helps Jones, 
whom Smith robs (has robbed). 

These two sentences are then formalized acco rding to 
the following scheme: 

A: Smith robs Jone s. 
B: The Samaritan helps Jones. 

We then get: 

(l') O~A. 
( 2 I ) 0 (AAB) . 

Aqvist then argues that by propositional calculus and 
(DRl) we can derive OA from (2'), i.e., that it ought 
to be the case that Smith robs Jones.42 Th e result is 
not only counter-intuitive, but in a s ystem that 
accept s the principle that obligations do not conflict, 
discus s ed in Section 3.b, it yields together with (l') 
a formal contradiction. 

c. 
involves 
II:3.a. 

The Good Samaritan Paradox. 43 This paradox 
principle P~ introduced with P in Section 
It is based on the following t wo premises: 

(1) If the Good Samaritan helps Jones who was robbed, 
then J ones was robbed. 

(2) It is forbidden that Jones be robbed. 

Let A stand for: The Good Samaritan helps Jones. 
Let B stand for: Jones was robbed. 
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The paradox can now be derived in this manner: 

( l ' ) (A/\B) ->B . 
(2 I) FB. 

Therefore, by (FR), we can conclude that: 

(3 I ) F (A/\B) . 

That is, 

(3) It is forbidden that the Good Samaritan helps 
Jones who was robbed. 

which is absurd. 

d. The Robber's Paradox. 44 This paradox also 
involves principle P. We point out that: 

(1) The robber repenting his robbery implies that 
robbery has occurred. 

(2) It is forbidden that robbery occur. 

By reasoning similar to that used in the Good Samaritan 
Paradox, we conclude that: 

(3) It is forbidden that the robber repents his 
robbery. 

e. The Victim's Paradox. 45 Also involving 
principle P, this paradox states that since 

(1) If the victim of robbery bemoans his fate of 
being robbed, then a robbery has occurred. 

and since, 

(2) It is forbidden that robbery occurs, 

then 

(3) It is forbidden that the victim of robbery pemoans 
his fate of being robbed. 

f. 
46 

Plato's Paradox. This paradox involves the 
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principle that obligations do not conflict. The 
principle is expressed in SDL- by (Al), and was 
discussed in Section 3.b. The specific version of this 
paradox which will be presented below is due to 
E. J. Lemmon: 

A friend leaves me with his gun, saying 
that he will be back for it in the 
evening, and I promise to return it when 
he calls. He arrives in a distraught 
condition, demands his gun and announces 
that he is going to shoot his wife 
because she has been unfaithful. I 
ought to return the gun, since I promised 
to do so--a case of obligation. And yet 
I ought not to do so, since to do so would be 
to be indirectly responsible for a 
murder, and my moral principles are such 
that I regard this a 3 wrong.47 

g. Sartre's Paradox. This paradox constructed 
by Sartre was also used b y deontic logic to attack the 
deontic principle e x pressed in SDL- by (Al ) .48 This 
paradox is similar to Plato's paradox. But Lemmon 
distinguishes them by remarking that Plato's paradox 
belongs to the class of cases where a person both 
ought and ought not to do something, while Sartre's 
paradox belongs to the class of cases where there is 
some but not conclusive evidence that one ought to do 
something, and there is some but not conclusive 
evidence that one ought not to do that thing. 49 

Sartre's paradox concerns a pupil of h is who had 
lost his brother in the war against Germany and wanted 
to avenge him by joining the Free French Forces. This 
young man also had a mother who was deeply wounded by 
the death of her oldest son and became deeply attached 
to this son. The crux of the paradox is that there is 
a good but not conclusive argument to the effect that 
Sartre's pupil ought to stay by his mother's side. 
Similarly, there is a good but not conclusive argument 
to the effect that he ought to join the Free French 
Forces. However, the latter ought-statement conflicts 
with the first, so that, when expressed f o rmally in a 
standard deontic system, the two ought-statements 
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contradict (Al) . 

h. The Paradox of the Contrary-to-Duty 
Imperative. 50 A deontic logician who accepts (Al) and 
the following two facts: 

(i) that we neglect our duties occasionally, and 
(ii) that one must make the best of a bad 

situation resulting from (i), 

will find this paradox especially challenging. 51 One 
version proceeds as follows: 

(1) Jones robs Smith. 
(2) Jones ought not to rob Smith. 
(3) It ought to be that if Jones doesn't rob Smith, 

he is not punished. 
(4) If Jones robs Smith, then he ought to be 

punished. 

(4) is what Chisholm calls a contrary-do-duty impera
tive, i.e., an imperative which tells us what we ought 
to do if we neglect certain duties,52 

Mott notes three adequacy conditions pertaining 
to any symbolic representation of (1)-(4) ,53 

(a.l) The representation be consistent. 
(a.2) The entailment between (1) and (4) and "Jones 

ought to be punished" be preserved. 
(a.3) The representation of "it ought to be that if 

Jones does not rob Smith then he is punished" 
is false. 

Given these criteria, the problem centers around 
representing (3) and (4) in SDL-. (3) cannot be 
represented as (~A~B), because for consistency the 
statement "It ought to be that if Jones does not rob 
Smith he is punished" must then be represented as 
(~A-<JB) which is true contrary to (a.3) by virtue of 
(1). Furthermore, (4) cannot be represented as O(A-B) 
because then (a.2) is violated; OB is not a consequence 
of A and O(A-B) in any standard deontic logic. 

There is also another argument for rejecting the 
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representation of 0 (A---B) . We know from logic that: 

I- ~A-+ (....,A VB ) , for any B 

and 

r ( ..... AVB) .----(A---B). 

So by principle P, we can conclude that: 

I- O-.A---0 (A ---B) , for any B. 

That is, if it ought not to be the case that A, then 
no matter what B is we can affirm that it is obliga
tory that if A then B. 

That this result is unacceptable is shown by the 
following argument of Chisholm's: 

Let us suppose we wish to remind a 
potential thief of the duty to restore 
stolen property. The locution of the 
obligatory conditional--'It is obli
gatory that if you steal then you 
return the money'-- is not adequate 
for what we want to say. For, if 
stealing is wrong, then this locution 
'O (if A then B) ', interpreted [in 
the way described above), also allows 
us to say, "It is obligatory that if 
you steal then you do not return the 
money' and indeed, 'It is obligatory 
that if you steal then you steal again 
and lead a life of sin henceforth.54 

Hence, (3) and (4) must be represented differently 
in SDL-. The other possibility is to represent (3) as 
o( ..... A--.B) and to represent (4) as (A-OB). But this 
will not do either, since (1) and (4) now yield: 

(5) It ought to be the case that Jones is punished. 

while (2) and (3) yield by clause (1) of theorem T0 : 

(6) It ought to be the case that Jones is not punished. 
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The conjunction of (4) and (6) contradicts (Al) . 

Both alternatives for representing an ought
statement have failed for both (3) and (4). This is 
the crux of the paradox. We need to find an adequate 
way for representing (3) and (4) in SDL-. 

. h . . bl. . 55 i. T e Epistemic 0 igation Paradox. This 
paradox arises within an extension of SDL- which 
includes the operator K read.as 'I know that ... ', and 
the following theorem valid in epistemic logic: 

I- KA->A. 

We now consider this intuitively consistent set: 

(1) It ought to be that Smith refrains from robbing 
Jones. 

and 

(2) I ought to know that Smith robs Jones. 

We can formalize the set above as follows : 

Let A stand for: Smith robs Jones. 

(l') O~A 
(2 I) OKA 

By the epistemic theorem mentioned above, and (DRl), 

(2') yields: 
(3 I) OA 

which together with (1') is inconsistent with (Al). 

The nine paradoxes above are the best known 
paradoxes in the literature. The first eight have been 
central in the on-going debate concerning the validity 
of the principles of SDL-. Therefore, since our claim 
is that the principles of SDL- are essentially correct, 
it becomes necessary for us to dispose of this multi
tude of paradoxes. 
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6. Sorting the Paradoxes of Deontic Logic into Three 
Main Groups. 

The task of disposing of all these paradoxes looks 
tiresomely long, but not if we observe a few crucial 
facts about them. First, in most deontic systems that 
include the unary operator F, F is defined as o-. 56 
(A notable exception in this case is Hintikka's 
system. His argument for the rejection of F=O~ has 
been criticized elsewhere.57) Under the common 
definition, principle P turns out ~o be equivalent to 
principle P' .58 As a result, the Aqvist paradox and 
the Good Samaritan paradox turn out to be two versions 
of the same paradox. Furthermore, the Robber's 
Paradox and the Victim's Paradox are special cases of 
the Good Samaritan Paradox that were introduced to 
discredit inadequate solutions that appeared in the 
literature.59 Therefore, while keeping in mind all 
the various versions, we need concentrate on one only. 
Aqvist's version is the 0-version of the original 
Good Samaritan paradox which we described in 4c. Since 
the system we are dealing with takes 0 as a deontic 
primitive and defines Faso~, we shall choose Aqvist's 
version to represent this host of paradoxes. 

Historically, the Good Samaritan paradox was 
presented in the form described in c. Thus, the 
original version of this paradox was the F version. 
But since then and in light of the definition of F, 
philosophers have used the same name to refer to the 
0-version of the paradox. 60 Aqvist himself describes 
his paradox as a version of the Good Samaritan 
paradox.61 Therefore, in light of the definition of 
F as o~ and its resulting effect on the paradoxes 
listed under 4b and 4c, and in light of a more recent 
trend in the literature we shall refer to the paradox 
introduced in 4b, and which we referred to then as 
Aqvist's paradox, as the Good Samaritan paradox. Our 
treatment of this paradox in Chapter III will succeed 
in resolving as well the other versions discussed in 
4c, 4d and 4e. 

Secondly, the next two paradoxes, Plato's paradox 
and Sartre's paradox shall be referred to by the same 
general name, "the Conflict-of-Duty paradox." One 
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reason behind giving them this common name is that in 
discussing conflict of duties, philosophers did not 
usually distinguish between the two cases.62 Another 
reason is that both paradoxes question the principle 
that ought-statements do not conflict. As a result 
the resolution of both paradoxes is highly similar. 
This fact will become clear in Chapter III where both 
paradoxes are treated and resolved together. 

Thirdly, since we shall argue in defense of SDL
the Contrary-to-Duty Imperative paradox represents a 
serious challenge to our position. The paradox will 
be discussed at length and resolved in Chapter IV. 

Thus, the first eight paradoxes can be grouped 
in three main groups: 

I. Paradoxes involv ing the principle P. 
These are of two kinds: 

a. Ross' paradox. 
b. The Good Samaritan paradox. 

II. Paradoxes involving (Al). 

a. Plato's paradox. 
b. Sartre's paradox. 

Both a and b are referred to in the 
literature as the Conflict-of-Duty 
paradox. 

III. The Paradox of the Contrary-to-Duty 
Imperative. 

The solution to this paradox depends 
on the solution we give to paradoxes 
in group II. Therefore, we should 
concentrate first on the first two 
groups of deontic paradoxes. 

As for the ninth paradox, called the paradox of 
Epistemic Obligation, though it is a well-known 
paradox, it has not played a crucial role in the 
development of deontic logic. We do not think that 
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this paradox deserves attention in a di s cussion on 
deontic logic because the common locution involved in 
its formulation "ought to know" is not correctly 
represented by OK. To illustrate this, consider the 
following example: 

You have a headache. 

Then, 

You ought to know you have a headache. 

Let A stand for: "You have a headache." 

( 1) A--OKA. 

But 

(2) OKA-->OA 

by (DRl) and the theorem mentioned in Section 5.i. 
Hence, 

(3) A--OA. 

That is, if you have a headache, it ought to be the 
case that you have it. 63 Therefore, the paradox of 
Epistemic Obligation seems to lead us into a discussion 
of adequate ways for formalizing the no t ion "ought to 
know" which is not a notion proper to deontic logic. 
It is therefore beyond the scope of this study and will 
not be treated here. 

7. The General Lines for Resolving the Paradoxes. 

In Section 4, we explained the notion of "paradox" 
as used i n the literature on deontic logic. The notion 
it turns out is much weaker than that used sometimes in 
set theor y . Therefore, we must investigate what is 
meant in a "resolution" of the paradoxes in this 
context. 

Having defined this weak notion of "paradox" in 
deontic logic, Hansson adds that "The general line of 
a 'solution' is then to point out that the concepts 
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involved are ambiguous. 11 64 This general line of a 
solution describes correctJ.y our approach and 
resolution of the Good Samaritan paradox, and the 
Conflict-of-Duty Paradox. But it does not describe 
accurately other method by which the other paradoxes 
were resolved. Ross' Paradox will be resolved in 
Chapter III by showing that it appears as paradoxical 
only because some of its premises are not stated 
explicitly in the argument. While in treating the 
paradox of the Contrary-to-Duty Imperative in Chapter 
IV the proposed solution requires the introduction of 
a new notion into our deontic system; that of a dyadic 
operator 0(/). In short, the resolution of the 
paradoxes will be varied in accordance with the nature 
of each paradox. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESOLUTIONS OF THE FIRST TWO GROUPS 
OF DEONTIC PARADOXES 

A. A Resolution of the First Group of 
Paradoxes of Deontic Logic 

1. On the Relation between (DRl) and Ross' Paradox. 

This paradox is also known as the paradox of 
Disjunctive Obligation. As was shown in Section II:5.a 
it is based on theorem To of SDL-. In Section II:l 
theorem To was derived from (DRl) . We now establish 
that the relation between theorem To and (DRl) is even 
stronger. 

Theorem. 

In any deontic system containing propositional 
logic and (R3'), if 

(D) ... (OAVOB) --+O (AVB) . 

Then we can derive from (D) together with (R3') only, 
the rule (DRl) . 

To prove the theorem we assume that I- A~B and derive 
f-OA~B. By our assumption and propositional logic, 

\- (AVB)~B. 

Consequently, we assert by (R3') tha t 

\.- O(AVB)~B 

which yields by (D), that 

f- (OAVOB) ~B 

i. e . , ..... OA ~oB. Q • E . D. 

Thus, by the theorem we just prov ed and the 
result established in Section II:l concerning (D), we 
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can conclude that a system containing (D), (R3') and 
propositional logic is equivalent to one containing 
(DRl), (R3') and propositional logic. In such systems 
then (D) can be regarded as an axiomatic fonn of the 
rule (DRl). Similarly, it can be shown that (D) is 
equivalent to (A2.l) in SDL-. In Section II:l it 
was (A2.l) toyether with (R3') that allowed us to 
derive (DRl). The significance of Ross' paradox is 
clearly enhanced by these results. 

2. Beatty's Argument against one Version of (DRl). 

Several attempts have been made to dismiss this 
paradox by arguing that there is nothing paradoxical 
about (3'), 2 O(AVB), but Beatty holds a different 
position. In his article, "On Evaluating Deontic 
Logics," Beatty discusses a version of Ross' paradox 
which involves the notion of conditional obligation. 3 
Consequently, the paradox is discussed in light of a 
version of (DRl) which involves the same notion. We 
need not concern ourselves at this stage with these 
complications. Therefore, we shall reconstruct 
Beatty's argument (and quotations) so as to delete 
the notion of conditional obligation in favor of the 
old unconditional notion. We mus.t note though that 
the thrust of Beatty's argument remains unchanged 
after the reconstruction. Furthermore, one can easily 
verify that the thrust of our criticism of Beatty also 
remains unchanged when the original version is 
considered. 

Beatty observes correctly that, 

[(DRl)] clearly licenses the inference 
of [O(AVB)) from [OA). Now the 
following s i.tuat ion might be one in 
which a sentence of the form [OA] is 
true while [O(AVB)] is false.4 

He then proceeds to provide an example of disjunctive 
obligation, which is a variant of Ross' paradox. He 
remarks that (using our example of Section II:S.a), 
(3'), i.e., O(AVB) carries the suggestion that Arthur 
can discharge his obligation by satisfying OA where 
OB stands for "It ought to be the case that Arthur 
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kills Jones." Hence, while accepting (l') he rejects 
(3') which is a consequence of (l') by (DRl) as false, 
although he admits that "it is difficult to account in 
any precise way for the intuition that [ (3')] is not 
true in the situation under consideration. 11 5 His case 
against (DRl) rests on intuitions that are difficult 
to substantiate. 

Beatty then makes a further attempt to reveal the 
implausibility of (DRl) and backs his intuitions with 
some explanations: He suggests that we construe 
obligation sentences in the following manner: A in OA 
is a description of an action. He then states that 
while OA above describes the action correctly, (3') 
misdescribes it. Therefore, 

This new construal of sentence letters 
and formulas, however, places the rule 
[(DRl)) in a somewhat different perspec
tive ... now it can be viewed as saying 
that you can correctly be described as 
obligated to do ... all the logical 
consequences of what you can correctly 
be described as obligated to do .... 
Put this way, in terms of description, 
the rule seems much less plausible.6 

3. Response to Beatty. 

Beatty's claim that (1') (using our example of 
Section II:S.a) describes Arthur's obligation correctly 
while (3') misdescribes it, begs the point in question. 
It only restates his earlier intuitions, related to 
the usual reading of OA, on the same sentences; which 
intuitions he found "difficult to account for. 11 7 
Therefore, recasting the whole problem in new terminol
ogy is of no help in this case. Similarly, his new 
reading of (DRl) is no less plausible than saying that 
"it is true that you have an obligation to do all the 
logical consequences of what it is true that you have 
an obligation to do," which is one old way of stating 
(DRl). 

Beatty's claim that (DRl) as construed by him 
appears as much less plausible, raises two questions: 
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a) Why should we accept this reading? b) Why is this 
reading much less plausible? Presumably, his answer 
to the first question is that his new construal of 
obligation sentences, which leads to this reading, 
helps to distinguish between "correctly described 
obligations" and "misdescribed obligations." This 
distinction, Beatty believes, is crucial for weeding 
out Ross' paradox. It exposes (DRl) as an implausible 
principle. This leads us to Beatty's answer of the 
second question. (DRl) is implausible because it 
claims that one can correctly be described as obligated 
to do all the logical consequences of what one can 
correctly be described as obligated to do. Yet, Beatty 
claims that he produced, by his example, a case where 
(DRl) led from correctly described obligations to 
misdescribed ones. This is the crux of Beatty's case 
against (DRl). But as we pointed out earlier, this 
whole argument begs the question by assuming from the 
beginning that (3') misdescribes the obligation. 

4. Solution to Ross' Paradox. 

The basic fact to observe about an obligation of 
form (3'), i.e., O(AVB), is that, indeed, it can be 
satisfied either by bringing about A or by bringing 
about B. In that we agree with Beatty. But this f act 
does not lead us to.deny the truth of (3'). On the 
contrary, it leads us to note that since "it is 
forbidden that Arthur kills Jones" according to moral 
laws, then it follows that (3') can only be satisfied 
by satisfying OA. Formally, 

[O{AVB}AO~BJ~o[ (AVB)A~BJ by (A2.2) 

which reduces by the usual rules of logic and (R3' ) to 
OA. 

Therefore, the simple fact to remember about 
disjunctive obligations is that they present us with 
the choice on how to fulfill our obligations. But at 
no time should we choose a way of fulfilling one · 
obligation by violating another, if such course of 
action can be avoided. (The case where this cannot be 
avoided will be discussed in Chapter IV.) This fact 
is guaranteed by (A2.2). 
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Hansson concurs "that somebody asserts an 
obligation does not mean that he approves of every way 
of making the obligatory formula true." This leads 
him to a conclusion similar to ours, namely, that in 
satisfying certain obligations "we must look not only 
on the obligations uttered or asserted, but on the 
deontic system as a whole. 11 8 

Our solution, while sharing Beatty's uneasiness 
about some possible but unacceptable ways of satisfying 
(3'), points to the method for eliminating these ways 
without rejecting (DRl). This resolves Ross' paradox. 

5. The Various Proposed Solutions to the Good 
Samaritan Paradox. 

As we pointed out in Sections II:S and II:6 this 
paradox involves directly principle P which is 
expressed in SDL- by (DRl) . Yet, while Beatty found 
a reason in Ross' paradox for rejecting this principle, 
curiously enough, none of the solutions proposed for 
the Good Samaritan paradox is based on a rejection of 
principle P. 

For the reader who is unfamiliar with the 
history of this paradox, let us mention now very 
briefly and in chronological order some of the more 
salient proposals for resolving it.9 These proposals 
and others have been discussed in detail and subse
quently rejected in our work, "A Critical Survey in 
Deontic Logic. 11 10 Therefore, for understanding the 
limitations of each proposal mentioned below, the 
reader is asked to refer to our earlier work. 

One solution to this paradox was proposed by 
Prior who calls it the "existentialist" solution. It 
suggests that each person should regard deontic logic 
as applying to those measures he must take to avoid 
bringing about a state of affairs forbidden to him. 11 

In presenting this solution Prior utilizes an 
"F"-version of the Good Samaritan paradox. His version 
is couched in t~~ms of Anderson's Simplification and 
consequently is directed against (NP). But if we 
remember that "FA" is defined as "A ~ S" (see Section 
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II:3.a) then we can restate Prior's version as well 
as his argument solely in terms of "FA" without any 
reference to "S". His solution is revealed then to be 
as relevant to (DRl) as it was to (NP) . 

Prior argues that given his solution which 
requires each person to work within his own deontic 
logic, the statement "it is forbidden that the Good 
.Samaritan helps Jones" is not derivable in the 
Samaritan's deontic logic. This is due to the fact 
that the statement needed for its derivation "it is 
forbidden that Jones be robbed" does not concern the 
Samaritan. It enters his logic merely to help "set 
the stage on which the acts for which he is responsible 
take place. 11 12 Therefore, it does not yield a prohi
bition-statement that concerns him. In order to 
reveal the inadequacy of Prior's proposed solution, the 
Robber's paradox and the Victim's paradox were 
formulated.13 

Another proposal also tied to the Anderson Simpli
fication was made by Nowell-Smith and Lemmon. As 
with Prior's solution, this one can be easily applied 
to our version of the Good Samaritan paradox (intro
duced in Section II:S.c) which involves (DRl). It 
requires the introduction of (i) agents in deontic 
statements and (ii) a particular constant predicate 
"Sx" interpreted as "x ought to suffer the sanction. 11 14 
It is a more sophisticated solution than that of Prior. 
But while it solves this paradox it creates other 
problems.15 

A third proposal was made by Rickman and a fourth 
by Robison. These proposals require the specification 
of persons, times and places in a deontic statement.16 
In our work cited earlier, we explain why this 
solution also fails.17 Aqvist proposes yet another 
method for resolving the paradox through the use of 
two different senses of obligation (and hence prohibi
tion), a "primary sense" and a "secondary sense." 
Aqvist's solution also turns out to be inadequate. 18 

6. Solution to the Good Samaritan Paradox. 

Given the system SDL-, it is possible to resolve 
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the Good Samaritan paradox in a simple manner. In 
Chapter IV, we introduce a deontic s ystem s which 
contains a primitive dyadic operator 0(/). Within the 
systems, the paradox is automatically resolved. 
There are other good reasons for using the dyadic 
operator which we shall explain in Chapter IV. The 
fact that the paradox is automatically resolved in the 
system S will be discussed after we introduce our 
solution to this paradox. 

The problem with the paradox arises when one 
attempts to state sentence (2) formally. 

(2) It ought to be the case that the Samaritan helps 
Jones whom Smith has robbed. 

Let us study sentence (2). The obligation described 
by (2) is satisfied exactly when the Samaritan helps 
Jones. That Smith has robbed Jones is not a part of 
this obligation. It is only a piece of additional 
information, a circumstance surrounding the Samaritan's 
obligation to help Jones. Hence the correct way to 
state (2) formally would be: 

(2") OBM. 

The way of stating (2) emphasizes the exact extent of 
the obligation. It also mentions the circumstance that 
Smith robbed Jones without confusing the circumstance 
with the obligation. In the traditional formalization 
of the paradox, (2) was stated formally as: 

(2') O(BAA). 

This formalization indicated, contrary to the intent 
of the original English sentence (2), that the 
obligation being described is a complex one. It 
covers both helping Jones and robbing him . Clearly 
such a representation of (2) is inadequate, and 
consequently, it is no surprise that it leads to 
unacceptable results. The representation is motivated 
by a superficial examination of sentence (2). In this 
sentence the expression "it ought to be the case" 
precedes the rest of the sentence, hence, it is 
hastily assumed that whatever comes after the 
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expression is a part of the described obligation. 

The problem here stems from the English language 
which, in this case, does not provide adequate 
punctuation to delineate the scope of 0. Hence, the 
scope of 0 in sentence (2) is ambiguous between a wide 
one ranging over the whole sentence and a narrow one 
ranging over the first conjunct only. But further 
examination of the sentence reveals the correct scope. 
Here, when the scope of O is mistaken for the wide 
one, the paradox appears. When the scope of 0 is 
understood properly as limited to the first conjunct, 
the paradox cannot be formulated since the new formal 
counterpart to (2) will become: 

(2 ") OBAA 

and clearly this does not yield OA which leads to the 
paradox. 

In some versions of this paradox, the scope of 
the 0-operator is defined correctly, but a false 
principle which appears very similar to (DRl) is used 
to get the paradoxical result. 19 The principle states 
that: 

f- {AAB) -..C 

t- (AAOB) -iQC 

That this principle is false is revealed by those 
versions of the Good Samaritan paradox. Indeed, those 
versions are not paradoxes at all but simply counter
examples to the false principle above. This principle 
is anyway invalid in all of the standard systems of 
deontic logic. 

It is now clear that the language of SDL- is 
adequate for resolving the Good Samaritan paradox 
without any new additions like those suggested by 
Rickman and Robison, for example. 

Since the problem behind the Good Samaritan· 
paradox has been revealed, there is no reason to treat 
it again with respect to our system s. But it is 
interesting to note here that the dyadic operator 0(/) 
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eliminates the ambiguity faced in SDL- altogether. So 
that the problem would not arise even for an unsus
pecting translator. The slash in 0(/) separates the 
circumstance of the ought-statement from the statement 
itself. Therefore, in this case, (2) will be expressed 
in this new terminology as: 

0 (B/A). 

The problem of the ambiguity of scope is clearly 
avoided here. 

B. A Resolution of the Second Group of 
Paradoxes in Deontic Logic 

1. A Proposed Resolution of Plato's Paradox. 

Many philosophers have found this paradox simple 
to resolve. Lemmon himself, who presented this 
specific version of the paradox, concluded that it is 
"evidently resolved by not returning the gun. 11 20 He 
then suggests several methods for arriving at such a 
conclusion. One of the more salient suggestions 
requires the existence of an ordering of our various 
duties and obligations, such that in cases of conflict 
all one needs to do is fulfill the obligation or duty 
ranking highest in the ordering. Baier makes a similar 
suggestion in his book The Moral Point of View; while 
Castaneda discusses in great detail a theory of 
morality involving a hierarchy of norms that purports 
to resolve conflicts. Castaneda's solution to 
conflicts will be singled out for discussion later 
since it represents the most detailed and precise 
proposa1.21 An observant reader will immediately point 
out that given our aim of defending (Al), such solutions 
to the paradox as the ones listed above cannot be 
accepted. These solutions assume as their starting 
point that obligations do indeed conflict, contrary to 
(Al) . It is on the basis of this assumption that a 
method is consequently advanced to resolve the 
conflicts. We now show that such an observation stems 
from a confusion based on a serious ambiguity in the 
deontic language. 
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2. The Notions of "Actual" and "Prima Facie" 
Obligations and their Role in Plato's Paradox. 

We shall use David Ross' discussions of "actual 
obligation" or "obligation sans phrase" and "prima 
facie obligation" in the The Foundations of Ethics and 
The Right and the Good as a starting point for our 
detailed study of the notions of "actual ought
statement" and "prima facie ought-statement. 11 22 

According to Ross, an actual obligation is an 
obligation which is grounded in the totality of 
considerations relating to the whole situation pertain
ing to that obligation. On the other hand, a prima 
facie obligation is grounded in considerations relating 
only to certain aspects of the situation. Ross argues 
that 

For while an act may well be prima 
facie obligatory in respect of one 
character and prima facie forbidden 
in virtue of another, it becomes 
obligatory or forbidden only in virtue 
of the totality of its ethically 
relevant characteristics.23 

When all the aspects of the situation are 
considered, a prima facie obligation may be overridden, 
i.e., the total aspects of the situation may reveal 
that the prima facie disobligatoriness of the state 
of affairs described by the obligation, outweighs its 
prima facie obligatoriness and, thus, this prima facie 
obligation will not become an actual obligation once 
all the aspects have been considered. Hence, a prima 
facie obligation expresses only the tendency of a state 
of affairs to iJe obligatory. 24 

This fact about prima facie obligations led Ross 
to deny that they are a kind of obligation, 

[the phrase "prima facie obligation"] 
seems to say that prima facie obligations 
are one kind of obligation, while they 
are in fact something different; for we 
are not obliged to do that which is only 
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prima facie obligatory. We are bound 
to do that act whose prima facie 
obligatoriness in those respects in 
which it is prima facie obligatory 
most outweighs its prima facie dis
obligatoriness in those respects in 
which it is prima facie disobligatory.25 

Let us illustrate this point. 

Suppose that you found a deserted infant in the 
park, crying of hunger. Based on this aspect of the 
siutation, you have a prima facie obligation to give 
the infant a bottle of milk. But suppose further that 
the infant is wearing a medical tag which informs you 
that he is allergic to milk but not to juice. Assuming 
that there are no further morally relevant aspects to 
this situation, you can conclude on the basis of the 
totality of considerations relating to the whole 
situation (e.g., that the infant is deserted, that you 
found him, that he is hungry, that you ought to feed 
him, that he is allergic to milk but not to juice) 
that you have an actual obligation to give the infant 
juice. 

This conclusion clearly illustrates the fact that 
a prima facie obligation is not an obligation but one 
step in the process of determining what is an obli
gation given a certain situation. 

Similarly, we shall now define an actual ought
statement as one which is based on the totality of 
considerations relating to the whole situation, while 
a prima facie ought-statement is based only on certain 
aspects o.f the situation. Baier speaks of prima 
facie ought-statements as presumptions which can be 
rebutted or confirmed after considering the whole 
situation. But until then they remain presumptions 
and consequently do not entail what ought or ought not 
to be the case.26 Hence, Baier takes a line akin to 
ours and Ross'; he denies that prima facie ought
statements are a kind of an ought-statement. 

It is easy to confuse the notions of prima facie 
and actual obligation with those of apparent and real 
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obligation. To eliminate any such confusion, we 
emphasize what Ross said in pointing out the drawbacks 
of his choice of the term "prima facie": 

'Prima' facie suggests t h at one is 
speaking only of an appearance which 
a moral situation presents at first 
sight, and which may turn out to be 
illusory; whereas what I am speaking 
of is an objective fact involved in the 
nature of the situation or more 27 
strictly in an element of its nature ... 

The fact that a prima facie obligation has a n 
objective foundation in the nature of the situation 
and is not a mere illusion can be s h own e asily in 
cases where the aspects of the situation under consid
eration are themselves complex. Th e complexity of an 
aspect leads to a thorough process of deliberation 
(which will be discussed in later section s) in order 
to determine which prima facie obligat i ons are, in 
fact, based on this aspect. Consequently , it is ' clear 
that results reached in such cases are no t reached at 
first sight; they are not illusions. They are very 
well considered r~sults that have been reached on the 
basis of a set of considerations. In cases where that 
set of considerations represents the total situation, 
the process of deliberation mentioned above specifies, 
in fact, the actual obligations. Th is fact reveals 
that the problem lies not with the p rocess of 
deliberation itself--it is not a first glance--but 
with the scope of considerations used in that process 
to determine the obligations . No further delibera tion
-nor a second glance-- will make a prima facie 
obligation "disappear" so long as t h e original scope 
of considerations remains constant. Consequently, a 
prima facie obligation i s as objectively - and reality
based on its grounds, as is an actual obligation based 
on the total situation. A similar conclusion can b e 
reached with respe ct to prima facie and actual ought
statements. 

This concludes our comments on the distinction 
between actual and prima facie ought-statements. We 
are prepared now to return to Plato's paradox and 
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reexamine it in light of these notions. Given one 
aspect of the situation described in the paradox, 
namely that we promised our friend to return his gun, 
we can assert the following prima facie ought
statement: we ought to return the gun to our friend. 
On the other hand, given another aspect of the 
situation, namely that our friend wants to kill his 
wife with the gun, we can assert another prima facie 
ought-statement: we ought not to return the gun to 
our friend. Now both these statements are well 
considered presumptions waiting to be rebutted or 
confirmed in the light of the real situation. Consid
erations of the total situation rebut the first prima 
facie ought-statement while confirming the second. 
This result is in accordance with Lemmon's intuitions 
on how th .i_ s conflict must be resolved. 2B 

Since ought-statements, as ordinarily stated, are 
ambiguous, i.e., it is not usually clear whether they 
are prima facie or actual ought-statements, (Al) can 
be interpreted in two important ways which have been 
responsible for the confusion on whether (Al) is valid 
or not. If (Al) is taken to be a statement concerning 
prima facie ought-statements, it is obviously false. 
Plato's paradox is an adequate counter-example to it. 
On the other hand, if (Al) is taken to be as a state
ment concerning actual obligation, then we claim, it 
is valid. Plato's paradox cannot be used in this 
instance as a counter-example to (Al) . As a matter of 
fact, by suggesting his solution to the paradox, Lemmon 
removed the last possibility of using it against (Al) . 
It should be clear that strictly speaking the only 
proper interpretation of (Al) is the latter. This i s 
so because (Al) is proposed as an axiom of deontic 
logic, or the logic of obligations. Prima facie 
obligations are not obligations and, hence, any 
statement concerning them does not belong to deontic 
logic. What we are defending in this work can now be 
clearly stated as the set of proposed axioms for a 
logic of obligations, or more emphatically, a logic 
of actual obligations. It is not our intention to 
argue that prima facie ought-statements do not conflict. 
That they do is obvious. But that is no ground for 
rejecting (Al). If (Al) is to be rejected, a case of 
conflicting actual ought-statements must be produced. 
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In the next section we show how the ambiguity in 
ought-statements has caused the rejection of another 
major principle. 

3. An Examination of Some Arguments against the 
Principle that "Ought" Implies "Can". 

a. Lemmon's Arguments. For philosophers who 
misinterpret (Al) as pertaining to prima facie ought
statements, and consequently reject it, the possibility 
of rejecting the Kantian principle "ought" implies 
"can" is greatly increased. This is due to the fact 
that since they accept that prima facie ought-state
ments conflict, then they can assert on the basis of 
(A2) that (OA/\0---A) ""'O(A!V--A). This result obviously 
goes against the Kantian principle. 

Such a line of reasoning for rejecting this 
principle was, in fact, given by Lemmon, who then 
concluded that the Kantian principle and (Al) "stand 
or fall together. 11 29 In another article he offers yet 
another argument against the principle that "ought" 
implies "can": 

If X ought to do A, and ought to do 
B, then X ought to do A and B, by a 
principle of deontic logic which I 
and others accept; hence in the cases 
under consideration, X ought to do 
both A and not-A; now if 'ought' 
implies 'can', it follows that X can 
do both A and not-A, and yet it is 
a logical truth that X cannot do both 
A and not-A. 30 

Thus the crux of Lemmon's case against the Kantian 
principle is the claim that ought-statements do 
conflict. In examining his examples of cases where 
ought-statements are claimed to conflict, including 
his version of Plato's paradox, it seems that they all 
run afoul of the distinction introduced in the earlier 
section. Here is one such example: 

I ought to burn these manuscripts (the 
poet made me promise to do so on his 
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deathbed), but I simply cannot (of 
course I have the physical and 
psychological power--it is just that 
my aesthetic sense would be outraged 
by the act).31 

This example, like Plato's paradox, clearly 
formulates prima facie ought-statements. That these 
are prima facie ought-statements is obvious from the 
parenthetical remarks that Lemmon feels necessary to 
introduce in order to make sense of this conflict. 
These remarks make it clear that each ought-statement 
is based on an analysis of only one aspect of the 
situation and hence can only be a presumption or a 
prima facie ought-statement. It is not unusual, 
therefore, that conflict ensues. Lemmon has failed to 
show us a conflict of actual ought-statements. He 
only showed us a conflict of prima facie ought
statements. This possibility of prima facie ought
statements conflicting with each other was never 
contested. But Lemmon disagrees with this conclusion. 

It may be argued that these are merely 
prima facie obligations, one of which 
will 'disappear' when our true moral 
situation, what we 'really' ought to 
do, has been revealed to us . This 
view seems to me to make the moral 
life too easy. Perhaps Ross' term 
prima facie is here ill-judged; rather 
it is essential to our perplexity 
when faced with conflicting obliga
tions that we really are under an 
obligation to do A and also under one 
to do not-A (e.g., we really did give 
conflicting promises) ,32 

Clearly, Lemmon's argument against our conclusion 
is rooted in another confusion we warned against in 
the previous section. Here, Lemmon confuses "prima 
facie" with "apparent" or "that which may turn out to 
be illusory." Hence, his refere:1ce to "disappearing" 
obligations. He illustrates his claim that the 
conflict of obligations is real by pointing out that 
"e.g., we really did give conflicting promises." But 
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this correct observation shows only that prima facie 
obligations conflict. It does not show them unreal. 
The reality and absoluteness of an obligation must 
not be confused. "Prima facie" as we argued earlier, 
refers to "an objective fact involved in the nature of 
the situation." Nevertheless, a prima facie obligatioJ\ 
may be rebutted in a specific situation. Therefore, 
Lemmon's rejection of the view that conflicting obli
gations are only prima facie obligations, is based on 
his misunderstanding of the concept of "prima facie." 
Given our analyses, Lemmon has failed to present a 
case of conflicting actual ought-statements. Conse
quently, his arguments against (Al) and the Kantian 
principle are ineffective. 

b. Hare's Arguments. Hare furnishes many cases 
"in which 'ought' can be as it were, weakened so as no 
longer to possess the property which makes 'ought' and 
'cannot' disagree. 00 33 One such case is where "I ought 
to go and see him" is taken to mean "there is a moral 
convention that people in my situation should go and 
see him." Another is where "I ought to go and see 
him" means "as a matter of psychological fact I shall 
feel guilty if I do not go and see him." Hare claims 
that: 

So used, 'ought' by no means implies 
'can'; for in many cases people are 
unable to do what moral convention 
requires, and in many cases they feel 
guilt, or remorse, for their failure 
to do actions which they know to have 
been impossible.34 

Each 0£ the above ought-statements, given by Hare 
as cases where "ought" does not imply "can," is based 
on some aspect of the situation under consideration, 
and not on the whole situation. Hare himself supplies 
that aspect in presenting each case. Therefore, 
clearly, these are cases of prima facie ought
statements. 

The principle "ought" implies "can," like (Al), is 
ambiguous between two main interpretations correspond
ing to the two notions: "actual ought" and "prima 
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facie ought." That prima facie "oughts" do not alwa y s 
imply "can" is a clear c onsequence of Plato's paradox 
if these prima facie "oughts" obey a principle analo
gous to that expres sed by (A2). Therefore, Hare's 
cases do not refute the Kantian principle when inter
preted as pertaining to actual "oughts." Furthermore, 
it is u s eless to consider such cases as a way of 
discovering the validity of the princip le under the 
interpretation referred to in the prev ious sentence, 
and which is the sole interpretation which falls 
within the scope of deontic logic. For, suppose that 
we try to discover the actual "ought" in these cases . 
To do that we have to consider the totality of each 
situation. Suppose that this totality includes in the 
first case the following aspect of the s ituation: 
that we are unable in thi s case to do what moral 
convention requires (because a court decis i on has put 
me under house arrest). Suppos e t hat t here are no 
additional relevant aspects here. If one accepts the 
Kantian principle, considerations of t h e situation as 
a whole will lead to deny the following ough t
statement: we ought to go and see him. Therefore, 
the result of this case d oes not contradict the 
Kantian principle. On the other hand, if one rejects 
the Kantian principle, then he will a s s e rt the 
following actual ought-statement: we ought to go and 
see him. Consequently, such cases offer no help in 
rebutting or affirming the principle. Nor do the 
feelings of guilt and remo rse offer us a ny clue as t o 
the validity of the principle that "ought" implies 
"can"; since not only is it the case t h a t p eople can 
mi s judge their obligations, but furthermore they do 
s ometimes indulge unjustifiably in fee lings of guilt. 
The latter aspect represen ts a psychological problem 
not relevant to the principles of deont i c logic. We 
conclude this discussion by emphasizing that neither 
Lemmon nor Hare has supplied counter-examples to the 
principle that "ought" imp lies "can." A belief to 
the contrary rests on a confusion between prima facie 
and actual "ought." Our principle, as a deontic 
principle pertains to actual "oughts" only , and any 
counter-example to its analogue pertaining to prima 
facie "oughts" is irrelevant. 
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4. An Exploration of Castaneda's Method for Solving 
Plato's Paradox. 

In an earlier section we said that Lemmon and 
others suggested the use of a preexisting ordering of 
our obligations, or the principles on which they rest, 
as a way for resolving conflicts of duties. We also 
said that since Castaneda offers the most detailed 
proposal for constructing such a hierarchy, we shall 
single out his proposal for discussion. This is our 
present task. 

The proposal was expounded in "A Theory of 
Morality." In this article Castaneda describes his 
ethical system as "very comprehensive; it contains 
every other normative system as a proper subsystem. 11 35 
The nonethical systems encompass all kinds of norms, 
e.g., courtesy rules, football rules, laws, etc. 
These systems are arranged in an ethical hierarchy. 
To distinguish the ethical "ought" from the non-ethical 
"ought" he uses numerical subscripts for the latter 
only. The ethical ought enjoins the doing of action 
prescribed by norms belonging to a subsystem in the 
hierarchy. In Cqses of conflict of duties, the 
ethical "ought" enjoins the doing of the action 
prescribed by the higher subsystem. Formally, the 
unsubscripted, ethical "ought" is defined as follows: 

(E) A ought to be done if and only if there is 
an ~ such that oughti to be done, and there 
is no i smaller than--:i such that A is 
forbiddeni. 

The subscript ~ denotes the place of the normative 
subsystem in the ethical hierarchy. Higher subsystems 
have subscripts with smaller values.36 

The contents of morality, according to cas,taneda 
are to be found in the principles governing the ranking 
of these subsystems. Let us explain the process by 
which this ranking is achieved in Castaneda's system. 
"The moral value of a norm N is the moral value of the 
class of act ions prescribed by N. 11 3 7 The moral value 
of the class of actions prescribed by N is, in turn, 
dependent on the moral value of its members. We have 
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now reached the most elementary and fundamental step 
in building the ethical hierarchy--the mo r a l value of 
an action, which is defined by Castaneda as a function 
of an "emotional quality" possessed by the action and 
referred to as "satisfaction. 11 38 

At this point it seems that conflicts of duties, 
which involve actions ha v ing different moral values, 
can be solved in a straightforward manner by computing 
the moral values of each action, and p e rforming that 
which has the highest mora l value. But alth ough 
Castaneda assumes that such values can be computed, he 
chooses another method for solving conflicts of duties. 
According to this method the moral value of individual 
actions is used to determine the moral valu e of 
classes of actions which, in turn, is used to 
determine the moral value of the different norms and 
to arrange them in a hierarchy, within the subsystems. 
The subsystems thems elves are then ranked in the 
final hierarchy on the basis of the moral value of the 
class of norms belonging to each of them.39 

Once the hierarchy is established it becomes for 
Castaneda the sole criterion for making moral deci
sions, as is revealed by definition (E) above. It is 
then subject to change only for three reasons: a) if 
it turns out that the hierarchy contains inconsistent 
norms, b) if there is a gap to be filled i n the 
ordering, or c) if the hierarchy is proven to be 
inconsistent in that a subsystem S whose moral value 
is higher than that of S' is ranked below S' . 40 

Given Castaneda's hierarchy, the solution of 
Plato's paradox in his system will not depend on the 
moral value of the action of giving a gun as compared 
to that of not giving it, but on the moral value of 
the subsystem to which the norms prescribing these 
actions belong. In this case, "you ought to return 
the gun" prescribing the return of the gun, can be 
regarded as a norm belonging to the subsystem of social 
conventions. "You ought not to return the g un" 
prescribing not returning the gun, can be regarded as 
a norm belonging to the legal subsystem. If we accept 
the assumption that the moral value of the l egal 
subsystem ranks higher than that of social convention, 
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(a reasonable assumption), we can conclude that the 
ethical "ought" enjoins the act of not returning the 
gun. This resolution of the conflict is consistent 
with our moral intuitions. Castafieda's syste~· 
succeeds in resolving Plato's paradox. 

5. Criticism of Castaneda's Method. 

But though Castaneda's method resolved success
fully Plato's paradox, it is a complete failure in 
resolving other types of conflict of duties. Further
more in some cases where the resolution of the conflict 
lies clearly in following a certain course of action, 
Castaneda's method yield results to the contrary. 

Let us consider the first charge. In constructing 
Castaneda's system, it is assumed that conflict of 
duties originates from the fact that two different 
norms prescribe two incompatible actions. Hence, it 
is assumed that a conflict can be resolved by mere 
reference to the ranking of the subsystem containing 
each of them. But, in fact, a conflict can arise with 
only one norm involved. Here is an example, Joe is 
watching his twin sons drown. He cannot save both of 
them. He can only save one. The norm prescribing 
the action to save the first son is the same as that 
prescribing the action to save the second son. S~nce 

Joe cannot save both, conflict of duties arises. 
This conflict cannot be resolved by the usual method 
since there is only one norm involved. Furthermore, 
by (E), we can assert that "Joe ought to save the 
first son" as well as its conflicting counterpart, 
because in each case there is an ~ such that A oughti 
to be done, and there is no i smaller than ~ such 
that A is forbiddenj. Hence, we have here a case of 
conflicting ethical 11 oughts," contrary to Castaneda's 
claim that only non-ethical "oughts" conflict. 
Similar problems can arise where two norms in the same 
subsystem have the same moral value, or when two 
subsystems have the same moral value. 

We shall now substantiate the second charge 
against Castaneda's system, namely, that it yields in 
some cases results that run clearly against our moral 
intutitions. Consider the case of Andre, who is a 
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good citizen. He votes in every election. In this 
instance, he ought to vote in today's mayoral 
elections whose result is already clear since the 
candidate has a landslide majority. Furthermore, in 
this instance, Andre's mother, who is very attached to 
her son, is on her deathbed, so Andre ought to stay 
home by his mother's side. Now suppose that political 
norms rank higher than familial norms, and that there 
are no further relevant facts about this situation. 

Clearly, Andre is in a situation of conflict of 
duties, since voting requires leaving his mother's 
side. But the specific circumstances of this case are 
so clearly in favor of Andre staying by his mother, 
that most moral agents do not have to think twice 
about it. For, even though his political duties rank 
higher than familial duties, nevertheless, the moral 
value of voting in this instance is negligibly low, 
while the moral value of staying by his mother's side 
is tremendously high. Our moral sense would then 
resolve this conflict by stating that Andre ought to 
stay by his mother's side. 

But Castaneda's method yields the opposite answer. 
What matters in this method is not the moral value of 
the action but that of the subsystem. In this case, 
the political subsystem ranks higher than the sub
system of familial norms, consequently, by (E), Andre 
ought to vote. 

The reason behind this unacceptable result, lies 
in the fact that a class of actions can have an 
enormously high moral value even when one of its 
members has a dismally low moral value. This is so 
because the moral value of the class of actions, 
according to Castaneda, is simply the sum of the moral 
values of individual actions. So that, if there are 
some actions of unusually high moral value, they will 
compensate for the one with the low moral value. 
Since norms and consequently, subsystems depend in 
their ranking on the moral value of the class of 
actions belonging to each norm; everything else being 
equal, this action with the unusual low moral value 
will be prescribed by a norm belonging to a subsystem 
of a higher moral value. On the other hand, everything 
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else being equal, an action with exactly the opposite 
characteristic, i.e., it has a high moral value in a 
class of actions which have low moral values, will be 
prescribed by a norm belonging to a subsystem of a 
lower moral value. So in case of conflict of duties 
involving the two actions described, the h igher norm 
will prescribe the action having the lower moral value. 
A similar problem arises where the discrepancy between 
the moral value of a norm and that of the class to 
which it belongs is also great. In either of these 
cases the system yields results that clash with our 
moral intuitions. 

Castaneda's system is not concerned with the 
particulars; the particular situation, particular 
action, or particular norm. Its basic concern is the 
average case. Therefore, sharp variations from the 
average case yield the unintuitive results discussed 
above. This excessive abstraction from the specificity 
of the moral situation leads Castaneda's system to 
even less palatable results. Take a set of subsystems. 
Call the m S1, s2,. S3. Let Sl = (N3,N5,Ns}, 
s2 = (N1 ,N4 ,N8 } and s3 = (N1 ,N3 ,N7 }. Let the moral 
value of N1 = 1, N2 = 2 and so on. 

Since the subsystems are ranked in the hierarchy 
on the basis of the moral value of the class of norms 
belonging to each of them it is clear that in this 
example s1 ranks higher than s2 which ranks higher than 
s3 . As Castaneda's convention demands, we have 
assigned to the higher subsystems subscripts with 
smaller values. 

Suppose now that s1 is the subsystem of military 
laws, s 2 is the subsystem of social conventions, while 
s3 is that of courtesy; and suppose that you are in a 
situation of conflict between an action prescribed b y 
a courtesy rule N3 and a norm of social convention N8 . 
Now Ng belongs to s2 which is higher than s3 to which 
N3 belongs. But on the other hand, N3 belongs to s1 
which has nothing to do with the situation but 
satisfies the description of being the highest sub
system. Hence, according to Castanada the ethical 
"ought" enjoins the action prescribed by N3 which 
belongs to the highest subsystem. 
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Our various examples above have shown the serious 
inadequacies of Castaneda's method for resolving 
conflicts. It is important to note that at least the 
first part of our criticism pertaining to conflicts 
based on the same norm, or norms belonging to sub
systems of equal moral v alue can be generalized so as 
to apply to hierarchies other than that of Castaneda. 

6. The Special Significance of Sartre's Paradox. 

In light of our discussion of the possiblity of 
~olving conflicts of duties by reference to a pre
existing ethical hierarchy, Sartre's paradox acquires 
added significance. It represents one furth er illus
tration of the fact that the specificity of a moral 
case cannot be always ignored in determining one's 
duties. For, although we may admit that political 
norms generally rank higher than familial norms , we 
still have to determine in complex moral situations 
whether the specific case under consideration is one 
which obeys this general ranking of norms or is the 
exception to it. As Mill pointed out: 

It is not the fault of any creed, but 
of the complicated nature of human 
affairs, that rules of conduct cannot 
be so framed as to require no exceptions, 
and that hardly any kind of action can 
safely be laid down as either always 
obligatory, or always condemnable. 4 1 

Consequently, even if a norm N1 generally ranks 
higher than another norm N2 , the exception to norm Ni 
may rank quite differently with respect to instances 
or exceptions of norm N2 . This is the aspect which 
complicates the resolution of moral dilemmas ; and this 
aspect is not recognized in solutions, based on 
preexisting hierarchies, of the sort discussed earlier. 
Hare agrees, 

Sartre uses the example in order to 
make the point that in such cases no 
antecedently 'existing' principle can 
be appealed to .... We have to 
consider the particular case and make 
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up our minds what are its morally 
relevant features, and what, taking 
these features into account , ought to 
be done in such a case. Nevertheless, 
when we do make up our minds, it is 
about a matter of principle which has 
a bearing outside the particular case. 4 2 

We would like to make t wo remarks pertain ing to Hare' s, 
as well as to the earlier discussion. While rejecting 
the use of preexisting ethical hierarchies for 
providing an automatic solution of moral dilemmas, 
which consists solely of checking t h e comparative 
ranking of the norms involved and deciding accordingly , 
we do not reject preexisting ethical hierarchies. 
Human beings usually do uphold that cert a in moral 
principles are higher than others. They do uphold 
some sort of an ethical hierarchy which can be crude 
or sophisticated depending on the individual. Hence, 
when faced with a moral dilemma, they do have some 
information to fall back on. But in the case of t h e 
sophisticated moral agent, thi s ethical hierarchy is 
regarded by him !'l-S a generally working hierarchy which 
resolves most but not all conflicts. Therefore, he 
would be judicious in his use of this hierarchy, and 
alert for any exceptional moral conflicts that may 
come along, In the latter case new methods and new 
information have to be introduced as we shall see 
later. 

Secondly , we agree with Hare that even when we 
resolve an exceptional case of moral dilemma, our 
resolution has a bearing outside the particular case. 
This is so because our resolution might reveal that 
our hierarchies need refinement. Furthermore, when 
the resolution of several moral dilemmas concerning t h e 
same norms turns out to be consistently contrary to 
that based exclusive l y on the ranking of the norms 
within the hierarchy , then an alert moral agent might 
reconsider and, consequently, restructure hi s hierarchy , 
in light of the accumulated evidence. Hence, not only 
does the hierarchy affect the resolution of the 
specific case, but also, an accumulation of information 
based on the resolution of the specific case can affect 
the hierarchy. 
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Another reason to bestow added significance upon 
Sartre's paradox is due to the fact that if we fail to 
resolve convincingly the conflict in this paradox, 
then our earlier distinction between prima facie and 
actual obligation will not be adequate to stave off 
this attack on (Al), since we could end up here with 
two conflicting actual ought-statements. Consequently, 
we would have to reject (Al). As inadequate as it was, 
the solution by referring solely to a hierarchy, did 
resolve Plato's paradox. Yet, having shown the inade
quacy of the solution, we are now standing with a new 
and more powerful paradox in our hands, but with no 
solution. To decree at this point that Sartre's 
paradox involves only prima facie and not actual 
ought-statements is a lame defense unless, a) we can 
point out the actual obligations, b) argue conclusively 
that, indeed, these are the actual obligations, and 
that furthermore, c) they do not conflict. Such tasks 
are not as easy to perform in this case as they were 
in the case of Plato's paradox. 

7. Some General Observations Concerning Prima Facie 
and Actual Ought-Statements. 

a. The Moral Weight of an Ought-Statement. When 
a norm N1 ranks higher than a norm N2 , we shall say 
that N1 carries greater moral weight than N2. When 
two norms are involved in a case of conflict of duties, 
the comparative weights of these norms helps settle 
the conflict but need not be the sole factor in 
settling it as we saw earlier. This is due to the 
fact that each instance of a norm derives its own 
moral weight at least partially, from that norm. 
Consequently, the moral weights of the instances 
involved in a conflict of duties can themselves be 
compared, thus making the resolution of the conflict 
more accessible. 

Similarly, the specific circumstances in a 
situation under consideration also affect the moral 
weight of an instance (of some norm) involved in that 
situation. This is what we meant when we argued along 
with Hare that no preexisting ethical hierarchy is 
alone adequate for resolving complex moral conflict. 
The details of the situation could reveal that the 
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higher norm involved in the situation is involved in it 
only tangentially. They could also reveal, as we 
argued earlier that this specific instance of the norm 
has an exceptionally high, or low moral value, as the 
case may be. Consider Andre's situation.43 It is 
generally true that it ought to be the case that Andre 
votes. But compare the following two circumstances: 
a) where the vote concerns a mayoral election whose 
result is for all purposes settled, with not much 
hanging on this result; and b) where the vote concerns 
a tight race for the presidency of the country, and 
where the result could alter the country's political 
structure. In the absence of other factors, it is 
clear that in both cases: it ought to be the case 
that Andre votes. But circumstance b) lends a higher 
weight to this ought-statement than circumstance a). 
To see this, suppose Andr~ is in a situation where he 
has to choose between voting in the mayoral election 
and voting in the presidential election. The right 
decision is immediately obvious. It ought to be .the 
case that Andre votes in the presidential election. 
The urgency of the presidential election lends added 
weight to the ought-statement, while the blandness of 
the mayoral election does not add any weight to the 
ought-statement; perhaps it detracts from it instead. 
Consequently, we should be able to talk about the 
comparative weights of ought-statements, and to use 
this information for resolving conflicts between prima 
facie ought-statements. 

b. The Role of Circumstances in Determining · 
Obligations. The second observation that we would 
like to make concerns the role of the circumstances in 
a situation in determining what actually ought to be 
the case. This observation is closely related to the 
first, because by modifying the moral weight of a 
prima facie ought-statement, the circumstances can 
create a discrepancy between the moral weights of 
conflicting prima facie ought-statements that could 
result in determining what is the actual ought
statement. consider Sartre's example again. The 
paradox there derives its force from the assumption 
that Sartre has related to us all the morally relevant 
circumstances of the situation and left nothing out. 
For suppose that situation was as described by Sartre 
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except for the additional fact that the son had also 
five other siblings to whom the mother is also greatly 
attached and who are willing to stay by her side. 
Clearly, such a factor reduces the force of the 
dilemma greatly. It introduces another aspect to the 
situation by introducing a new circumstance, which 
decreases the moral weight of one of the conflicting 
statements, the statement that it ought to be the case 
that you stay by your mother's side. 

Now suppose that we investigate the situation 
further and discover that all the five siblings of 
this person have just been jailed by the occupying 
forces. This new fact reverses the previous situation 
and brings back the earlier conflict of duty in fuller 
force, since now the mother is pictured as one bur
dened with the pain of having been separated in her 
last days from all her children but one. On the other 
hand, the fight for one's country carries a more 
concrete and urgent meaning for the son since he now 
associates it also with the resolution of his new 
familial tragedy. Under the new description of the 
situation we witness an escalation of the conflict. 
The conflict is still in effect but the moral weight 
of each ought-statement is increased. 

we can go on further and imagine additional facts 
about the situation that could anull the conflict even 
at this escalated level and so on. The important fact 
to remember is that all we did with Sartre's example 
was to add to bits of morally relevant information, 
without disposing of old ones. By adding information 
we changed the moral description of the situation. 
Similar results can be obtained by removing circum
stances in a situation, instead of adding them. This 
shows the crucial role of specifying the circumstances 
of a moral situation. The truth of each prima facie 
ought-statement is conditional upon those aspects of 
the situation on which it is based. Similarly, the 
truth of an actual ought-statement is conditional 
upon the totality of aspects of the situation in which 
it was asserted. This fact led W. J. Rees to argue: 

Our moral rules ... appear to conflict 
... only because we mistakenly try to 
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analyze them in terms of unconditional 
rather than conditional s tatement s . 
When they are regarded as concealed 
conditional statements, an adequate 
analysis of the conditions will always 
remove the possibility of conflict.44 

Our resolution of Sartre's paradox in this chapter, 
will indeed be based on an adequate analysi s of the 
conditions. 

At this point, we have to point out an apparent 
tension in Ross' discussion of prima facie and actual 
obligation. He refers at one time to prima facie 
obligation as conditional, while he refers later to 
actual obligation as absolute.45 This reference 
seems inconsistent with Ross' own definition of both 
notions. It is true that a prima facie obligation 
i s conditional upon a specific aspect of the situation. 
But it is also true that an actual obligation is 
conditional upon all aspects of the situation as Ross 
himself acknowledges.46 Hence, the same considerations 
that lead us to recognize prima facie obligation as 
conditional also lead us to recognize actual obliga
tion as conditional. 

But in Ross' work, the characteristic of being 
an absolute obligation i s not opposed to that of being 
a conditional one. At one place he says that an 
obligation i s absolute if it admits of no exceptions.47 
In this sense, prima facie obligations are not 
absolute. The fact that they only tend to be true 
illustrates this fact. By the same token, actual 
obligat i ons are indeed absolute. They do not only 
tend to be true, but furthermore they are true every 
time. They admit of no exceptions, because they 
cannot be overriden. In this sense, actual ' obligations 
are absolute; but this is consistent with the 
assertion that they are conditional in form. "Absolute" 
in Ross' terminology, does not mean "unconditional"; 
it only means "admitting of no exception." 

8. The Complexity of Determining an Actual Ought
Statement on the Basis of Prima Facie Ones. 
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a. Considerations of the Situation as a Whole 
May Rebut all the Prima Facie Ought-Statements Related 
to that Situation. Given a circumstance c1 , suppose 
that we can assert on its basis the following prima 
facie ought-statement: It ought to be the case that 
A. Similarly, given a circumstance c2 , suppose that 
we can assert on its basis the following prima facie 
ought-statement: It ought to be the case that B. 
Now given (C 1Ac2), it should be clear from our discus
sion in the previous section, that we cannot conclude 
automatically from the above either that it ought to 
be the case that A or that it ought to be the case 
that B. 

We contend further, that as a totality (C1Ac2 ) 
can lead to deontic assertions that are quite 
different from either of the presumptions asserted on 
the basis of C1 alone or C2 alone. 

Consider an example introduced earlier about a 
man called Joe who is wathcing his two sons drowning. 
Let us modify the example in the following way: If 
Joe jumps into the water to save his children, he can 
save only one child, and the process would take him 
two and a half minutes. Joe is standing near an 
emergency phone. It takes a minute to make the phone 
call, and two minutes for help to arrive and save both 
sons. Suppose now that the two sons can survive until 
summoned help arrives but only at the cost of being 
hospitalized. 

The first aspect of the situation relates to the 
first son. He is drowning and his father can save him 
within two and a half minutes without the son needing 
to be hospitalized. Since no one should be made to 
suffer needlessly, we reach the following prima facie 
ought-statements, It ought to Le the case that Joe 
jumps into the water and saves his first son. Call 
this OA. The second aspect is identical to the first 
in all respects but one; it relates to the second son. 
Here we reach by the same token, a similar conclusion 
about saving the second son, call it OB. Putting the 
situation together as a whole, by putting together the 
two aspects c1 and c2 will reveal that we have here a 
prima facie conflict of duty, since sav ing either child 
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by jumping into the water will prevent saving the 
other, by our assumption. so, it seems that we need 
to analyze the situation further in order to detennine 
which of these two prima facie ought-statements will 
be rebutted, and which will be confirmed. 

But reviewing the situation as an organic whole 
reveals that both prima facie ought-statements are 
rebutted in this case. When considering each aspect 
of the situation separately, we could not justify 
leaving that son, under consideration, in the water 
until help arrives. That would have caused him 
unnecessary suffering. But in light of the situation 
as a whole (in light of the fact that both sons are 
drowning, that each presumption, if confirmed, would 
save only one son, that both sons can be saved at the 
price of additional but bearable suffering) new norms 
and ethical principles become involved in the new 
situation. These norms and principles were not 
previously involved in any of the separate aspects of 
that situation, e.g., that it is better to save both 
sons than just one, that justified suffering is 
permissible. The tota.lity of all these considerations, 
old as well as new, make it clear that the actual 
ought-statement based on all of them is neither OA nor 
OB. It is OD, where D is the state of affairs where 
Joe calls for help. Obviously, OD is quite different 
from either OA or OB. This establishes our claim. 

The fact that a complex situation can lead to 
deontic assertions that differ significantly from the 
presumptions based on the separate aspects of that 
situation must be used with great care. It should 
not lead us to regard as useless a very beneficial 
method employed often in the theory and practice of 
morality, namely, the method of breaking up a morally 
complex situation into smaller more manageable parts .. 
But it should caution us as to the limitations of this 
method. We shall now explore these limitations. 

Given a complex situation, consider the prima 
facie ought-statement based on one of its aspects. If 
the remaining circumstances, not included in that 
aspect, are all irrelevant to this prima facie ought
statement, then this prima facie ought-statement is an 
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actual ought-statement in that situation. We shall 
say that a circumstance c1 is irrelevant to the prima 
facie ought statement OA whenever OA is not rebutted, 
nor is its weight changed by the addition of c1 to 
the aspect of the situation on which OA is based. 

On the other hand, if a circumstance c 1 is 
relevant to a prima facie ought-statement OA in a 
certain situation, then c1 has to be considered in 
order to determine whether OA is to be rebutted or 
confirmed. In this case, the breakup method can yield 
prima facie ought-statements that are quite different 
from the actual ought-statements of that situation. 

Often the answer to the question of whether a 
specific circumstance in a situation is relevant to a 
prima facie ought-statement based on an aspect not 
involving this circumstance, is immediately obvious. 
But where the answer is not obvious, the moral agent 
has to go through the actual process of considering 
the effects of the circumstance being considered on 
the prima facie ought-statements based on those 
aspects that do not include this circumstance. There
fore, in cases where each circumstance in the situation 
is obviously irrelevant to the prima facie ought
statements based on the aspects not including that 
circumstance, the method of breaking up the deontic 
situation can be counted on to yield directly the 
actual ought-statements in that situation. It will not 
fail. But, in all other cases, it can be used only as 
a preliminary step for clarifying the various aspects 
of a deontic situation. Consequently, in these cases, 
its preliminary results must be checked further. 

b. Considerations of the Situation as a Whole May 
Lead a Moral Agent to Change the Situation. As just 
argued, adding a new circumstance to the aspect of the 
situation on which a prima facie ought-statement 
rests, can drastically change the resulting ought
statement. With some ingenuity, a moral agent can 
use this fact favorably. 

Consider a situation s. Suppose that the actual 
ought-statement, which is based on all aspects of S, as 
an integrated whole, is OA. By producing a new 
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circumstance, c, the new situation becomes (SAC), so 
that S no more represents the total situation. 
Consequently, OA cannot be asserted in (SAC) as an 
actual ought-statement without being reassessed in 
light of all the new aspects. As we saw earlier, by 
choosing the suitable c, OA can now be rebutted, 
and the agent can escape the obligation expressed by 
OA. 

There is a story in the literature of deontic 
logic which can illustrate this option; at the same 
time it draws our attention to the necessity of 
defining clearly the acceptable limits of such escapism. 
The story is that of Suzy Mae, who was impregnated by 
John Doe.48 Upon finding out that Suzy was pregnant, 
John shot her. In the original story it is not clear 
why John reacted in this manner;but it is stated 
there that upon shooting Suzy, it was no longer true 
that: It ought to be the case that John marries 
Suzy. Hence, we can amplify the original version by 
assuming that John killed Suzy in order to eliminate 
the obligation expressed by that ought-statement. He 
clearly succeeded. But obviously, what John did is not 
acceptable from a moral point of view. Therefore, we 
must define the limits of such an alternative. 

If the new circumstance, to be added to the 
original situation is one which the moral agent can 
produce, and if producing it creates a new situation 
which is not as good as the situation that would have 
resulted had the moral agent fulfilled his obligations, 
then it is clear that it ought not to be the case that 
such a circumstance is produced. On the other hand, 
if producing it creates a new situation which is 
morally better than the one that could have resulted 
had the agent fulfilled his old obligations, then it 
ought to be the case that the circumstance is produced. 

Having drawn the reader's attention in this 
section, to some of the complexities involved in 
determining one's actual obligations, we are now 
prepared to discuss our solution to Sartre's paradox. 

9. Solution to the Second Group of Paradoxes. 
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a. Plato's Paradox. In Section 6 1 we argued 
that an ethical hierarchy is useful in resolving many 
conflicts, but that it must be used with care. 
Resolution of conflicts may not be made automatically 
on the basis of this hierarchy alone. The particular 
details of the situation must be taken into consider
ation. The case of Plato's paradox is one where the 
solution can be straightforwardly based on the 
hierarchy. The principle of saving a person's life 
generally ranks higher than that of keeping a promise. 
The paradox provides no extenuating circumstances for 
modifying this ranking. Hence, the moral agent must 
satisfy the obligation based on the higher principle; 
it ought to be the case that he does not return the 
gun to his friend. 

b. Sartre's Paradox. The solution to this 
paradox is less obvious than that of Plato's paradox, 
since the moral situation in this case is more complex. 
Therefore, it is advisable to analyze this paradox in 
a thorough and systematic manner. First we collect 
all the circumstances of the situation. The most 
salient among them are the following: Sartre's pupil 
has lost a brother in the war against Germany and 
wants to avenge him by joining the Free French Forces. 
His mother being deeply wounded by the death of her 
other son, has become greatly attached to the 
surviving son. 

Next, we consider the various aspects of the 
situation. The situation can be broken up into two 
major aspects. The first concerns the death of the 
pupil's brother, and the pupil's desire to avenge him 
by joining the Free French Forces. This aspect 
produces the following prima facie ought-statements: 
It ought to be the case that this person joins the 
Free French Forces. 

The second aspect concerns the mother's great 
attachment to this son as a result of her suffering 
from the death of her other son. This aspect produces, 
upon analysis, another prima facie ought-statement 
which conflicts with the first: It ought to be the 
case that the pupil stays with his mother. 
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we have now determined the prima facie ought
statements in this situation. Their weights according 
to Sartre are roughly equal, although their exact 
value cannot be determined.49 This means that when 
both prima facie ought-statements are compared, neither 
one will outweigh the other. This is the essential 
difference between Sartre's paradox and Plato's 
paradox. 

So now we consider the situation as a whole. 
Considerations of the situation as a whole do not 
produce a change in the weights of the prima facie 
ought-statements but it does reveal them as conflicting. 
At this point, someone can hastily conclude that, 
therefore, both prima facie ought-statements are 
actual ought-statements and since they conflict, we 
have at last produced a counter-example to (Al). 

But such a conclusion is indeed hasty. The 
crucial part of the deliberation has only started. 
Granted that considerations of the situation as a 
whole did not rebut one prima facie ought-statement 
and confirm the other, still, as we argued earlier we 
have many more alternatives to consider. We can 
consider an actual ought-statement which is quite 
different from the above two presumptions. For 
example, "it ought to be the case that Sartre's pupil 
joins the underground in the vicinity in which his 
mother lives." Such a statement takes into consider
ation all the aspects of the situation and yet is 
different from the conflicting presumptions. Another 
solution can be conceivably based on changing this 
situation. But in order to preserve the thrust of 
Sartre's paradox, let us suppose that neither of the 
last two suggestions is acceptable. 

Reduced to a bare minimum, this is the problem of 
determining an actual ought-statement solely on the 
basis of two conflicting prima facie ought-statements 
of equal weights. 

A moral agent who upholds (Al) will not consider 
this problem as a counter-example to (Al) • On the 
contrary, he will find the solution to it quite 
straightforward. When the situation is considered as 
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a whole, it becomes clear that there is no acceptable 
moral criterion for choosing to confirm one presumption 
instead of the other. Furthermore, they cannot both 
be confirmed, by our initial assumption. Consequently, 
the actual ought-statement which takes account of all 
these aspects of the situation is the following: It 
ought to be the case that either the pupil joins the 
Free French Forces or stays by his mother's side. This 
actual ought-statement is different from either 
presumption, and is superior to both of them in that 
it takes account of the situation as a whole. The 
agent, according t o this actual ought-statement, is 
free to fulfill his obligations in one of two ways. 
Either one is acceptable. If he still cannot decide 
in what way he is going to fulfill his obligations, 
his dilemma at this point is not a moral one. 

On the other hand, a moral agent who rejects (Al) 
will reach a different conclusion. He will agree that 
when the situation is considered a s a whole, there is 
no acceptable moral criterion for choosing to confirm 
one presumption instead of the other. But since he 
regards (Al) as false, his global considerations will 
lead him to confirm both. Consequently, he ends up 
with conflicting actual ought-statements. 

In both cases discussed above--the case of the 
moral agent who accepts (Al) and that of the moral 
agent who rejects (Al)--the crucial stage of the 
deliberation is reached when the situation under con
sideration is reviewed as an organic whole. When all 
of the circumstances and presumptions of that situation 
are ultimately put together and looked upon as inte
greated parts of a totality, they can reveal the 
involvement of new norms and ethical principles, that 
were not originally involved when the various aspects 
of the situation were considered separately. When 
such new norms and principles are involved the 
resulting actual ought-statement can be different from 
any of the presumptions. This fact was discussed and 
illustrated in Section 8 above. 

In Sartre's paradox, when the various circum
stances and presumptions are looked upon as integrated 
parts of a totality, the involvement of (Al) or its 
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negation becomes inunediately clear. The two presump
tions looked upon together in the context of the total 
situation, reveal the fact that they conflict. 
Consequently, considerations of the situation as a 
whole must take this fact into account before formu
lating the actual ought-statement. But this fact makes 
(Al), or its negation--depending on the position of 
the moral agent on this issue--inunediately involved 
in those global considerations. If (Al) is accepted, 
then the actual ought-statement formulated reflects 
this fact as we saw above. If (Al) is rejected, the 
actual ought-statement formulated also reflects this 
fact. Hence, Sartre's paradox cannot be used to 
establish or refute (Al) without begging the question. 
Therefore, this paradox does not refute (Al). We have 
already shown above, how a moral agent who upholds (Al) 
resolves Sartre's paradox. 

10. Other Proposed Solutions for the Second Group 
of Paradoxes. 

a. van Fraasscn's Solution. In Section 7, we 
quoted Rees as saying that many of our moral rules 
appear to conflict because we mistakenly analyze them 
as unconditional rather than conditional statements . 
Van Fraassen is in basic agreement with Rees. The 
conditions of an ought-statement are made explicit 
in his system by the use of 0(/) so that O(A/C) is 
read as: Given condition c it ought to be the case 
that A.so 

Since van Fraassen refers to his logic as the 
logic of conditional obligation, and since a conditional 
version of (Al) is included as an axiom of his system, 
i.e.' 

51 
AC2 f- 0 (A/C) ... ,....Q(....,A/C) 

we expect his logic to deal only with actual ought
statements and not prima facie ones. 

But while formulating a logic of actual obliga
tion, van Fraassen considers in his discussion of the 
logic, cases of prima facie ought-statements. Such 
considerations which fall outside the scope of his 
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logic, together with his wish to avoid Sartre's 
paradox, lead van Fraassen to modify his logic in a 
fundamental way. We explain this in detail in the 
next few sections. 

In his study of the principle of detachment in 
deontic logic van Fraassen considers the John and 
Suzy paradox.S2 This paradox is based on the following 
premises: 

(1) John impregnated Suzy. 
(2) It ought to be the case that John marries Suzy 

given that he impregnated her. 
(3) John shot Suzy (and killed her). 

From the first two premises we conclude that, 

(4) It ought to be the case that John marries Suzy. 

From the last premise and the deontic princple that 
"ought" implies "can", we conclude that, 

(5) It is false that it ought to be the case that 
John marries Suzy. 

(5) contradicts (4). 

On the basis of this paradox van Fraassen argues 
as follows, 

Suppose that one considers what is to 
be done, with an eye on the moral values 
of the possible outcome of one's actions. 
Then if one knows that the actual outcome 
must satisfy c, and that O(B/C) is true, 
ought one to follow a course of action 
leading to an outcome that satisfies B? 
The answer is 'no, not necessarily'; for 
example, one may know as well that courses 
of action satisfying B are not possible. 
This is clearly the lesson of the John and 
Suzy paradox.53 

Let us examine this argument, which v an Fraassen 
uses for the rejection of the principle of detachment, 
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in light of our discussion in sections B:7-8. We 
consider first the situation where John has impregnated 
Suzy but has not shot her yet. Thus t h e fact that 
John impregnated Suzy can be rega rded along with ou r 
moral code as represe nting the totality of cons ide r
ations in that situation. Consequently, one can 
rightly conclude in that situation t h at John h a s a n 
actual obligation to marry Suzy, i.e., John must follow 
a course of action leading to his marriage to Suzy . 

But instead of fulfilling his obligation John 
violates it by shooting and killing Suzy. The new 
circumstance creates a new situation with additional 
considerations, for example that it is (legally) 
impossible to marry a dead person. In l i ght of the 
totality of considerations in this new s ituation, it 
is obvious that John's old obligation to marry Suzy i s 
no longer actual. It has become in this new situation 
a prima facie obligation, i.e., one based on p a rtial; 
.not total, considerations of the new situation. Hence, 
it is false to assert in the new situation that John 
has the actual obligation to marry Suzy . John's obl i 
gation to marry Suzy ceases. 

The problem with van Fraassen' s analysis is tha t 
it does not bring out the fact that the paradox can 
be regarded as involving two consecutive but different 
situations. Hence his treatment of the paradox leads 
him to assert that John need not follow a course of 
action leading to his marriage with Suzy . Later the 
confus ion is compounded when van Fraassen settles for 
the position that if John ought to marry Suzy given 
that he impregnated her, then either he ought to 
follow a course of action leading to his marriage with 
her, or at least he ought to try.54 But surely we do 
not want to assert either in the case of her death. 

The problem can be resolved easily by noting that 
the paradox can be correctly regarded in one of two 
ways. a) either it presents two separate situa tions 
such that the obligation to marry Suzy h olds in one 
and not the other, hence the paradox is dissolved, or 
b) it presents only one situation, i.e, t h e final and 
the more complex one. In this latter case, the 
obligation to marry Suzy is a prima facie obligation, 
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hence it does not contradict the statement that it is 
false that John has an actual obligation to marry Suzy. 

We argued in Section B.2 that a prima facie obli
gation is not an obligation at all. Consequently, in 
formalizing deontic logic we formalize the logic of 
actual obligation only. Therefore, the expression 
O(B/C), for example, refers to an actual obligation. 
We are now in a position to answer van Fraassen's 
question: "if one knows that the actual outcome must 
satisfy c, and that O(B/C) is true, ought one to 
follows a course of action leading to an outcome that 
satisfies B?" In light of the preceding remarks the 
answer is obviously "yes, surely, this is what 
obligations are about." That John need not follow 
a course of action leading to his marriage with Suzy, 
given that he killed her, only shows that we have no 
obligation to fulfill our prima facie obligations. 
Thus the principle of detachment in deontic logic is 
vindicated. 

Given van Fraassen's confusion between prima facie 
and actual ought-statements in the John and Suzy 
paradox, the question of detachment acquires for him 
a new urgency. consider Sartre's paradox where 
O{A/C1) and O(~A/c2 ) represent the conflicting prima 
facie ought-statements. Suppose we admit them 
inadvertently within the scope of van Fraassen's logic. 
O(Ajc1 ) and o(~A/c2 ) do not constitute together a 
counter-example to AC2, the conditional version of (Al). 
On the other hand, if van Fraassen permits detachment 
in his logic, he will end up with OA and ~A which 
are represented in his system as O(A/B-B) and 
o(~A/B-B) .ss The conjunction of the last two ought
statements does constitute a counter-example to AC2. 
Therefore, to avoid the formulation of Sartre's para
dox, van Fraassen rejects detachment in the quotation 
above. 

The correct method for resolving Sartre's paradox 
in van Fraassen's s ystem is the one we proposed. By 
distinguishing between prima facie and actual ought
statements, we reveal the conflicting ought-statements 
as prima facie and not actual obligation, as evidenced 
by (Al), the conflicting ought-statements do not fall 
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within its scope. Consequently, Sartre's paradox 
cannot be formulated in his . logic. 

Furthermore, the principle of detachment is 
preserved under such a distinction. In the case of 
actual ought-statements, there is no argument against 
this principle. In the case of prima facie ought
statements, it leads to conflicting ought-statements; 
but that is acceptable in such a logic since (Al) is 
not an axiom there. 

b. Hintikka's Solution. Hintikka also is aware 
that many ought-statements are conditional. He 
expresses this fact by the use of material implication 
in the formulation of such ought-statements in his 
logic. Furthermore, Hintikka is aware of the fact 
that "our commonplace notion of commitment is intrin
sically ambiguous. 11 56 Consequently, he distinguishes 
between two important senses of commitment: the first 
concerns prima facie ought-statements, and the second 
concerns actual ought-statements. To this extent, 
Hintikka is in agreement with our analysis. 

The distinction between prima facie and actual 
ought-statements is used by Hintikka to resolve the 
Conflict-of-Duty paradox, in the following manner: 
Given any ought-statement, he proposes one of two 
forms for expressing it in his logic. The first form, 
O(A-+B) is used when the ought-statement being consider
ed is a prima facie ought-statement. He observes that 
in this case, from O(A-+B) "together with a factual 
statement no unconditional statement follows. For 
instance, A and O (A-+B) do not imply OB. " 5 7 Conse
quently, this form prevents the detachment of OB from 
its condition A, and the Conflict-of-Duty paradox 
cannot be formulated in this case. The second form, 
A-+OB, is used to express actual ought-statements. This 
form preserves our intuitions about detachment, anq 
detachment in this case does not lead to paradoxes.SS 

Given the distinction between prima facie and 
actual ought-statements, Hintikka should not be 
worried about detachment in the case of prima facie 
ought-statement. As we argued earlier, their conflict 
does not constitute a counter-example to (Al), because 
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such statements are only presumptions and do not fall 
within the scope of deontic logic. Hence, we do not 
need a non-detachable form for expressing prima facie 
ought-statements. 

But Hintikka's understanding of prima facie ought
statements differs substantially from that of Sir 
David Ross, whom Hintikka describes as the one "who 
more than anyone else has been instrumental in 
introducing the concept of prima facie duty (obligation) 
into contemporary moral philosophy. 11 59 It also differs 
substantially from our understanding of that notion, 
as can be seen from the preceding sections. For 
Hintikka, a prima facie obligation is a kind of 
obligation. It is defined as an obligation which 
cannot be overruled in a deontically perfect world.60 
consequently, the conflict of prima facie ought
statements does constitute for him a counter-example 
to (Al). Hence, Hintikka expresses such statements in 
a form that does not permit detachment. 

It is clear from Hintikka's definition of prima 
facie obligation that his notion has very little to do 
with ours or Ross'. According to both of us, a prima 
facie ought-statement is overruled because consider
ations of the total situation rebut rather than confirm 
it. Therefore, a prima facie ought-statement can be 
overruled in a deontically perfect but complex world as 
much as it could be in any other. But according to 
Hintikka this is not the case. We now present the 
following example to illustrate the unintuitiveness of 
Hintikka's defintion. 

Consider the case of a person who is living in a 
deontically perfect world. He goes to water the 
plants in his yard, as he ought to in a deontically 
perfect world, only to find out that his child has 
already watered the plants, as the child may in a 
deontically perfect world. Since overwatering the 
plants can harm them, the person concludes that he is 
no longer under an obligation to water them. On the 
contrary, he ought not to. His original prima facie 
obligation, therefore, has been overruled. 

The notion of a deontically perfect world is not 
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a perfectly clear notion as Hintikka himself remarks.61 
Nevertheless, if we are to rely on our intutitions, the 
world described above is in accordance with these 
intuitions as to what a deontically perfect world is 
like. Our definition of prima facie obligation 
preserves these intuitions. But Hintikka's definition 
clashes with them. According to his definition the 
world described above is deontically imperfect. 

As we saw at the beginning of this discus sion, 
Hintikka's solution of the Conflict-of-Duty paradox 
is based on his understanding of prima facie and actual 
ought-statements. This understanding together with 
his wish to avoid the Conflict-of-Duty paradox led him 
to suggest a different logical form for each statement. 
Since we find his understanding of prima facie and 
actual ought-statements unacceptable, we find his 
argument for giving each statement a different logical 
form unacceptable insofar as it rests on this under
standing. 

Furthermore, in our discussion of the paradox of 
the Contrary-to-Duty Imperative in Chapter IV, we show 
that neither logical form of the two suggested by 
Hintikka above averts th.at paradox, which is a special 
case of this one. 

c. van Wright's Solution. It is important in 
this discussion to note van Wright's later stance on 
the questions of conflict of duties and the validity 
of (Al) as a deontic principle. As we stated in the 
Introduction van Wright introduced in 1951 a system of 
deontic logic incorporating all but one of the axioms 
of what we now refer to as standard deontic logic. 
(Al) was among those axioms proposed by von Wright 
then. 

When Chisholm's article "Contrary-to-Duty 
Imperatives and Deontic Logic" appeared in 1963, van 
Wright found it necessary to modify his system in 
order to handle the problems raised in Chisholm's 
article concerning conditional obligation. He 
introduced in 1964 "A New System of Deontic Logic" in 
which a new operator 0(/) was introduced to assist in 
capturing that notion. Von Wright's original axioms 
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(Al) and (A2) were modified. The new ve rsions were 
conditionalized, but the deontic principle involved 
in each case was preserved; so were the rules of 
inference. But a new axiom pertaining to the logic 
of the conditions of an obligation, called (B3) was 
added: 

(B3) O(A/Bvc)--[O(A/B)AO(A/C) ]. 

Von Wright's New System did not fare very well. 
It was possible to deduce from his system this 
unpalatable theorem: 

0 (A/C) -O(A/CA"'B) 

which our discussion earlier has shown to be false. 
It was also possible to deduce: 

... 0 (A/B)-.... Q("'A/C). 

The first objection was raised recently by van 
Fraassen.62 The second was raised earlier by Geach 
and accepted b y van Wright.63 Consequently , "A 
Correction to a New System of Deontic Logic," appeared 
in 1965. In this new attempt von Wright blamed his 
problem on (Al) and its underlying principle. He 
stated that: 

According to this [New] system a 
(genuine) conflict of duties was 
therefore .a logical impossibility. 
This it obviously is not. One thing 
which the derivation of the absurdity 
in section XII shows, is the necessity 
of allowing for the possibility of 
conflicting duties in a sane s yst em 
of conditional norrns.64 

The absurdity referred to above is the one found 
by Geach and mentioned earlier. In the derivation of 
that absurdity not only (Bl), the conditional version 
of (Al) was used, but also (B3). Von Wright could 
have corrected his system by rejecting (B3) rather than 
(Bl). Such a move would have been preferable since it 

would have eliminated as well and in one stroke the 
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absurdity deduced later by van Fraassen. In the latter 
case, (B3) but not (Bl) was involved in the deduction 
of the unacceptable result. 

In his article, "An Analysis of Some Deontic 
Logics," Hansson observes that (B3) has s ome counter
intuitive consequences.65 He produces t wo c ounter
examples to (B3). Here is one of them: 

Let the circumstance be that s ome one 
tries to save somebody from drowning. 
He has succeeded in l a nding the man. 
If the man is unconscious he is 
obligated to give him artificial 
respiration, but if the man is dead 
he is not. Since only one of O(A/B) 
and O(A/C) is true, it cannot be tru e 
that O(A/BVC) i.e., if the man is dead 
or uncons cious (and one does not know 
which) there is no obligation to giv e 
him artificial respiration. 

It is worth noting that all these undesirable 
consequences of (B3) involve only this part of it: 

(B3.l) O(A/BVC)~ [ O(A/B) AO(A/C) ] . 

No objections have been raised about the other part. 

Since von Wright's basic argument for the rejec
tion of (Bl) rests on the derivability of absurdities 
in his New System which contains (Bl), and sin ce we 
have shown that all these absurdities i nvo l v e (B3) 
in their derivation, while only one involves (Bl) a s 
well as (B3), it stands to reason that the sou rce o f 
the problem lies in (B3) and not (Bl). Von Wright 
did not need to reject (Bl), the conditional counter~ 
part of (Al), in order to save his system. In light 
of all the absurdities and their derivations, and in 
light of the counterintuitiveness of (B3), von Wright 
should have rejected (B3) ins tead. Hi s r e jection of 
(Bl) is thus not justified. Consequently, his 
solution to the second group of paradoxes, b y accepting 
them as non-paradoxical given h is rejection o f (Bl), 
is unacceptable. It does not rest on a good argument 
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for rejecting (B3) .66 

d. Segerberg's Solution. Segerberg devised a 
logic of corrunitment and obligation which t urned out 
to have at least one counter-intuitive resul t.67 
Aqvist pointed out to Segerberg that the latter's logic 
validates the following theorem: 

A com c~(AAB)com c 

i.e., if A corrunits the agent to C then (AAB) corrunits 
him to C. "A corrunits the agent to B" can be expressed 
as "if A then the agent is corrunited to B," where 
"corrunitted" is used in the sense of "obligated" and 
the "if-then" cannot be identified with material 
implication.68 Aqvist showed that the theo rem gener
ates the Conflict-of-Duty paradox. This fact should 
be obvious by now from our discussion in Section 7. 

Segerberg recognized the strength of Aqvist's 
objection, but he dismissed it by offering his own 
solution to the Conflict-of-Duty paradox. He argued 
that "at least one of the com-operators in Aqvist's 
example is of a kind which our semantics does not 
formalize. 11 69 In light of our earlier di s c ussion, 70 
this remark is accurate. Segerberg the n proceeded t o 
dub the notion captured b y the com-operator in his 
system as "strong commitment." He dubbed t h e one 
captured by Aqvist's ex a mple, as "weak corrunitment." 
He was then tempted to identify those two notions with 
the notions of prima facie and actual obligation.71 

The problem with Segerberg's position is that 
while it correctly resolves the Conflict-of-Duty 
paradox, it does not justify the counter-inutitive 
theorem mentioned above. Given an actual obligation 
C based on A, i.e., given that A corrunits t h e agent to 
c in the strong sense, then it does not fo l low, 
contrary to this theorem, that there is an actual 
obligation c based on (AAB). Cons ider the example 
given in Section 8.b of this part. There, the actual 
obligation based on situation S was changed when C was 
added to the situation. This illustrates that the 
theorem is false even in cases where actual obligations 
alone are involved. The distinction introduced by 
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Segerberg does not help here. 

The logic Segerberg captured in his s y stem is 
that of universal obligation, i.e., an obligation which 
is true in every situation. Given s uch a notion of 
obligation, the above-mentioned theorem becomes true, 
and the logic becomes acceptable. But unfortunately , 
very few, if any, obligations are universal. As we 
showed in Section 7 of this part, obligations generally 
depend on the situation. Consequently, Segerberg's 
system captures the logic of very few obligations, if 
any. On the other hand, the logic of actual obliga
tion captures the most common kind of obligation, i.e. 
that which depends on the situation. Furthermore, it 
captures also the logic of universal obligations since 
those are obligations that are actual in every 
situation. In light of these facts, Segerberg's 
system is not of great interest to us. 

11. Some Concluding Remarks about Prima Facie and 
Actual Obligations. 

The discussion above revealed a crucial difference 
between the logic of· presumptions, or prima facie 
obligations and that of actual obligation. In the 
first case (Al) and the Kantian principle derivable 
from (Al) together with (A2.l) are both false. In 
the second case (Al), (A2.l) and the Kantian principle 
are all true. (A2.2) and the rules of inference hold 
for both. Consequently, we do know a lot about the 
logic of prima facie obligation. In such a logic not 
only (A2.2) and the rules of inference (Rl)-(R4) hold 
but also either the usual definition of permission, 
i.e., P = --0-, or the usual assertion ~ OA~PA will 
not hold. As we pointed out in Section II:3.b such a 
definition and assertion suffice to yield (Al) con
trary to the assertion that prima facie oughts conflict. 

Philosophers like Hintikka, Aqvist, and Castaneda 
regard what we have referred to as prima facie obliga
tions or presumptions as obligations falling properly 
within the scope of deontic logic. Given such a view, 
our system of deontic logic should then consist of 
two fragments, one pertaining to the logic of prima 
facie obligation, another pertaining to the logic of 
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actual obligation, together with some axioms connecting 
the two fragments. So far our discussion in this work 
has been informative as to the logic of both fragments 
and the connecting axioms. But our results except for 
those concerning actual obligation will remain 
informal since, as we argued in Section 2 of this part, 
presumptions do not fall within the scope of deontic 
logic. 

We are now in a position to explain the confusion 
on which the claim that prima facie obligations are 
proper obligations falling within the scope of deontic 
logic partly rests. In discussing what we call prima 
facie obligations, philosophers have often had in mind 
a specific case of conflict as a paradigm.72 This 
case was one where a situation, invol v i ng certain 
obligations, was changed by a new circumstance into 
another situation in which the initial obligations no 
longer hold. Such a case provides a complex example 
of prima facie obligations. We discussed it in 
Section 8.b. There we explained that an actual 
obligation based on an initial situation b ecomes a 
mere presumption when further circumstances are 
introduced. 

Often, either the role of the circumstance or 
the role of the total situation in determining an 
obligation is ignored. When this happens, it becomes 
easy not to recognize the change of status an obliga
tion undergoes when the situation changes. The change 
of the original obligation, from the status of an 
obligation in the old situation to the status of a 
presumption in the new one, goes undetected. In such 
a case philosophers continue to talk about two 
conflicting obligations without reference to the two 
different situations on the basis of which the two 
obligations were asserted; nor to the status of each 
obligation given one and the same situation. 

In contras t to the paradigm case of conflict 
described above, the example we introduced in Section 2 
describes one unchanged situation. It describes a 
hungry inf ant who is found in the park and who is 
allergic to milk. Since this example provides us with 
a simple case of prima facie obligations , our 
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intuitions can be clearer in this instance. The prima 
facie obligation to feed the baby milk is readily 
exposed as a mere presumption in light of the totality 
of this unchanged situation. 

The example mentioned above, as wel l as other 
examples which we presented in this chapter have also 
the advantage of clearing another confusion in the 
literature. Hintikka, Aqvist, Hansson and many others 
hold that a conflict of duties results from the 
v iolation of some obligation.73 This is e v ident in 
Hintikka's definition of prima facie obligation which 
we discussed in Section 10.b. It is also evident in 
Aqvist's talk about "reparational obligation. 00 74 That 
this assumption is false should be obvious from our 
examples of conflict. 

Footnotes 

Chapter III 

1Here is the proof for the thesis t hat (A2.l) 
holds if and only if (D) h olds in a s y stem contain ing 
propositional logic, (R3') and (DRl). 

a. (i)That propositional logic, together (R3') and (D) 
implies (DRl) was shown on pp. 37-38. We now 
show that propositional logic together with (DRl ) 
implies (A2 .1). 

(ii) I- (A/\B) -A, and I- (A/\B) -B by propositional logic . 
.'.1-0(A/\B)--OA, l- O(A/\B)--OB by (DRl) . 
.'. J- 0 (A/\B) -(OA/\OB) b y propositional logic. 
Hence propositional logic and (DRl) imply (A2.l). 
Q.E.D. 

By (i) and (ii), we have shown that propositional 
logic, (R3') and (D) imply (A2 .1). 

b. Next, we show that propositional logic, (R3') and 
(A2.1) imply (DRl), and that propositional logic 
and (DRl) imply (D) . But this was already shown 
in the proofs of (DRl) and clause (2) of theorem 
T0 presented in Section II:l.d. 
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CHAPTER IV 

A RESOLUTION OF THE LAST GROUP OF PARADOXES 

1. A Study of the Contrary-to-Duty Imperative 
Paradox. 

This paradox which was introduced in Section 
II:5.h represents a serious challenge to a deontic 
logic which accepts (Al). It specifies a situation 
in which one circumstance and three ought-statements 
are true. As explained in Section II:S.h, formalizing 
the four premises in the usual way results either in 
a conflict of duties or in a false deontic principle 
involving violated obligations. We now list again the 
four premises: 

(1) Jones robs Smith. 
(2) Jones ought not to rob Smith. 
(3) It ought to be the case that if Jones does not 

rob Smith, he is not punished. 
(4) If Jones robs Smith, then he ought to be 

punished. 

The exact details of the problem of providing an 
adquate representation of all these four premises 
were discussed in Section II:5.h. 

In light of the subsequent discussion in Chapter 
III, the possibility of representing (3) as O(~A--.B), 
and (4) as A--OB, might be worth reconsidering. 
Originally these representations were rejected on the 
basis that together with the other premises they 
yielded: 

(5) It ought to be the case that Jones is punished. 

and 

(6) It ought to be the case that Jones is not 
punished. 

That is, they produced a case of conflict of duty. It 
is therefore advisable to reexamine this alternative 
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representation in light of our distinct ion b etween 
prima facie and actual ought-statements. If we can 
show that any of the ought-statements i n the paradox 
is a prima facie ought-statement, the conflict can 
then be resolved in the usual manner. 

Unfortunately, this approach for reso l v ing the 
paradox fails. Statement (2) is an instance of a 
moral principle which ranks high in our eth ical 
hierarchy. As such (2) is usually true i n deontic 
situations, unless there are extenuating circumstances 
of the sort discussed in Section III:B: 7 . Such 
circumstances are clearly absent in this example. Th e 
same is true of ought-statements (3) and (4) . 
Furthermore, consideration of the situation as a who le 
as described by (1)-(4) does not reveal a t ension 
among the four premises. Hence, all premises turn 
out as true even when global consideration s are 
introduced. 

The thrust of this paradox resides i n the fact 
that all four premises are indeed consistent and 
repr.esent a possible deontic situation eve n for 
someone who accepts (Al) .1 But when the premises are 
represented in.a formal system in the usu a l ways, an 
unacceptable result is obtained. Therefo re, this 
paradox raises the following question for philosophers 
who accept (Al) and the consistency of t h e premises: 
How can one represent (3) and (4) in a way that avoids 
the paradox and preserves our deontic principles? 

2. Proposed Solutions to this Paradox. 

In light of the discussion in Sect ion III:B:lO, 
we are already familiar with most of the salient 
proposals for solving this paradox. In t h is section, 
we evaluate these solutions. Since the solutions 
proposed by van Fraassen and Hansson are very similar 
to von Wright's solution, they will b e d iscussed along 
with it. 

a. Hintikka's Solution. As we explained in 
Section III:B:lO.b, Hintikka suggested as a way out 
that a conditional ought-statement can h a ve two 
alternative representations corresponding to the 
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following two forms: A-OB and O(A-B). The second 
alternative is to be used in cases where detachment 
leads to problems like the one we are considering.2 
Given our version of the paradox of the Contrary-to
Duty Imperative, we already know that the first 
suggested form as well as the second fails in solving 
this paradox. This failure was exhibited in detail 
in Section II:5.h. Therefore, Hintikka's two 
alternative logical forms, contrary to his claim, do 
not resolve this paradox.3 His solution fails. 

b. Aqvist's solution. In his "Good Samaritans, 
Contrary-to-Duty Imperatives, and Epistemic Obliga
tions," Aqvist introduces a modified version of 
Hintikka's system.4 Rather than have one kind of 
deontic operator o, Aqvist introduces an infinite 
number of deontic operators o1 , o2 , 03 , ... obeying the 
usual rules. The first operator is to be used for 
expressing primary obligations, the second is to be 
used for secondary or reparational obligations incurred 
by violating primary obligations. When a reparational 
obligation itself is violated a new obligation is 
incurred; o3 is used for expressing this new obligation; 
and so on.5 

This approach renders the solution to the paradox 
of the Contrary-to-Duty Imperative extremely easy . 
The paradox can now be represented as: 

(1) A 
(2) 01~A 
(3) 01 (~A.-......B) 
(4) A-o2B 

Since Aqvist's system includes (DRl), 6 we obtain from 
the premises above by propositional logic: 

and 

The contradiction disappears. 
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But this solution gives rise to another problem 
related to Contrary-to-Duty Imperatives. This problem 
was first noted by Powers.7 Suppose that John violates 
the following two primary obligations. 

o1 (John does not get Suzy pregnant ) 
o2 (John does not shoot Suzy) . 

By violating these primary obligations, the following 
two assertions become true: 

o2 (John marries Suzy) 
.-....o2 (John marries Suzy) . 

We have thus reconstructed a paradox similar to 
Plato's paradox, i.e., a paradox of conflict of duties 
whose resolution is intuitively obvious. But with the 
help of our distinction between prima facie and actual 
obligations this paradox can be resolved in the 
following manner. Considerations of the situation 
above as a whole reveal that the obligation . to marry 
Suzy is not an actual obligation. It is only a prima 
facie obligation which is rebutted when t h e fact that 
Suzy is dead is introduced. Furthermore, since (Al) 
is a theorem-of Aqvist's system for each Oi, it is fair 
to assume that Aqvist has formulated a logic of actual 
obligation. Consequently, the prima facie ought
statement002 (John marries Suzy) falls outside the 
scope of Aqvist's logic. This resolves the paradox. 

Although the distinction between prima facie and 
actual obligations, together with Aqvist 's di.stinction 
between primary and secondary obligations resolves the 
paradox of the Contrary-to-Duty Imperative , it does 
not resolve other versions of the Conflict-of-Duty 
paradox. we now construct a paradox in Aqvist's 
system which, unlike the previous one, cannot be 
r esolved by resorting to the distinction between prima 
facie and actual obligation. This paradox represents 
a serious challenge to Aqvist's logic. 

consider the case of a child_, Jimmy , who is on an 
outing with his parents. They take him to a private 
club. According to the rules of the club, children 
may not play with the slot machine. Hence, Jimmy's 
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parents tell him that it ought to be the case that he 
does not play with the slot machine. 

Let A stand for "Jimmy plays with the slot 
machine. " We now have 

But Jimmy cannot resist the slot machine. He 
plays with it, i.e., 

(8) A. 

This violates his primary obligation, expressed by (7). 
The parents are very distressed by Jimmy 's behavior. 
They take him aside and have a long talk with him 
about the consequences of his disobedient behavior. 
Jimmy recognizes that he did something wrong. To make 
up for his bad behavior he promises not to play with 
the machine again. so now we have, 

The paradox can now be obtained by noting that 
the following rule is part of Aqvist's logic,8 

If A, B are purely truth-functional formulae and 
l- (B.--""'A), then l- (01MB) -D2B. 

In the example above, it is clear that A and ~A are 
purely truth-functional. Furthermore, by propositional 
logic, l- (A.--.....-A) . 9 Hence, it follows from (7) and 
(8), that 

But (9) and (10) contradict the fact that Aqvist's 
system contains the axiom (Al) for each Oi.10 This new 
paradox in Aqvist's s ystem cannot be removed from it 
b y introducing the distinction between prima facie 
and actual obligations. We constructed the paradox on 
the basis of one actual primary obligation which 
yielded together with the violation of that obligation 
and Aqvist's logic, two actual secondary obligations 
that conflict. Therefore, we conclude t h at this 
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paradox represents a serious challenge to Aqvist's 
logic. The logic succeeded in resolving the paradox 
of the Contrary-to-Duty I mperative, only t o lead us 
into this other paradox. 

c. Von Wright's Solution. As we have said in 
Section I:l, this paradox forced von Wright to modify 
his Old System and replace it with a New system of 
deontic logic, The new s y stem contained a new operator 
0(/) to capture the notion of conditionality present 
in deontic statements of type (3) and (4). The failure 
of the usual modes of representation already indicated 
very clearly the failure of material implication or 
even strict implicationll in handling this notion of 
conditionality. This necessitated the introduction 
of a richer notion of conditionality represented in 
von Wright's system by 0(/). 

The deontic operator 0(/) supplied new represen
tations of (3) and (4). In a representation of the 
form O(B/A), A stated the condition of the obligation. 
But unfortunately, von Wright's New Sy stem had two 
kinds of problems. The first kind we discussed at 
length in the previous section. It cons i sted in the 
fact that various contradictions and other unacceptable 
results are deducible from the system. The other lie s 
in the fact that von Wright's sytem did not c ontain a 
rule for detaching ought-statements from their 
conditions. This, besides being counter-intuitive, as 
Hintikka points out, also violates adequacy criterion 
(a.2) ,12 von Wright's later solution, where he denies 
(Al) altogether, is unacceptable for the reasons given 
in the previous section. 

Van Fraassen's solution as supplied by his logic 
of conditional obligation is basically the same.13 He 
uses the 0(/) to capture the new notion of conditional
ity involved in the deontic statements (3) and (4). 
He also prohibits detachment, as we saw earlier. 
Consequently, we reject his solution as well. In the 
conclusion, we show that van Fraassen's sys tem, like 
von Wright's is unacceptable. 

Hansson's solution is very sketchy. Hansson 
simply endorses von Wright's introduction of the new 
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operator 0(/) as the way to resolve the paradox.14 
Examining his system we find no rule for detachment. 
Hence, the same criticism directed against van Wright 
and van Fraassen applies here. In the conclusion, we 
show some other problems in his system. 

d. Mott's Solution. Mott has very clear under
standing of the full dimensions of this problem. As 
a result he presents a system of conditional deontic 
logic which he calls SDLc.15 This new s ystem combines 
the deontic operator O together with an operator O-+ 

which represents according to Mott this stronger 
notion of conditionality,16 to resolve Chisholm's 
paradox. The premises are now represented as: 

(l') A 
( 2 I) 0-.-A 
( 3 I ) -AD ..... 0-.-B 
(4') A--OB. 

Unlike von Wright and van Fraassen, Mott allows 
detachment in his system b y introducing the following 
axiom:l7 

So that we can derive from (3'), the following: 

(3") ~A--t().....B. 

But since we hav e only 0-.-A and not ~A, we cannot detach 
to get 0-.-B and regenerate the paradox. 

Mott does not explain why his new notion of 
conditionality extends only to (3'); but he does make 
one remark in this respect. He says that "we are 
quite at liberty to assume that behind the material 
conditional [A--OB] there lurks another 'moral principle' 
similar to [ (3 ')]. 11 18 He then points out that his 
detachment axiom allows us to deduce (4') from this 
"moral principle." If this is the case, then such a 
"moral principle" will have the following form, if 
the detachment axiom is to yield (4'): 

(4") AD-+OB. 
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Stated in English (4"} says that "if Jones does rob 
Smith then he ought to be punished," where the "if
then" expresses the stronger sense of conditionality 
here. But this reading is precisely (4). Hence, the 
English reading of (4'} and (4") are the same. Mott 
has no adequate reason to assume that the stronger 
notion of conditionality involved in (3) is not also 
involved in (4); even though the involvement of that 
notion in only one of the premises suffices to resolve 
the paradox. Rather than argue that a "moral principle'' 
involving the stronger notion of conditionality "lurks" 
behind (4), he should have simply pointed out that at 
least (3) involves that notion of conditionality and 
that perhaps (4) involves that notion too. 

The reader might wonder further about the 
accuracy of Mott's representations. The English 
statement (3) is different from (4) in that the scope 
of 0 governs only the consequent in (4) . Yet, in 
Mott's representation the scope of 0 was limited only 
to the consequent in both cases. But this objection 
can be met by pointing out to the ambiguity of the 
scope of O in English sentences. We discussed this 
ambiguity in se'ction III:A:6. Hintikka also asserts 
this ambiguity when he suggests that an ought-statement 
may have one of two logical forms, one with a wide 
scope for o, the other with a restricted scope. In 
discussing Chisholm's paradox, Hansson also entertained 
the idea that (3) and (4) "are in a sense parallel; 
it is a mere coincidence that 'ought' appears in the 
middle of [ (4) ] but at the beginning of [ (3)]. 11 19 All 
this goes to show that we are on unsure ground as to 
the scope of o when representing a given English ought
statement. Further considerations are often useful in 
determining the correct scope of o. 

If it is not intuitively clear upon reflection 
that the scope of 0 in (3) is limited, formal'consider
ation can easily decide the matter. An interpretation 
which gives the O in (3) the wide scope results in a 
contradiction in Mott's system. Hence, it cannot be 
the correct representation of (3) in that system. The 
contradiction arises when we represent (3) as: 
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By the rule (DRl) and the axiom that (AO~B)~(A~B), both 
of which are in Mott's system, we get: 

which constitutes together with (1), (2) and (4) an 
inconsistent set contrary to adequacy criterion (a.l) ,20 
Therefore, this representation of (3) is ruled out. 
The ambiguity of the scope of O is resolved rightly by 
Mott, in favor of the narrower one. 

Mott's solution meets the criteria of adequacy 
listed in Section II:5.h. Hence his solution is 
basically acceptable, although as we show in Chapter 
V:l.h the system as a whole is unacceptable. 

3. Solution to the Paradox. 

Like Mott, von Wright, van Fraassen and Hansson, 
we recognize that a new notion is involved in Chisholm's 
paradox. We recognize that statements like (3) and 
(4) cannot be represented consistently solely by 
using the deontic operator 0 and material implication. 
But we differ from any of them in that while it seems 
reasonable to assume that such a notion is that of 
conditionality, the evidence at hand is sufficient for 
only a more modest conclusion - namely that the new 
notion involved is that of conditional obligation. 
Whether this notion is complex and is constituted of 
two simpler notions, an 0 and a/, as it were, remains 
to be investigated further. Consequently, in our 
solution to this paradox, we introduce the operator 
0(/), which replaces o, as a primitive deontic 
operator of conditional obligation. 

This operator rests solidl~1 not only on the 
lessons of Chisholm's paradox, but also on the results 
in chapter III which showed the basic dependence of 
obligations on conditions. Therefore, this new 
operator fits very nicely within the total framework 
of our earlier results. Chisholm's paradox itself is 
then solved in our system along Mott's line. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE LOGICAL SYSTEM S 

1. The Foundation of s. 

The totality of discussion, exposition, and 
criticism preceding this part has been directed at 
determining the principles of a deontic logic which 
capture our deontic intuitions and does not lead us 
into paradoxes. In the earlier chapters we agreed 
that all of the principles on which SDL- is based are 
worth preserving. We showed that these principles do 
not lead to paradoxes. In doing that we examined the 
major paradoxes of deontic logic and showed what the 
real problems were. The last paradox to be discussed 
represented a serious challenge to SDL-. It showed 
that the language of SDL- is not rich enough to express 
an important kind of deontic statements--the contrary
to duty imperatives. Our system S will preserve the 
basic principles on which SDL- rests, but will super
cede SDL- by supplying a richer system which is 
capable of handling Chisholm's paradox. It will also 
include a fundamental deontic principle not suggested 
originally by van Wright, namely, the principle of 
detachment. In Sections II:lO.a-b, we defended this 
principle at length, and argued that the suspicions 
surrounding it are based on a confusion. Our task now 
is to present this system in full as the standard 
deontic system s, which succeeds in capturing our 
deontic intuitions. 

The semantics we shall choose for s is based on 
the notion of possible worlds. As we stated in the 
introduction, the truth of an ought-statement at a 
world a is defined in terms of a certain set of 
possible worlds. The exact definition appears in 
Section 5.d. These worlds can thus be viewed as 
participants in providing the moral standard for 
world a. 

The notion of 'possible worlds' has often been 
regarded with suspicion.l Hence it might seem 
inadvisable to base our semantics on this n otion. But 
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we regard such suspicions as unfounded. Our view on 
the matter coincides with that of David Lewis who 
argues convincingly against such suspicions in 
Counterfactuals.2 Consequently, we have no scruples 
in basing our semantics on the notion of 'possible 
worlds'. 

We shall now present our system s. This system 
provides the basis for various deontic logics. It 
can be enhanced in many ways to capture more of our 
deontic intuitions. To emphasize this fact we shall 
propose one such enhancement of s, the system S' 
based on S and which contains several additional axioms. 

Furthermore, we shall consider alternative seman
tics to s. We shall also compare S with other systems 
proposed in the literature. Such studies will reveal 
further the virtues of s. Finally, we shall suggest 
several ways in which S can be further enhanced. The 
development of these possibilities will be left for . 
future research. 

2. The Syntax of s. 

The language of s consists of 

a. Atomic sentences: JP0 , JP1 , JP2 , ... 
b. One nullary operation: J. 
c. Parentheses: ( , ) , [ , ) . 
c. Two binary operations: ~, 0(/). 

The set of atomic sentences is denumerable . ..1. 
represents falsity, ~ represents material implication, 
while 0 (/) represents conditional obligation. The 
other familiar operations, like~ (negation), v 
(disjunction), A (conjunction) and-~ (biconditionality), 
are definable in terms of the given operations. 3 

Finally, we follow van Wright and others in 
defining the familiar monadic operator o, by 
OA = 0 (A/T) . 4 

3. Axiom Schemas and Rules of Inference for s. 

The system s will consist of the following axiom 
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schemas and rules of inference 

Al. r A, where A is a tautology. 
A2. I- ---0 (J,!C). 

This axiom asserts the Kantian principle "ought" 
implies "can" which we defended at several places in 
this work. It says that under no circumstances is 
the impossible obligatory. This raises the question 
of whether the impossible is not obligatory under 
impossible circumstances. Our intuitions on this 
point are not clear. 5 For formal considerations, we 
choose to answer the question in this system by 
asserting that the impossible is never obligatory even 
under impossible circumstances. Later, we show how a 
richer system can handle this problem more satisfactor
ily. 

A3. I- 0 (B/A) -+(A--0 (B/T)) . 

This axiom says that if something is obligatory under 
a certain condition, it is obligatory, if that 
condition obtains, under tautologous conditions. In 
light of the fact that we follow van Wright in def in
ing the traditional monadic operator by OA = O(A/T), 
it follows that A3 is the axiom for detachment in S. 
The principle of detaching an obligation from its 
conditions was also defended in Chapter II. 

A4. I- [ 0 (B/A) i\O (B/A I) )--0 (B/AVA I) • 

We shall call this axiom the axiom of dilemma. We 
regard this axiom, which was not discussed previously, 
as obvious. But readers who have in mind an example 
like this one might think otherwise. Consider the 
following situation. Suppose that a certain civil 
servant of a certain country, finds himself in a 
situation where the following two statements are true. 
First, if he marries the prime minister's daughter, 
then he ought to be rewarded, Second, if he marries 
the president's daughter, then he ought to be rewarded. 
To insure this reward the civil servant marries both 
daughters. He reasons that in the new situation 
C1VC2 is certainly true, where c1 stands for "he 
marries the prime minister's daughter" and c2 stands 
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for "he marries the president's daughter". Therefore 
by the two statements above, the fact that c1vc2 is 
true and by A4, it follows that he ought to be 
rewarded. we know on the other hand that such a con
clusion is false. 

But this example does not constitute a counter
example to A4. It is clear from the example that the 
two statements above express prima facie and not actual 
obligations. Each statement was asserted on the basis 
of one aspect of the situation and not on the basis 
of the situation as a whole. Therefore, this example 
shows that A4 is not acceptable as an axiom in the 
logic of prima facie obligation. On the other hand, 
in proposing S we are proposing a logic of obligation. 
We have already argued in Chapter III that prima facie 
obligations are not obligations. Consequently, the 
example given above does not constitute a counter
example to A4 in S. 

A4 is an unexceptional axiom. It states that if 
it ought to be the case that B given A, and if it 
ought to be the case that B given A', then it ought to 
be the case that B give~ A or given A'. Explained in 
this manner the plausibility of A4 becomes obvious. 

S has three rules of inference: 

RO. l-A~B~ ~A (Modus Ponens). 

\- (Ai\B) -+D 
Rl. I- [O (A/C) i\O (B/C) ]-+O (D/C) 

This rule expresses the conditional version of (A2.2) 
plus (DRl), the latter being the formal counterpart 
to principle P. Both (A2.2) and P were discussed in 
Chapter III. 

~ At-->A' 
R2 . t- 0 (B/A) t--+{) (B/A I) 

This is a rule of extensionality for circumstances. 
Its validity is immediately obvious. 
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This concludes the axiom schemas and rules of 
inference of S. We note that Al and RO insure that 
propositional logic is included in s.6 Before going 
into the semantics of s, we would like to make the 
reader more familiar with s by exhibiting two derived 
rules and a theorem of S. 

4. Some Derived Rules and a Theorem of s. 

Derived Rule 1 

rO(A/C)--O(B/C)' 

This rule is the conditionalized version of (DRl) 
which is a derived rule in van Wright's Old System. 
(DRl) was introduced in Section I:l. This rule will 
be referred to as DRl to distinguish it from (DRl) . 

To prove DRl, we assume that f- A ..... B and show that 
.... O(A/C)--O(B/C). By our assumption and propositional 
logic we derive t- (A/\A) ..... B. By Rl we infer that 
f- [O(A/C)AO(A/C) ] ..... O(B/C). By propositional logic, it 
follows that I- O(A/C)--O(B/C). Q.E.D. 

Derived Rule 2 

I- A--A I 
I- O(A/C)-..... O(A'/C) 

We assume that t- A~-A'. By propositional logic, 
I- A ..... A' and\- A' ..... A. Hence, by DRl f- O(A/C)--O(A'/C) 
and f- O(A'/C)--O(A/C). Thus,\- O(A/C)---O(A'/C), by 
propositional logic. Q.E.D. 

This rule is the conditionalized counterpart to 
(R3'), the rule which replaced (R3) in our version of 
van Wright's Old System. It will be referred to as 
DR2. 

Theorem, 

Each of (1)-(8) is a theorem. 

(1) [O(A/C)AO(B/C) ]--O(AAB/C). 
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( 2) 0 (Ai\B/C) -+( 0 (A/C) i\O (B/C) ) . 
(3) (O(AVB/C)i\O(,...,B/C) ]-+O(A/C). 
(4) ...... [O(A/C)i\O(,...,A/C)]. 
(5) O(A/C)---O(~A/C). 
(6) (O(A/C)i\(O(A/T)-+O(B/T) ])-+(C-+O(B/T)). 
( 7) ---0 (~/T) • 
(8) (O(A/BVC)i\O(A/~BVC) ]-+O(A/C). 

Some of these clauses deserve to be pointed out 
especially. (1) is the conditionalized version of 
(A2.2) introduced in Section I:3.c. (2) is the 
conditionalized version of (A2.l) introduced in the 
same section. Both (A2.l) and (A2.2) were incorporated 
in von Wright's Old System by one axiom (A2). (4) is 
the conditionalized version of (Al). Like (4) (5) 
expresses the important deontic principle that obli
gations do not conflict given the same condition. 
This principle was expressed in von Wright's Old System. 
It was later repudiated by him in his modified New 
System. This principle was defended at length in the 
second part of Chapter II. 

Proof. 

(1) By propositional logic r (Ai\B)-+(Ai\B). Hence 
we infer by Rl tl)at \-(O(A/C)i\O(B/C))-+O(Ai\B/C). Q.E.D. 

(2) By propositional logic r (Ai\B)~A. By (DRl) 
we infer that t- O(Ai\B/C)-+O(A/C). Again, by proposi
tional logic r (Ai\B)-+B, Consequently by (DRl) 
l-O(Ai\B/C)-+O(B/C). The last two results yield by 
propositional logic that~ O(Ai\B/C)-+[O(A/C)i\O(B/C) ]. 
Q.E.D. 

(3) t- [ (AVB)i\~B]-+A by propositional logic. There
fore, by (DRl) we infer that t- O((AVB)i\~B/C)-+O(A/C). 
Furthermore, by clauses (1) and (2) of this theorem: 

I- 0 ( (AVB) i\""'B/C) .--+[ 0 (AVB/C) i\O ("-'B/C) ] . 

Hence by propositional logic .... [O(AVB/C)i\O(,....B/c) ]-+O(A/C). 
Q.E.D. 

(4) r ---a (Ai\,...,A/C) by A2; DR2 and propositional 
logic; hence,\- ,...,[O(A/C)i\O("-'A/C)] by clause (1) of 
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this theorem. Q.E.D. 

(5) This clause follows from (4) by propositional 
logic. 

(6) By propositional logic 
I- [ 0 (A/T) /\ [ 0 (A/T) --0 (B/T) ) )-'O (B/T) • Also 
propositional logic I- [O(A/C)/\C]--tQ(A/T). 
by propositional logic 

I- [O(A/C)/\C/\[O(A/T)--O(B/T) ))--O(B/T). 

That is, by propositional logic, 

I- [O (A/C) /\ [O (A/T) --0 (B/T) )/\C ]-'O (B/T), 

by A3 and 
Therefore 

which yields by propositional logic again that 

I- [ 0 (A/C) /\ [ 0 (A/T) --0 (B/T) ) ) -+( C-'O (B/T)) . Q. E. D. 

(7) This follows immediately from A2 which says: 

(8) By A4, l- [O(A/BVC}/\O(A/~BVC) )--O(A/(BVC}V(~BVC)), 
i.e., by propositional logic, t- [O(A/BVC}/\O(A/~BVC} J
O(A/ (BV~B) VC}. Therefore by propositional logic and 
R2, r [ 0 (A/BVC) /\0 (A/~BVC} )-'O (A/C) , Q. E. D. 

The facts exhibited about S in the last two 
sections give us a better understanding of this system. 
We shall now describe other aspects of s. 

5. Semantics for s. 

a. A Model for s. We define a model for S as a 
triple, m ~ <W,R,P>, in which W is a set called the 
domain of m, Ra relation in wx}(W)x9(W) and Pis a 
mapping from the set N of natural numbers to 9 (W) . 

We may regard w as the set of possible worlds, R 
as a deontic relation which associates with each world 
a, and condition c, a set of worlds Y. We may regard 
the members of Y as deontic alternatives associated by 
R with a given world a and a given condition c. We 
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shall discuss R further in the f o llowing s ection a nd 
in Section VII:2. 

Pn is the set of poss ible worlds a t which the 
atomic s entence lE'n, holds for each n. 

b. Restrictions on R. The relation R satis fies 
the following restrictions for any x, Y ~ w, and for 
any a E W: 

R.l Not R(a,w,~). 
R.2 If a EX and R( a ,X,Y), then R( a ,w, Y). 
R.3 If R(a,x, Y) and R(a, X', Y'), then R( a ,xux', YUY'). 
R.4 If R(a,X,Y) and R( a ,X,Y'), then R( a ,x,YnY'). 

We note that in R( a , X,Y) the set of wo rlds Y is 
a set of deontic alternatives to a with r espect to t he 
set X which defines a particular c ondition of an 
obligation. 

The firs t restriction rules out t h e po s siblity 
that given a set x, a world a may h ave no deontic 
alternatives whatsoever, i.e., worlds where the obli
gations in a a r e satis fied. Clea rly , the only c ase 
where an obligation c annot be satis fied i n any world 
i s the case where the obligation r equire s b ringing 
about an impossible sta te of affairs. But such 
obligations were denied b y our a x iom A2. Therefore, 
our restriction validates A2 in S. 

R.l does not exclude the possibilit y that X = ~' 

i.e., that the condit ;i_on of obligation i s impos.sible. 
As we said earlie r, our intuitions on t his matter a r e 
unclear. In this s y stem we choose to p e r mit, f o r 
formal reasons, the possiblity that X = ~ · In Chapter 
VII a suggestion will be made for elimin a t ing this 
case in a richer s ystem of deontic logic. 

The second condition says that if a is a member 
of the set of worlds that define a cond it ion with 
r e spect to which Y is a set of deont ic a l t e rnatives to 
a, then Y is a set of deontic alternatives to a 
unconditionally. 

To understand this restriction b e t t e r we must note 
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that when considering R( a ,X,Y), the set of worlds X 
which defines a certain condition turns out to be the 
set of all worlds in which that condition is satisfied. 
Consequently, since a is a member of this set of 
worlds, this condition is satisfied at a. Hence the 
set of deontic alternatives to a determined on the 
basis of the condition is the same as that determined 
unconditionally with respect to a, since the condition 
already holds at a. Introducing the condition as a 
separable factor in detennining the set of deontic 
alternatives to a does not alter this result. Conse
quently, the condition can be dropped. 

Therefore, if an obligation conditional upon C is 
true at a , and C is true at a, then it follows that 
the obligation is true at a unconditionally . Hence, 
this restriction validates A3 in S. 

The third restriction says that if R associates 
a set of worlds Y with a world a on the basis of a 
condition C defined by x, and if it associates another 
set of worlds Y' with a on the basis of another condi
tion C' defined by X', then given the set XUX' defin
ing the condition c-or-c', R associates with a the 
set of all worlds that are in the set YUY'. This 
explanation makes R3 a reasonable restriction. It 
also shows that this restriction validates A4 in S. 

Finally, the fourth restriction says that if R 
associates a set of worlds Y with a world a on the 
basis of a condition defined by a set x, and 
associates as well another set Y' with a on the basis 
of the same condition defined by X, then R associates 
both Y and Y' with a on the basis of that condition 
defined by X. This restriction is intuitive and it 
validates Rl. 

c. Some Definitions. We now define the 
following abbreviations: 

\\A\1 m is the set .of worlds in m at which A i s true. 

~ A means that the sentence A is true at the world 
a in the model m. 
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t==m A iff ~A for every a in m. 
a 

Fr A iff F?:A a 
for every model m. 

d. The Notion of Truth at a in m. This notion 
is defined as follows: 

(i) 

(ii) 

1--!!l F iff a E P , for any n; ra n n 

not~ 
Cl 

(iii) ' : A_,B iff if l : A then ~B; 
Cl 

(iv) t=@ O(A/C) iff there are sets x, Y £ W such that 
a 

The last clause in this definition is unfamiliar. 
Therefore, we make a few remarks to explain it. Given 
a world a, "it ought to be the case that A, on 
condition C" is true in that world, according to 
clause (iv), if and only if A is true in every single 
world of some set of possible worlds associated by R 
with a on the basis of condition c. That R associates 
deontic alternatives with a, i.e., ones where all 
obligations in a are satisfied, is revealed partially 
by the requirement that A is true in every member of 
this set of worlds. This set of worlds can therefore 
be regarded as supplying a moral standard to world a 
with respect to condition c. 

But not any world where A is true participates in 
supplying such a moral standard. Since some worlds in 
which A is true can be deontically different or even 
irrelevant to a, as we show in Section VI:B.2 we 
require that Y £ \IA\\m. This now reveals further the 
fact that the worlds associated by R with a are deontic 
alternatives. 

Seen in light of the explanation above, clause 
(iv) becomes more intuitive. 
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e. Some Additional Definitions. s is defined 
as the smallest set of sentences generated by axioms 
Al-A4, and rules RO, Rl and R2. 

A sentence A is defined as a theorem ins, i.e., 
._A, just in case A ES. 

A is derivable in S from a set of sentences if 
and only if the set contains A1 , .•. ,An (n L 0) such 
that t-(A1A •.. AAn)~A. Where n = 0, we identify the 
conditional with the consequent. 

A set of sentences is consistent in S just in 
case there is a sentence which is not S-derivable 
from it. 

A set of sentences is maximal in S if and only if 
it is S-consistent and has no S-consistent extensions. 

6. The Soundness of s. 

We s how now that S is a sound system, i.e., we 
show that if A is a theorem of s, then A is a valid 
sentence of S. 

The Soundness Theorem for s. 

For any sentence A in S, if r A, then PA. 

Proof. 

It is sufficient to show that axioms Al-A4 are 
valid and that RO, Rl and R2 preserve validity. That 
Al is valid follows immediately from our definition 
of the notion of truth presented in Section 5.d 
above.7 Also by clause (iii) of the definition of 
truth it is clear that RO preserves validity. 

a. A2 is Valid. We show the validity of every 
formula which has the shape c--0( /C). Thereforei ,we 
need to show that l= ,_.,() (J./c) , i.e., that l=¥f .-..-0 (""7' C) 
for all models m of s and worlds a in m. Let m be any 
model, a any world and assume for reductio that not 
~.-..-O(J./c). Then ~o(J.rc). It follows that there 
are sets x, Y s_ W sucR that R(a,X, Y), Y s_ 11.L\\m we know 
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that II.LI\ m = ~D· Hence by set theory Y :;;:;_ ro, which means 
that Y = ro. So it follows that R(a,X,ro) contrary to 
R.1. Consequently, our assumption must be false. 
Therefore, for every model m and world a in m, 
~"-'O( /c). That is, by definition of I= in 6.c, 

a 
f="-'O(.,YC). Q.E.D. 

b. A3 is Valid. We show the validity of every 
formula of the shape O(B/A)~(A-<O(B/T)). Therefore 
we need to show that FO(B/A)~(A-<Q(B/T)), i.e., 
.~ O(B/A)~(A-<Q(B/T)) for every model m and world a 
in W. 

Let m be any model m for S and a any member of 
W. By the definition of truth, clause (iii ), it is 
sufficient to show that if !=ff O (B/A) and ~A then 
ffi 0 (B/T). So we assume that ~O (B/A) an~ Fcf A . 

By the first assumption that ~ O(B/A) and the 
definition of truth, clause (iv), it fo l lows tha t there 
are set~ x, Y s; W such that R(a,x, Y), Y s; \I Bi\ m and 
X = llAll . By the second assumption that ~ A and t he 
de fin it ion of II All m together with the fact tTiat X = \I A\I m 
given above, it follows that a E X. Therefore, by 
R.2, the fact that R( a,X,Y) mentioned above, and the 
fact that a E X which we have just established, it 
follows that R( a ,W,Y). 

But W = I\ Tll m by def in it ion of these not ions. 
Hence, there are sets X, Y s W such that R(a,W,Y), 
Y s \\B\lm and X = \IT\l m. By definit ion of truth, clause 
(iv), this yields that l=ff.O(B/T). This establishes 
the des ired result. Q. E .D. 

c. A4 is valid. We show the validity of every 
formula of the shape [O(B/A)AO(B/A') ]~(B/AVA'). 
Therefore we show that 

f=[O(B/A) AO(B/A') ]~(B/AVA'), 

which means by definition of t== in section 5.c that 
we have to show that for every model m for s, and for 
every a in w, 
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~ [O(B/A)AO(B/A') ]-oQ(B/AVA'). 

Let m be any model for s and a any member of w. By 
definition of truth clause (iii), it is sufficient to 
show that if ~ O(B/A)AO(B/A'), then ~O(B/AVA'). a m a 
Hence we assume that ~O(B/A)AO(B/A') and show that Fa O(B/AVA I). 

From our assumption, the definition of truth 
clauses (ii) and (iii), together with the definition 
of conjunction (and negation) given in footnote 3, it 
follows that: 

~ 0 (B/A) and I:@:. O (B/A') . 
a a 

~ 0 (B/A) yields by the definition of truth clause 
(iv), that there are sets x, Y s W sugh that R(a,X,Y), 
Y S l\B\l m and X = llAl\ m. Similarly, Fa O(B/A') yields 
that there are propositions X', Y's W such that 
R( a ,X',Y'), Y' £ \\B\lm and X' = \\A'\lm. 

By the third restriction on R we have 
R( a ,XUX ' ,YUY'). Also since Y S \\ B\lm, Y' £ \\B\ltn then 
YUY' s llB\l m. Furthermore XUX' = \\Al\ mul\ A' l\ m = l\AVA' l\ m. 
Therefore, there are sets, namely XUX' and YUY' such 
that R( a ,XUX', YUY'), YUY' S \IB\\m and X = \\ AVA'\\m. 
Therefore by clause (iv) of the definition of truth 
ffi: 0 (B/AVA') . This establishes that 

t=¥f: [O(B/A)AO(B/A') ]-oQ(B/AVA'). But m was any model 
fo~ S and a any member of W; hence by definition of 
F= and the above 

~ [O(B/A)AO(B/A') ]-oQ(B/AVA'). Q.E.D. 
a 

d. Rl Preserves Validity. We need to show that 
Ht= (AAB)--D, thenf= [O(A/C)AO(B/C)]-oQ(D/C). This 
establishes the claim that Rl preserves val idity. 
Therefore we assume that t= (AAB)--D and show that 
l=[O(A/C)AO(B/C) ]-oQ(D/C). By definition of F:- and the 
truth definition, clause (iii), it is sufficient to 
show that if ~ O(A/C)AO(B/C) then Fff O(D/C) for any 
model m and wor~d a in W. So let m be any model, a 
any world, and assume that ~ 0 (A/C) AO (B/C). Hence 
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~ 0 (A/C) and ~ 0 (B/C) by the truth definition. We 
a a 

need to show that ~ O(D/C). 

By our assumption that ~ O(A/C), we get by the 
definition of truth, clause (iv), that there are sets 
x, Y £ W such that R(a,X,Y), Y £\!Alim and X = \lc\\m. 
Also by the assumption that H¥- O(B/C), we get 
similarly that there are sets X', Y' c W such that 

m -
R(a,X', Y'), Y' £\\Bl\ and X' = \lc!lm. Hence, 
X' = \\c\\m = X. Also, by the original assumption and 
the defin~tion of p 'mit follows that \IAAB\\m s \\D\\m. 
But II A/\Bll = \IAll mn!! B\\ by set theory. Hence 
YnY' s \\D\\m. Furthermore we have R(a,X,Y) from above 
as well as R(a,X',Y'). But since we know from above 
that X = X', we also have R(a,X,Y'). Therefore, by 
the fourth restriction on R, we have R(a,x,YnY'). 
Consequently, there are sets, namely x and YnY' s w, 
such that R(a,x,YnY'), YnY' s l\n\\m and x = \\c\lm. Hence 
by definition of truth, clause (iv), we have that 
~O(D/C). This establishes that, 

FP: [O(A/C)/\O(B/C) )--O(D/C). a 

But m and a were any model and any member of W. Hence 
l=s[O(A/C)/\O(B/C) ]--O(D/C). This establishes the desired 
result. 

e. R2 Preserves Validity. We need to show that 
if I= A--+A' , then \:= 0 (B/A) --+O (B/A' ) . So we assume that 
I= A--+A' • To show I== 0 (B/A) .--+Q (B/A') , it is su;Eficient 
to show ~ O(B/A)--+O(B/A') for every model m and 
every world a. 

Let m be any model for S and a any member of w. 
We show that t=:ij O(B/A) ---0 (B/A') given the assumption 
above. By definition of the truth-functional connec
tives and the definition of truth, clause (iv), it 
is sufficient to show that ~ O(B/A)-+O(!?/A 1) and 
~ 0 (B/A') -+O (B/A) . Let us show that l=lr 0 (B/A) --0 (B/A') 
on~y. The proof that ~ O(B/A')--O(B/A) is similar. a 

By definition of truth, clause (iii), it is 
sufficient to show that if ~ O(B/A) then ~ O(B/A'). 
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So we assume that ~ O(B/A) and show that ~ O(B/A'). 
By the definition of truth clause (iv) and the last 
assumption, it follows that there are sets x, Y ~ w 
such that R(a,X,Y), Y ~ \\B\\m and X = \\A\\m. But by our 
original assumption that t= A<--"A' and the definition of 
\\A\\m we know that \\A\\m = \\A'\\m. Therefore X = \\A'\\m. 
This means by the definition of truth clause (iv) 
that ~ O(B/A'). This establishes that 
~ O(B/A)-+O(B/A'). This establishes the desired 

result. Q.E.D. 

f. The Soundness of S has been Established. We 
have shown in parts a-e that every axiom schema is 
valid, and that every rule of S preserves validity. 
Consequently, every theorem of S is valid. Therefore 
S is sound. Q.E.D. 

7. The Completeness of s. 

A system is complete if and only if every valid 
sentence in the system is a theorem; i.e., for all A, 
if l=A then )-A. In order to show that Sis complete 
we introduce a particular model of s which we call 
the canonical model of s. The canonical model is of 
interest us because it has the characteristic that 
the true sentences in it are exactly the theorems of 
s. 

a. A Sketch of the Completeness Proof for s. As 
we know from Section 3, by axiom Al and rule RO of s, 
propositional logic is a fragment of s. Therefore, 
Lindenbaum's lemma, which holds of every logic that 
includes propositional logic, is applicable to s.8 

Lindenbaum's Lemma. 

Every S-consistent set of sentences has an 
s-maximal extension. 

9 
From this lemma, the following corollary follows: 

Corollary. 

The theorems of S are just the sentences that 
belong to every s-maximal set of sentences, 
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Now if we can show of the canonical model 
m = <W,R,P) where W is defined as the set of all 
S-maximal sets, that 

(1) for all a in w, if 
m F? A, then A E a . 
a 

Then given the corollary above which say s that 

(2) \-A iff for all a in w, A E A. 

We can conclude that for a canonical model m, 

(3) if ~A, then\-A, 

by (1) and (2) above, and the definition of ~. It 
follows from (3) that 

(4) If l=A, then I- A 

since it follows from · 1= A by definition of ~ that 
FA, where m is our canonical model. 

Hence this proof for the completeness of S rests 
on our ability to show (1), and to show that the 
canonical model is a model for S. We shall now, 
therefore, establish (1). 

b, The Canonical Model m. Let m = <W,R,P) , 
where W is the set of maximal sets of sentences, R a 
relation in WXP(W)xP(W) and Pa mapping from the set 
of natural numbers to P (W) ; such that R and P are 
defined as follows: 

R(a,W,Y) iff for some setnences A, B, !Al = x, 
jBj ~ Y and O(B/A) E a 

and 

P n = I JPnl 
where jAj is defined as the class of all S-maximal 
sets of sentences in S containing the sentence A. This 
defines the canonical model m. 
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c. R in the Canonical Model Satisfies the 
Restrictions Specified in Section 5.b of this Chapter. 
We consider each restriction separately. 

(i) For any X £ W and for any a E w, not R(a,x,~). 

Assume for reductio that for some X G W and some a E w, 
R(a,X,w). By definition of R above, it follows that 
for some sentences A and B, \A\ = x, \B\ £ w, and 
O(B/A) Ea. It follows that \e\ = CD • But CD = \.L\, by 
the definition of \J.\ . Hence I BI = \J.I . Therefore 
1-B-- J. . 10 By DR2 we can infer from this last result 
that 1-0(B/A)~-o(J./A). Since a is maximal and 
O(B/A) E a, it follows that o(L/A) E a . Also by the 
corollary to Lindenbaum's lemma (hereafter referred to 
as Cor.) and A2 we know that ---O(J,IA) E a . Hence a 
contains both o(.l/A) and ....o(.l(A). This contradicts 
the assumption that a is maximal. Hence our initial 
assumption has led to a contradiction. Therefore, for 
any X s w, and for any a E w, not R( a ,X, co). Q.E.D. 

(ii) For any x, Y s W and for any a E w, if a E X 
and R(a,X,Y), then R(a,W,Y). 

Let X and Y be any subsets of w and a any member 
of W such that a E X and R(a,X,Y). We show that 
R( a , W, Y) . 

Since R(a,X,Y), we conclude by the definition of 
R in the canonical model for some sentences A and B, 
\Al = X, \B\ £ Y, and O(B/A) E a. By Cor. and A3, we 
also conclude that O(B/A)~((A-O(B/T)) Ea . Since a 
is maximal, it follows from the last two results that 
A-O(B/T) Ea. Now we know from above that a E \Al, 
i.e., that A Ea. so O(B/T) Ea. We also know that 
\T\ = W. Hence there are senterices, namely T and B, 
such that \T\ = w, \B\ s Y and O(B/T) E a . Therefore, 
by the definition of R, R(a,W,Y). Q.E.D. 

(iii) For any X, Y £Wand for any a E w, if R(a,X,Y) 
and R(a,X',Y'), then R(a,XUX',YUY'). 

Let x, X', y and Y' be any subsets of Wand a be 
any member of W such that R(a,X,Y) and R(a,X',Y'). 
We show that R(a,XUX', YUY'). 
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By definition of R there are sentences A a nd B 
such that !Al = x, ]Bl £ Y and O(B/A) Ea, and there 
are sentences A' and B' s u ch that IA'I = X', IB'I f; Y' 
and O(B'/A') Ea . By propos itional logic, 

I- B--+(B VB') and \- B' --+(BVB') . 

By DRl we infer from l- B--+(BVB') that \- 0 (B/A) --0 (BVB '/A). 
By Cor., we infer that O(B/A)-<O(BVB'/A) Ea . Since a 
is max imal O(BVB'/A) Ea . From 1-B'--+(BVB ') we can 
derive similarly that O(BVB'/A') Ea . By A4 and Cor., 
O(BVB'/A)AO(BVB'/A')--O(BVB'/AVA') Ea . Since 
O(BVB'/A) Ea and O(BVB'/A') E a and since a is maximal 
O(B VB'/AVA') Ea . 

Since !Bl f; Y and \B' I£ Y', it follows by set 
theory that IBIUJB' I = BVB' I £ YUY'. Also 
XUX' = IAIUIA'I = IAVA' I. Hence for some sentences, 
namely AVA' and BVB', !AVA' I = XUX', !BVB' I £ YUY' 
and O(B VB'/AVA') Ea. Hence by the definition of R, 
R( a ,XUX ',YUY'). Q.E.D. 

(iv ) For any x, Y, Y ' f; W and for any a E w, if R(a ,X,Y) 
and R(a,X,~'), then R(a,x,YnY'). 

Let x, Y and Y' be any subsets of W and let a be 
any member of W such that R(a,X,Y) and R( a ,X,Y'). We 
show that R(a,x,YnY'). 

By definition of R, there are sentences A, B such 
that !Al = x, ]Bl £ Y and O(B/A) E a, and there are 
sentences A', B' such that IA' 1 = x, I B' I £ Y' and 
O(B'/A') Ea . We note that since !Al = X =IA'! b y 
the above, it follows that !Al= IA'!, i.e., that 
1-AttA'. By R2, we infe r that I- O(B/A)~(B/A'.). By 
Cor. we c onsequently have O(B/A)~(B/A') E a. Since 
a is max imal, O(B/A') E a . 

Furthermore, since !Bl£ Y and IB'I £ Y', it 
f o llows that !BlnlB'l ~ YnY '. But !Bln!B' l = IBAB'I. 
Hence !BAB'! f; YnY'. Since 1-(BAB')--+(BAB') by logic, 
we let Band B' here be o u r A and Bin Rl, and (BAB') 
be our D. We infer now that I- [O(B/A') AO(B'/A') ]--+ 
O(BAB'/A'). By Cor. it follows that [O(B/A')AO(B'/A') ] --+ 
O(BAB'/A') E a . But since we have above that O(B/A') Ea, 
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and since a is maximal, it follows that O(B/\B'/A')E a . 

Therefore, we have now two sentences, namely A' 
and (B/\B') such that IA' I == x, I B/\B' I s YnY', and 
O(B/\B'/A') Ea. Hence, by definition of R, we conclude 
that R(a,x,YnY'). Q.E.D. 

By t h e proof of clauses (i)-(iv) we have estab
lished that R as defined in the canonical model m, 
satisfies all the restrictions mentioned in Section 
V:5.b and imposed on every model of s. This establish
es that our canonical model m is a model for s. 

d. A Theorem about m. In Section V:7.a above, a 
sketch of the completeness proof for S was given. As 
we stated then, the proof rests on the following 
theorem which we are now in a position to prove. 

Theorem co. 

Let m be the canonical model for s , then for 
every sentence A, and e very a E w in m: 

F¥£ A iff A E a . 
a 

i.e., \IA\lm == I A\, for every A. 

The proof is by induction. We show that the theorem 
holds of atomic sentences. Then we show that if it 
holds of sentences B and c it holds of J_ , B-<C, and 
O(C/B). This shows that the theorem holds of all 
sentences of s. 

case (i}: Let A= Pn. We need to show that, 

~ JP iff JP E a. 
a n n 

We know that: 

L!!!. JP iff a E P ta:" n n 

by the definition of truth, clause (i). But by defini-
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tion of Pn in Section 7.b above Pn = JJI?n l . This 
yields by the definition of \JI?nl that 

~JI? iff JP E a, for every a in m. Q.E.D. 
a n n 

Case (ii) : Let A = J.. We show that for every a 

~ iff J. E a. 
a 

We know by the definition of truth in Section 5.d 
above that not ~ .L for any a in m. Also since each a 
a in m is a maximal set by definition, we conclude b y 
the definition of a maximal set that J.fi a for any a 
in m. Since both J=ff .Land.LE a are false for every 
a in m, the biconditional above follows immediately b y 
elementary logic. Q.E.D. 

Case (iii): Let A = (B--+C). We need to show that for 
every a in m, 

td_?. B--+C if f B--+C E a . 
a 

Since the proof is by induction, we assume that the 
theorem holds of B and c and show that it holds of 
B--C. By the definition of truth, clause (iii), we 
have for every a 

F?= B--C iff if a 
L!!l B then t-a ' ~c. a 

But by the inductive hypothesis 

Lill r::: B iff B E a and a 
~ C iff C E a. 

a 

Hence, we can conclude by propositional logic that 

F! 'ff i'f h E ll B--+C J.. B E a, t en C a. 
Ci 

But since a is maximal it follows that 
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(if B E a , then c E a) iff (B->C) E a . 

Hence we have established from the above together 
with propositional logic that 

~ B->C iff B-C E a . Q.E.D. a 

Case (iv ): Let A = O(C/B). We need to s h ow that for 
every a in m 

~ 0 (C/B) iff 0 (C/B) E a . a 

To establis h this part we introduce the following 
lemma. 

Lemma. 

Let m be the canonical model for s, and a be any 
member of W. Then given sentences Band c, 

O(C/B) E a iff there are x, Y s W such t hat X = jBj, 
Y £ lei and R(a,X,Y). 

Proof. 

(i) From left-to-right. 

We assume O(C/B) E a . By definition of R we need 
to show that there are sentences B, C such that 
jBj = X and jcj s Y and O(C/B) E a . Since we are 
given above sentences B and c, we let X = ! Bl and 
Y = jcj. Together with the original assumption that 
O(C/B) E a this assignment yields the desired result. 

(ii) From right-to-left. 

We assume that there are sets x, Y s;. W such that 
X = jBj, Y £ jcj and R( a ,X,Y). We need to show that 
O(C/B) Ea. By definition of R( a ,X,Y) we know that 
there are sentences A' and B' such that jA'l = x, 
jB'j SY and O(B'/A') Ea . Also since !A'!= X = jBj, 
it follows that f- A• ........ B. Therefore, we can infer by 
R2 that I- O(B'/A' )+--+O(B'/B). By Cor. 1, it follows 
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that l-o(B'/A')---O(B'/B) E a. Since a is maximal and 
since O(B'/A') Ea we know from above, it follows 
that O(B'/B) Ea. Furthermore, since IB'I s Y ~!cl, 
it follows by set theory that IB'I £!cl. This means 
that rB'--<C, Hence, by DRl we can infer that 
l-o(B'/B)--O(C/B) Ea. Since a is maximal and since 

O(B'/B) E a as we know from above, it follows that 
O(C/B) E a. Q,E.D. 

This establishes the lemma. 

We now move on to establish case (iv). We assume 
that the theorem holds of B and c, and show that it 
holds of O(C/B). By the lemma above, 

O(C/B) E a iff there are sets x, Y £ w such that 
X =!Bl, Y £le\ and R( a ,X,Y). 

By the inductive hypothesis lei ll c ll m and jBj = ll B\l m. 
Hence, we can conclude that, O(C/B) E a iff there are 
sets x, Y s W such that X = II Bil m, Y s II e ll m and 
R(a,X,Y), which yields directly by clause (iv) of the 
truth definition that 

0 (C/B) E a iff F O(C/B). 
a 

Q.E.D. 

The four parts of this inductive proof establish 
the theorem that ~ A iff A E a for every sentence A 
and every a E W in the canonical model m. 

e, The Completeness Theorem for s. 
If f=A, then J-A. 

Given Theorem c 0 above, we can now affirm that, 
and for every sentence A, 

~A for every a iff A E a, for every a . 
a. 

But by cor., we know that 

A E a for every a iff rA. 
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Therefore, we can conclude from the above, that 

~A for every a iff 1-A, 
a 

i.e., 

t=m: A iff I-A. 

But now if A is true in every model, then in particular 
it is true in m, our canonical model. I.e., 

if I= A, then t:m= A. 

Hence, it follows that 

if f::= A, then l- A. 

I.e., S is complete. Q.E.D. 

B. Formulas and Rules not Derivable in s. 

In order to give the ~eader additional insight 
into s, we list and discuss below some formulas and 
rules that are not derivable in S. These formulas and 
rules fall into two categories: (i) those that are 
independent of s, and (ii) those that are inconsistent 
with S. The formulas and rules we have chosen in the 
two categories are ones that we argue against in 
other parts of this work. Therefore, it is a virtue 
of S that they are not derivable in it. 

a. Formulas and Rules that are Independent of s. 

1. 0 (T/T) . 

This formula in the logic of conditional obliga
tion corresponds to (A3). (A3) was the one axiom of 
standard deontic logic which we argued against in 
Section II:2. In Section V:2 we defined the monadic 
operator 0 in terms of the equivalence OA = O(A/T). 
consequently, OT = O(T/T). Hence the same reasons 
for rejecting OT as a theorem prevail for rejecting 
O(T/T) as a theorem. 
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To show that O(T/T) is independen~f S it is 
sufficient to show that for some m, a ,!ff O(T/T). By 
the soundness result for S it follows t~en that 
}£o(T/T). This establishes the desired result. 

To show that for some m, a, ~ O(T/T), let 
m1 = <W,R,P) where W is any non-empgy set, and R = ~ · 
R satisfies R.l. For suppose it did not, then there 
would be an X £ W such that R(a,x, ~). But R = ~ · 
Hence R.l is satisfied. That R.2-R.4 are satisfied is 
immediately clear since this definition of R makes the 
antecedent of every restriction R.2-R. 4 false. 
Therefore, it follows by logic that R.2-R.4 are 
trivially true. Therefore, R satisfies also R.2-R.4. 

To show that ~ O(T/T), suppose that ~1o(T/T). 
Then there are sets x, Y £ W such that R (a ,\\ Tl\ , Y), 
Y :;;;;_ I\ T\\ m1. But t h is con~dicts our i nitial assump
tion that R = ~· Hence ~l O(T/T). The refore, 
l;bo (T/T), by definition of J=: • Hence, I- 0 (T/T) b y 
~a soundness result. 

2. 
J- A 

J-0 (A/A) 

Th is rule of inference is accepted by van Fraassen 
in his system of conditional obl igation.12 We reject 
2 because it yields O(T/T) as a theorem. That 2 i s 
independent of S follows immediately from the soundness 
result, logic, and the fact that 2 y ields O(T/T). 

3. O(A/C)--O(A/CAC'). 

This is the principle of augmentation. It is also 
similar to a theorem in Segerberg's system di s cussed 
and rejected in Section III:B:lO.d. 

To show that 3 is indepe ndent of 
model m2 = <W,R,P) where W = (a), R 
P(i) = w, for i = 0,1,2,... From 3 

s consider a 
(<a,W,W)) and 
it follows t hat 

This latter formu l a is true at a in m2 exactly · 
when, 
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if 

By the definition of truth, the antecedent is true iff 
there are propositions x, Y s W such that R(a,X,Y), 
Y S II JP1 \\ m and X = \\ JP1 II m. Clearly such propositions 
exist; namely, X = Y = w. Hence the antecedent is 
true. But the consequent is false, since there are no 
x, Y s W such that R(a,x, Y) and X = II JP1 A~JP1\I = q:>. 

Therefore, by the definition of truth, 3' is false. 
Hence, by the soundness result and logic, 3 is false. 

m2 satisfies restrictions R.1-R.4. That R.l and 
R.2 are satisfied i s immediately obvious. That R.3 
is satisfied follows from the fact that WUW = W. That 
R.4 is satisfied follows from the fact that wnw = W. 

b. Formulas that are Inconsistent with S. 

i.e., that under contradictory circumstances, even the 
impossible is obligatory. We have mentioned earlier 
that our intuitions are not clear in cases where the 
circumstances are contradictory. But since A2 was 
adopted in this system, o(.l/1) becomes incons istent 
withs. In Chapter VII we suggest a way for refining 
A2 with respect to our intuitions, so that the case 
of contradictory conditions can be treated separately. 

It follows at once from this theorem that o(.l,r.L) 
which we have shown above to be inconsistent withs. 
The negation of formula 2 above was introduced by von 
Wright in his correction of the New System.13 It is 
a weakened version of the principle that obligations 
do not conflict. It was introduced to eliminate the 
undesirable results deduced by Geach from the New 
System.14 

3. O(A/A). 

When present as a theorem, this formu la rules out 
immediately statements like "it ought to be the case 
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that the door is closed, given that the door is open," 
Such statements which have the form O(~A/A) are often 
true though. Statements of the form O("'A/A) have 
caused a lot of confusion in the literature. We shall 
discuss them in detail in Section VI:B:l. 

That O(A/A) is inconsistent with S is an immediate 
consequence of the fact that it yields o(J./J.J which 
is inconsistent with s, as we showed above. 
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CHAPTER VI 

SYSTEMS s 1 , s 2 AND ALTERNATIVE SEMANTICS FOR S 

A. Systems s 1 and s 2 

1. Some Additional Axioms. 

The system S discussed in Chapter V provides a 
basis of standard deontic logic which can be enriched 
by the addition of various intuitive deontic axioms. 
We now propose some such axioms. 

AS. O(AAB/C)--O(A/BAC). 
A6. O(A/BAC)~[O(A/B)AO(A/C) ]. 
A7. O{A/BVC}~[~B--O(A/C) ). 
AS. [O(A/C)A~O(~B/C) J~O(A/BAC). 

Note that AS is derivable from AB in s by clauses (2) 
and (S) of the theorem in Section V:4. several 
philosophers have found AS highly intuitive.l AS 
allows for the possibility that a complex obligation 
be satisfied in stages, without altering that complex 
obligation at any stage. Since such an axiom expresses 
a basic fact about complex obligations, it is the prime 
candidate for addition to s. The system resulting 
from the addition of AS-A7 to swill be called here s 1 . 

AB, though a stronger axiom than AS, is also an 
intuitive axiom which has already been proposed in 
the literature,2 It says that if a state of affairs 
is permissible, then an obl i gation remains in force 
given this state of affairs as a condition. We shall 
call the system formed by adding A6-A8, s 2 . Clearly 
s 2 is richer than s 1 . 

Axiom A6 says that if we have an obligation to 
do A under either conditions B or c, then either we 
have an obligation to do A under B, or we have an 
obligation to do A under condition c. This axiom is 
a weaker version of the converse of A4, the axiom for 
dilemma. The exact converse of A4 has counter
intuitive consequences. They have been discussed in 
Section III:lO.c. 
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A7 is also a reasonable deontic axiom. It says 
that if we are obligated to do A in one of two circum
stances, one of which does not hold, then it follows 
that we are obligated to do A given the remaining 
circumstance. 

To validate the axioms of s1 , we must add the 
restrictions R.5-R.7, listed below, on the relation R 
in a model for S. To validate the axioms of s2 , we 
must add restrictions R.6-R.8 instead. 

2. Additional Restrictions on R. 

R.5 If R(a,x,YnY'), then R(a,xnY,Y'). 
R.6 If R(a,XUX',Y), then R(a,X,Y) or R(a,X',Y). 
R.7 If a fi X, then if R(a,XUX',Y), then R(a,X~ Y). 
R.8 If R(a,X,Y) and not R(a,X,Y'), then R(a,xnY',Y). 

In discussing R in Section V:5.b, we explained 
that we may regard the set Yin R( a ,X,Y) as a set of 
worlds that are deontic alternatives to the world a 
with respect to condition C defined b y the set X. 
Thus whenever O(A/B) is true at a , then there is a 
set Y of deontic alter~atives to a with respect to 
condition B, such that A is true at each world in the 
set Y. 

R.5 says that if YnY' is a set of deontic altern
atives to a with respect to x, then Y' is a set of 
deontic alternatives to a with respect to X and Y. 
This means that given a condition C and a world a , if , 
we have a complex obligation to fulfill, then fulfill
ing it in stages, as we almost always do, does not 
alter the initial set of obligations given a and c. 
By fulfilling one part of the complex obligation before 
another, we do not eliminate from consideration 
ultimately, any component of the original components 
Y, Y' defining the original set of deontic alternatives. 
This is as it should be since otherwise the order of 
fulfilling the obligation becomes deontically signifi
cant, which is not the case usually. 

Clearly though, in many cases the order in which 
a complex obligation is fulfilled is indeed important. 
In such cases we may regard the adherence to such an 
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order in satisfying the obligation as also obligatory; 
or we may regard some specific ways of satisfying the 
obligation as impermissible. In either case these 
facts are additional premises that restrict further 
the sets of deontic alternatives associated with a with 
respect to a condition. 

R.6 says that if Y is a set of deontic alterna
tives to a world a with respect to either X or X', 
then either Y is a deontic alternative to a with 
respect to X or Y is a deontic alternative to a with 
respect to X'. This restriction is clear as well as 
intuitive. 

Restriction R.7 is also obvious. It says that 
if the set of deontic alternatives to a with respect 
to either condition X or condition X' is Y, and X is 
false at a, then one of the set of deontic alternatives 
to a with respect to X' alone remains Y. 

Finally, R.8 says that if Y is a set of deontic 
alternatives to a with respect to the set x, and it is 
not the case that Y' is a set of deontic alternatives 
to a with respect to x, then Y remains a set of deontic 
alternatives to a given X and Y'. In effect, this 
rule asserts that if a state of affairs is permissible 
and is brought about, then it should not change our 
original obligations; i.e., the original set of 
deontic alternatives remains unchanged. This 
restriction also is reasonable. 

One might object to such a restriction since it 
can take us from per.fectly acceptable relations 
R(a,X,Y) and R(a,X,Y') to R(a,~1 Y) wherever Y' ~ X. 
We have commented in Sections V:3 and V:S.b on 
R(a,~1 Y), and noted that it can be ruled out in a 
richer deontic system. 

3. s1 and s 2 are Sound. 

R.S validates AS, R.6 validates A6, R.7 validates 
A7, and R.8 validates AB. To show this we consider 
each case separately. 

(i) AS is valid. 
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To show that J=O(AAB/C)-+O(A/BAC) it is sufficient 
to show that for all models m such that R.5 holds, and 
worlds a in w, 

t=@ 0 (AAB/C)-() (A/BAC) . 
a 

Let m be any model, and a any world. Assume that 
Fa 0 (AAB/C). 

By our assumption and the definition of truth 
there are sets x, Y s_ w such thatmR( a: ,X, Y), Y s. :JAAB:Jm 
and X = :J cJ\m. Hence Y s. !I A\lmn\\B~\ . Therefore, there 
are Y' and Y" such that Y = Y'nY", namely where 
Y' = l\ B\\m and Y" = Y. Since Y s_ \\B \\ m, it follows that 
Y'nY" = Y" = Y. Also, since Y s_ llA\\ m, it follows tha 
Y'nY" s. \\ A\\mn\\Bl\ m = l\ AAB\\m, and that Y" s. l\Al!m. By 
extensionality of sets, we also infer from the above 
that R(a,X,Y'nY"). Therefore by R.S, R( a, xny• ,Y"). 
But xnY' = II Cl\ mn~\ Bil m = \I CAB\! m. Hence we have sets, 
namely xny• and Y" s. w, such that R(a:, x ny•, Y"), · 
Y" s. II Al\ m and xnY' = II CAB\\ m. Therefore, by the def in i
t ion of truth, it follows that ~ O(A/BAC). This 
establishes that 

~ O(AAB/C)->O(A/BAC). a 

Since m and a were arbitrary, the desired result 
follows. Q.E.D. 

(ii) A6 is valid. 

Again it is sufficient to show that for all models 
m and worlds a in w, 

~ 0 (A/BVC) -+[ 0 (A/B) VO (A/C) ) . 
a 

Let m be any model and a any world. It is 
sufficient by the truth definition to show that if 

t=ff' 0 (A/BVC), then ~ 0 (A/B) VO (A/C) . We assume that 

~ O(A/BVC). It follows by the definit ion of truth 
that there are x, Y ~ W such that R(a,X,Y), 
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X = \jBvc \\ m and Y s 1\ 1\\lm . By R.6 it follows that 
R(a,\ B\l m,Y) or R(a, \ c \l m,y) since \\ Bvc j\ m = j\B\jmuj\c \l m. 
It follows from the above that there i s a Y' c W such 
that either R( a , \\ a Jj m,Y') or R( a , \l c \l m, Y '), Y' ~ \\ All m; 
namely where Y' = Y. This means that either there 
a re XJ.' Y1 s W such that R( a ,x1 , Y1 ), Y1 s j\Al\ m and 
X = 11 B\j m, or that the re are x 2 , Y2 s W s u ch that 
Rta ,x2 ,Y2), Y2 s \\ Al\m and x 2 = j\c\j m. Hence by the 
de f in i t ion of truth we c onclude that ~ O(A/B) VO{A/C). 
Q.E.D. 

(i i i) A7 is v a lid. 

We show tha t ~ O(A/BVC)-[-B-O(A/C) ) , for any 
model m and world a in w. Let m be any model and a 
any world. It is sufficient by the definition of 
t ruth to s how that if ~ O(A/BVC) and i..!!!._B, the n m a ~ Fa 0 (A/C) . 

We assume that ~ O (A/BVC) and ffl:-B. By the 
firs t assumption and the definition of truth, there 
a re setifi x, Y s w such t h at R( a ,x, Y ), x = \\ Bvc \j m a nd 
Y s \\A\\ . By the s econd assumption a f. \\ B\jm. Also , 
x = j\ Bvc \j m = \\ B\ju\\c \jm. By R. 7 it follows from the 
above t hat R( a , \\ c \jm,Y). Hence, the r e are two sets, 
name l y \\ c \l m and Y s uch that R( a , ll c \jm, Y), and Y c \I A\l m. 

m 
Therefore , by the definit ion of tru th f::::TI O(A/C). 
Since m and a are a rbit r a ry, this establishes the 
validity o f A7. Q.E.D. 

(iv ) AB is valid. 

It i s sufficient to s how that f o r any mode l m 
s uch that R. 8 h o lds, a nd world a i n W, 

t=l¥: [O(A/C) /\""'°(~B/C) J-O(A/B/\C). Let m b e any model 
an§ a a ny world i n m; then it i s sufficie n t to show 
that if ffi 0 (A/C) and Fa ---0 (-B/C) then Fa 0 (A/B/\C) · 
So we assume that ~ O (A/C) and ~ ---0 (....,B/C). By 
t he firs t a ssump t i on t h ere are set s x, Y s W such tha t 
R( a , X,Y), Y s \l A~m a nd X = \l cllm. By t he second 
assumption it f o llows that it is f a l se that the r e is 
a set Y's w such that R( a , \\ c ll m,y•), and Y's \\ B\\ m. 
But clearly \\ B\j m s l\ B\\m . Consequently , not 
R( a , \\ c l\ m, \\ i3 \l m). Therefore, by R. 8 it f o llows that 
R( a , \\ c \\ mn\l B\ m,y), i.e., R( a ,\\BAc \Jm,Y). S ince Y s \\A\\m, 
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we conclude by the definition of truth that 
~ 0 (A/B/\C) . Since m and a were chosen arbitrarily, 
th~s establishes the validity of AB. Q.E.D. 

This concludes the proof of the claim that R.5-
R. 7 validate axioms A5-A7 in s 1 ; and that R.6-R.8 
validate axioms A6-A8 in S2. 

The systems s 1 and s2 are richer than s, but 
could also be enriched in turn in various ways. 
Further possibilities of enhancing these systems will 
be suggested in Chapter VII. 

B. Alternative Semantics for s. 

In Section V:S, we introduced a semantics for s. 
It is clear from the proofs in the subsequent sections 
that given such a semantics, the system S is both 
sound and complete. The axioms and rules of inference 
of S were motivated and defended in Chapters II and 
III of this work, as well as in the first part of the 
present chapter. We would like now to focus discussion 
on the semantical aspect of s. First, we explore the 
possibilities of an alternative semantical approach 
for s . In light of the resulting discussion, we 
conunent in the conclus.ion of this work on the intui
tiveness of the semantics for s, introduced in 
Section V:S. 

In deontic literature, several semantical approach
es that are significantly different from ours have 
been proposed in relation to other deontic logics. We 
would like to investigate now the possibility that some 
of these approaches may provide with some modification 
an acceptable alternative semantics for s. 

But before we commence, it is important that we 
scrutinize a certain formula in deontic logic which we 
have referred to earlier. This formula has caused 
confusion in deontic literature, and scrutinizing it 
will prove to be of great value in our investigation 
of the various semantical approaches referred to above. 

1. 0 (~A/A). 
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a. Two Different Points of View. In his article 
"A New System of Deontic Logic," van Wright says: 

Sometimes the world is as it ought to 
be. It is thoroughly meaningful to 
make it a duty that O(A/A). The duty 
to see to it that A when it is the case 
that A requires us to take heed that the 
state of affairs in question does not 
disappear. 
Not always, however, is the world as it 
ought to be. Then the duty may .be that 
O(A/~A). The duty to see to it that A 
when this is not the case requires us to 
take care that the state of affairs in 
question comes to be.3 

On the other hand, Hansson argues in "An Analysis of 
Some Deontic Logics" that: 

... I conclude that formulas like O(A/B) 
shall never be true if A and B are 
disjoint, if circumstances are taken 
seriously. And by this I mean, that 
the circumstances are regarded as 
something which has actually happened 
(or will unavoidably happen) and which 
cannot be changed afterwards.4 

Van Fraassen follows Hansson. He asserts that 
,....,Q(~A/A) .s We would like now to examine Hansson's 

argument for the rejection of 0(-A/A), in order to 
settle this issue. As we shall see later, this issue 
is very important in our evaluation of the alternative 
semantics. 

b. Hansson's Argument against O(~A/A). Hansson's 
argument against O(~A/A) consists in offering three 
unsuccessful readings of o(~A/A), and then concluding 
on the basis of that failure that no successful 
reading of o(~A/A) can be given, i.e., a reading which 
takes conditional obligation seriously and also makes 
o(~A/A) true.6 Of course, it is immediately clear 
that a successful reading of O(~A/A) can exist even if 
Hansson did not find it. This renders his argument 
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against O(,..,A/A) inconclusive, and his statement, which 
we quoted above, false. But furthermore, we shall 
show in this section that a successful reading of 
o( ...... A/A) can indeed be offered. 

(1) The First Reading and Hansson's Notion of 
"Undoing". 

The first reading Hansson offers for O(~A/A) is 
the following, where A stands for "Smith robs Jones": 
"Smith ought to refrain from robbing Jones in the 
circumstance where he actually robs him."7 Hansson 
argues against this reading of o( ...... A/A) on the basis 
that it is pointless to say any such thing. He argues 
that Jones cannot "undo" what he already did. Even 
if Jones restores what he robbed, this is not "undoing" 
what he did.s 

The notion of "undoing" used in the argument 
above involves changing an action which has already 
been performed into its opposite, not in a subsequent 
state of affairs but rather at the original state of 
affairs where that act was performed. It involves a 
retracing of one's steps in time, back to the moment 
when the undesirable ac~ion was performed and then 
changing it, and long with it all its consequences. 
Clearly, such a notion of "undoing" makes it impossi
ble for anyone to "undo" anything which has already 
been done. As Hansson puts it: 

If Smith has robbed Jones, he cannot 
'undo' it. He can restore what he 
robbed--but this act is not the act 
of refraining from robbing Jones. 9 

Given this notion of "undoing" and given that "ought" 
implies "can," the first reading of o(,..,A/A) which 
involves this notion of "undoing" does not render 
O(~A/A) true. Hence, it is not a successful reading. 

(2) The Second Reading and the Extra Meaning in 
0 ( ...... A/A). 

The second reading of o( ...... A/A) is given, where A 
stands for "Smith is smoking in a no-smoking car." It 
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says: If Smith is smoking in a no-smoking car, he 
ought to stop. Hansson agrees that this reading 
"sounds good."10 But nonetheless, he is troubled by 
it. He explains that, 

... Dyadic obligations are secondary 
reparational obligations, telling someone 
what he should do if he has violated ... 
a primary obligation. Therefore, they 
should not merely say that the agent 
should not have done what he did; the 
primary obligation °'"A already said 
that and the situation would be completely 
described by the mixed formula AAO~A 
if one wants to stress that the agent 
actually violated the obligation.11 

In his quest for this extra meaning in 0(-A/A), 
Hansson introduces temporal specifications in this 
third reading. We argue later that temporal specifi
cations are not that extra meaning in o(~A/A) which 
Hansson is looking for. But first, let us comment on 
the quotation above. 

(3) Some Comments on the Second Reading and our 
Notion of "Undoing". 

In Section III:ll, as well as in other parts of 
this work, we provided examples and arguments against 
the misconception that dyadic obligations are 
secondary or reparational obligations. We have argued, 
and in this von Wright concurs,12 that reparational 
obligations represent only one part of dydadic obli
gations. Hence, we disagree with the first part of 
Hansson's statement. Nevertheless, given our under
standing of conditional obligation, we agree with 
Hansson that O(-A/A) must say something more than just 
AAO (~A). 

As a matter of fact, our whole discussion of the 
conflict-of-Duty Paradox, and then more crucially, the 
discussion of the paradox of the Contrary-to-Duty 
Imperative, all go to show that there is an extra 
meaning in o(-A/A) which is not captured by any 
combination of our usual connectives. This is why a 
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new primitive, 0(/), was introduced. In English such 
a notion of conditionality is differentiated from that 
of material implication in that while A-O-A is read 
as "if A then ~A," the statement of obligation 
o (-A/A) is read as "given that A, ~A." The latter 
reading stresses the fact that ~A is conditional 
upon A, that A is the ground for ~A. The relation 
sugge~ted in this second reading cannot be replaced 
by a conjunction. On the contrary, examples from 
everyday language rule out such a replacement. 

Consider the following statement: Given t hat 
the door is closed, it ought to be the case that it is 
opened. We can easily imagine s i tuations where such 
a statement which has the form o(~A/A) is true, say in 
a shop where customers sometimes close the door behind 
them as they leave. Hence, the manager might issue 
to his salesmen, the instruction above. Consequently , 
the salesmen are obligated to open the door, whenever 
it is closed; but the statement itself does not say 
(AAO~A), because in fact, the door is often open. What 
it does say, though, is that there is a special tie 
between the circumstance A and the statement of obliga
tion O~A. This special tie is described by t h e fact 
that A is the ground of the obligation expressed by 
O-A. Consequently, wherever A is true, the obligation 
to do ~A holds. 

The example above provides a perfectly legitimate 
sense of the word "undoing." In this sense a person 
does not go back in time to reverse an action h e has 
already done, Instead, he reverses this action, if 
it can be reversed, in the situation in which he 
finds himself at the time. Hence, an agent wh o opens 
a door mistakenly, can perhaps undo his act b y closing 
the door at a later moment. In this sense one can 
"undo" what he has done; and it is in this perfectly 
good sense that, say, a seamstress can "undo" her 
stitches. 

(4) The Third Reading and Temporal Specifications. 

As we stated earlier, in his quest fo r t h e extra 
meaning of 0(-A/A), Hansson introduces temporal 
specifications. He suggests the following read ing 
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for (O"'-'A/A), where A stands for "Smith is smoking in 
a no-smoking car": Now that Smith actually has 
smoked in a no-smoking car, he ought to refrain from 
smoking in a no-smoking car. This reading is them 
amplified into: Now that Smith has smoked in a no
smoking car up to this moment, he ought to refrain 
from continuing after this moment. Hansson then notes 
that the last reading fails because it is not of the 
form O (~A/A) , 13 

(5) A Criticism of the Third Reading. 

One problem with the last two readings of Hansson 
is that they say in each case that A is true. As our 
example in (3) above shows, the notion of conditional
ity does not require that. It only requires that the 
dependency of ~A on its ground A, be expressed. 
Hence, the last two readings say too much. 

Secondly, it is worth noting that "now" in each 
reading is not merely a temporal word; it has two 
other functions. First, it asserts the fact that 
Smith has smoked. Such an assertion is, as we argued 
above, undesirable in the reading of O(_,A/A) generally. 
Second, it ties that fact to the obligation in a tie 
stronger than that of material implication. Let us 
show this second point. 

Suppose "now" did not express such a strong tie. 
Then we should be able to replace it by virtue of its 
first function, with the following reading: Smith has 
smoked in a no-smoking car up to this moment, and 
furthermore, if Smith does that, he ought to refrain 
from continuing after this moment. This reading says 
merely that AAOB, according to Hansson. But Hansson 
argues that O(B/A) says more than just AAOB. Hence, 
Hansson, who accepts the third reading, cannot deny 
this second function of "now" without reducing O(B/A) 
to saying merely that AAOB. 

As a matter of fact "now" is not unique in being 
able to fulfill both functions mentioned above. The 
word "since" does the same. But since we do not want 
to assert the condition A in the reading of o(~A/A), 
"since" will not do either. Similarly, the temporal 
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specifications "up to this moment" and "after this 
moment" are additional information which is unnecessary 
for explaining the particular meaning of O(~A/A), 
just as it is not necessary for explaining the parti
cular meaning of A-+OA. 

We conclude that the third reading of o(~A/A) 
given by Hansson, seems acceptable only because "now" 
in that reading fulfilled among many functions, the 
function of tying the obligation to its ground. But 
that function can be fulfilled by the word "given" 
which has the advantage of not asserting the condition 
of the obligation. Therefore, we conclude also that 
our reading of O(~A/A) given in (3) above is the 
correct reading. It says enough, i.e., that A is 
the condition of 0-.-A, without saying too much, i.e., 
that A is true, or that A is true now. It also renders 
O(~A/A) true on certain occasions. This proves false 
Hansson's conclusion, that o(~A/A) can never be true. 
This result makes us in agreement with von Wright who 
sees O(~A/A) as expressing a duty to bring about ~A, 
when ~A is not the case. 14 It also makes it possible 
to represent obligations like those discussed in 
Section III:B. 

(6) Hansson's Argument has other Consequences. 

There is another interesting aspect of Hansson's 
argument against o(-A/A). The same objections to 
o(~A/A) can be redirected against O(A/A) which was 
proposed by Hansson as an axiom. For example, given 
Hansson's interpretation of "undoing" presented in 
Section VI:B:l.b. (1), we can argue not only that an 
act cannot be "undone", it cannot be "redone" either. 
This rightly eliminates the first reading. Also, 
O(A/A) says more than just AAOA. This rightly 
eliminates the second reading. Thirdly, "now that A 
is actually the case, it ought to be that A" can be 
stated more carefully according to Hansson as "now 
that A up to this moment, it ought to be the case that 
A after this moment." But the latter reading does not 
have the form O(A/A). 

Therefore, Hansson must similarly conclude that 
far from being an axiom, O(A/A) can never be true. 
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According to our reading, as well a s von Wright's,15 
O(A/A) can be true, namely in cases where A deserved 
to be preserved. 

We are now in a position to consider alternative 
semantics for S. 

2. Lewis' Semantics. 

In his book Counterfactuals, Lewis introduces a 
new kind of semantics for the logic of conditional 
obligation.16 Using a semantical approach similar to 
the one he used for the logic of counterfactuals, he 
introduces the following notions: 

17 
A system of Spheres and Spheres. 

Let $ be an assignment to each world a of a set 
$a of sets of worlds. Then$ is called a system of 
spheres, and the members of each $a are called spheres 
around a , if and only if, for each world a, the follow
ing conditions hold: 

( l) $a is nested; that is, whenever S and T belong 
$a , either S is included in T or T included in 

(2) $a is closed under unions. 
(3) $a is closed under (nonempty) intersections. 

I n the case of the logic of conditional obliga
tion, this system of spheres is based on comparative 
goodness of worlds. But as in the case of counter
factuals, the "Limit Assumption" is introduced here 
too. It basically guarantees that for each A-world 

to 
s. 

a, there exists a smallest A-permitting sphere around 
a, i.e., a sphere which is morally the best from the 
point of view of a, given A. An A world is defined as 
a world in which the fomrula A is true. An A-permitting 
sphere is defined as a sphere big enought to reach at 
least one A-world.ls 

The crucial part of this semantics is the 
definition Lewis offers for O(B/A). He introduces t wo 
different versions of O(B/A), namely Ao~B and AD~B, 
which differ only in the case where the condition is 
impossible. The two notions are defined as follows: 
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Roughly (under the limit assumption 
if there are A-worlds evaluable from 
a world a, then AD~B and AD~B are 
true at a if and only if B holds at 
all the best A-worlds, according to 
the ordering [of goodness] from the 
standpoint of a. More precisely: 
if there are A-worlds evaluable from 
a, then they are true at a if and 
only if some (AAB)-world is better, 
from the standpoint of a, than any 
(AA~B) -world . 19 

That this definition is unacceptable should be clear 
from our lengthy discussion in Section VI:B.l above. 
Such a definition rules out cases where the obligation 
o(~A/A) is true. It assumes that the condition of 
the obligation is preserved after the obligation has 
been fulfilled. Let us explain in more detail. 

Consider the following statement of obligation 
which is true in the situation described in the 
previous section: Given that the door is closed, it 
ought to be the case that the door is open. Let A 
stand for "the door is closed," and let a be our actual 
world, i.e., suppose that the situation described 
above is true in our actual world. It is clear that 
there are A-worlds evaluable from a. Consequently, 
the above-mentioned statement of obligation, which 
has the form o(~A/A) is true at a , if and only if 
some (AA~A)-world is better, from the standpoint of 
a, than any (AAA)-world, i.e., than any A-world. But 
an (AA~A)-world is one in which all moral distinctions 
collapse. Hence, it cannot be better than any A-world. 
As a matter of fact, it is not better than a , which is 
itself an A-world. Hence, by Lewis' definition of 
O(B/A), o(~A/A) can never be true. 

But this is not the only problem Lewis' semantics 
runs into. His definition of comparative permissi
bility is equally problematics. This notion is 
directly involved in the definition of O(B/A). It is 
represented by A< B, which is read as "it is better 
that A than that B." In order to determine whether 
O(B/A) is true at a, we need to determine whether some 
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(AAB)-world is better than any (AA~B)-world. There
fore, if the notion of comparative similarity suffers 
from some problems, these problems will be ultimately 
reflected in the definition of O(B/A). 

Lewis states that his. notion of comparative 
permissibility is that of comparative goodness at 
best.20 He says, 

We may read A.J.. B as "It is better that 
A than that B; it is true at a if and 
only if from the standpoint of a , some 
evaluable A world is better than any 
B-world... Roughly , we are comparing 
A-at-its-best with B-at-its-best, and 
ignoring the non-best ways for A a nd B 
to hold.21 

But as we shall show now, this definition leads to 
counter-intuitive results. 

Here is an example which reveals the c ou nter
intuiti veness of this definition. Suppose Andrew is 
deliberating as to his duties towards his d y ing 
mother. Since, there are no extenuating circumstances 
in this situation, it would seem that his duties 
consist in spending his time by her side. Let A 
stand for "Andrew's mother is dying," let B stand for 
"Andrew stays by his mother's side," and let a be our 
actual world from which many A-worlds are indeed 
accessible. 

In hi s deliberation, Andrew concludes that an 
A-world where he leaves his mother's side to join a 
team of scientists on a research expedition critical 
to the survival of all of humanity, etc., has much 
greater value than any A-world, in which he stays by 
his mother's side. He concludes that this (AA~B) 

world is better than any (AAB)-world from the point 
of view of a . Therefore, he asserts on the basis of 
Lewis' definition, O(~B/A). Andrew then leaves his 
mother's side with a clear conscience, because he is 
fulfilling his duty. Only, Andrew does not go on to 
join the team on its historic expedition because no 
such team or expedition exist in Andrew's world. 
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This example illustrates the counter-intuitiveness 
of Lewis' definition of comparative goodness. That 
there is a (AA~B)-world which is better than any 
(AAB)-world does not mean that in his world, Andrew's 
duty is to bring about ~B. 

We conclude that if Lewis' semantics is to be 
acceptable, it has to be modified in two important 
respects. First, it should allow certain ~A-worlds 
as well as A-worlds that are evaluable from a certain 
world a, to participate in determining conditional 
obligations whose condition is A. Second, it should 
distinguish between worlds "achievable" from a, and 
worlds that are not. The latter should play a more 
limited role, if any, in determining what ought to be 
the case at a. 

3. van Fraassen's Semantics for LC. 

In "The Logic of Conditional Obligation," van 
Fraassen introduces the following semantical approach 
for his logic of conditional obligation Lc. 22 He 
replaces the notion of accessible worlds with that of 
attainable states. He also introduces a model 
structure <K,V,R,f) where Kand V are non-empty sets, 
K being the set of attainable states and V being the 
field of R. R is the relation "greater than" and f 
is a function that determines the set of values of 
one world with respect to another. Van Fraassen does 
not specify what these values are.23 

The semantics of LC is given by defining its 
admissible valuations to be exactly the mappings Va 
such that a is a member of K and v is a valuation on 
<K,V,R,f). The. valuations on <K,V,R,f) are defined 
in the usual way for the propositional connectives. 
The deontic operator O(A/B), is defined as follows: 

T iff K(AAB)R K(~AAB) 
a 

where K(A) = (6EK: vo(A) = T}, and K(A)RaK(B) exactly 
if K(A) has a member ~ such that ~Ray for each y in 
K(B). ~Ray, in turn, means that the set of values of 
~ with respect to a, has a member ~ such that u is 
greater than~' i.e., Ra(~,~), for each win the set 
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of values of y with respect to a .24 

Therefore, we can restate the definition of 
va(O(A/B)) = T. It is true if and only if there exists 
an attainable state in which (AAB) is true and which 
has, with respect to a, one value in its set of 
values which is greater than any value in any set of 
values belonging to any attainable state in which 
(,......AAB) is true. 

The semantics of van Fraassen is open to exactly 
the same criticisms as those made against Lewis. This 
semantics does not allow for attainable states where 
the condition is not preserv ed. It is incapable of 
formulating the statement of obligation O(~A/A). As a 
matter of fact, this semantics as van Fraassen shows, 
validates ,......o(~A/A) as a theore m of the system.25 

Furthermore, this semantics yields count er
intuitive results as to wha t ought to be the case in 
a certain situation. Consider Andrew's situation 
again in world a . Let A stand for "Andrew 's mother is 
dying," and B for "Andrew stays by his mother ' s side." 
K(AA~B) = (oEK: vo (A)= T). Hence, the ~B-world 
where Andrew has left his mother to join the team, 
i s a member of K(AA,......B). Since we as s umed tha t this 
world has the highest moral va l ue with respect to a , 
i.e., K(AA,......B)RaK(AAB) it follows again b y definition 
that O(~B/A). Th i s result, a s we noted earlier, is 
counter-intuitive, in cases where no such team exists 
in a . 

Finally, we note tha t van Fraassen ' s semantics, 
as he shows, validates the conditional form of (A3) 
which we argued against in Chapter II.26 

RC3 If I- A, then f- 0 (A/A) . 

Hence, if van Fraassen's logic is to be acceptable, 
it has to be modified so tha t RC3 is no longer valid. 
Furthermore, it has to allow for the pos sibility that 
a ,......B-world contributes towards determining conditional 
obligations whose condition i s B. It also needs to 
distinguish between attainable s tates simpliciter, 
and states att a inable from a . Consequently , 
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van Fraassen's semantics suffers from basically the 
same kinds of problems surrounding Lewis' semantics. 

4. Other Approaches. 

There are two other semantical approaches that 
are significantly different from ours and which we 
would like to mention below. 

a. The Imperatival Approach. In his article 
"Values and the Heart's Command," van Fraassen points 
out several arguments for and against the deontic 
principle expressed by (Al) ,27 We have considered in 
this work all these arguments in one form or another. 
Our results were reached, partly, in light of such 
arguments. van Fraassen's presentation, which also 
involves the principle that "ought" implies "can," and 
the principle expressed by (DRl), i.e., if 1-A~B, then 
rOA~B, leads him to different results. He contends 
that "we already know that no sense can be made of 
the [three principles] above if we construe what ought 
to be as what is better or for the best."28 

In order to make sense of these three principles, 
van Fraassen appeals to the idea of moral imperatives 
discussed by Kant, Hegel, Sellars, Castaneda and 
others.29 He introduces the notion of an imperative 
in force, and the notion of an imperative being 
overridden by another, although he does confess that 
he does not have an account of how imperatives become 
in force or how on imperative may override another.30 

To avoid the problems resulting from the relation 
of overriding, van Fraassen adopts the thesis that an 
imperative is not in force if it is overriden. He 
then limits the scope of his logic of conditional 
obligation to imperatives in force only. Conditional 
obligation is defined in terms of conditional 
imperatives in force only.31 

We shall not exhibit van Fraassen's semantical 
approach in greater detail for the following reasons. 
First, we do not agree that the three principles 
mentioned previously cannot be made sense of if we 
construe what ought to be as what is better. Our 
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system S does just that. We emphasize this fact in 
the conclusion to this work. Secondly, in his effort 
to avoid paradoxes, van Fraassen is led to distinguish 
in effect between prima facie and actual imperatives, 
even though he has no account on which to base such 
a distinction. If van Fraassen is willing to settle 
for an unaccounted for distinction, he might have as 
well introduced one directly with respect to obliga
tions. Nothing is gained by pushing this problem one 
stage further in his analysis. 

Thirdly, the philosophers van Fraassen refers to 
have proposed the idea of a moral imperative as a basis 
for the logic of the "ought to do" which is only a 
part of the logic of the "ought to be ... 32 Van Fraassen' s 
attempt at extending this notion to the logic of the 
"ought to be" is unacceptable in light of statements 
like "it ought to be the case that everyone is happy." 
He claims that in such a case the imperative in force 
is "let everyone be happy." We find such a claim 
philosophically dubious. 

For these reasons, we conclude that van Fraassen's 
semantical approach does not provide an acceptable 
alternative to any semantics for S. 

b. The Aqvist-type Approach. The only such 
approach which is capable of handling the paradox of 
the Contrary-to-Duty Imperative is Aqvist's approach.33 
To resolve this paradox, Aqvist distinguishes between 
primary and secondary obligations, as we saw earlier 
in Chapter IV. This distinction succeeds formally in 
resolving the paradox of the Contrary-to-Duty Impera
tive. Nevertheless, philosophically, the problem 
remains with us. It is one and the same moral agent 
who find himself in a specific moral situation under 
the two conflicting obligations OJ.A and 02~A. Aqvist 
does not tell us what course of action the moral agent 
ought to follow in such cases. Therefore, more 
information on the relation between primary and 
secondary obligations must be supplied before this 
solution becomes acceptable as more than just a formal 
device for resolving a specific formal problem. 

On the other hand, even if we do accept Aqvist's 
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solution as a successful formal device for resolving 
the paradox mentioned above, we must note that his 
system, which is based on this device, leads us into 
just as serious a paradox. This we discussed in the 
first part of this chapter. Other formal problems 
arise from the use of this device in Aqvist's system, 
as Powers points out.34 Consequently, the distinction 
between primary and secondary obligations cannot be 
justified on formal grounds in Aqvist's system. 

Therefore, this approach is in need of major 
development before it can be considered as a viable 
candidate for alternative semantics for S. 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION 

The totality of discussions and argumentation in 
the previous chapters have succeeded in clearing a 
lot of confusion, and establishing various results in 
the field of deontic logic. The major accomplishments 
of this work will be outlined at one point in this 
chapter. 

One result of the discussions and argumentation 
in this work has been the accumulation of several 
criteria in accordance with which one can readily 
evaluate to some extent many deontic logics. To 
illustrate this fact, we have selected some of the 
more salient deontic systems for a brief examination 
below. Our own system S will also be evaluated in 
light of these criteria. 

Once this task is complete, we shall provide a 
general outline of the contributions of this work, and 
then close with some suggestions for future deontic 
research. 

1. A Brief Evaluation of the Various Deontic Logics. 

a. von Wright's Systems. As the discussions in 
this work show, von Wright's Old System is highly 
intuitive. It captures the basic principles of 
deontic logic, but it fails to recognize the condi
tional character of this logic. Consequently, it is 
incapable of formulating contrary-to-duty imperatives. 
This fact gives rise to the presence of the paradox of 
Contrary-to-Duty Imperative. Von Wright's subsequent 
recognition of this fact and his introduction of the 
New System to remedy it leads, as showed in Chapter 
III, to an inconsistency and a false principle. He 
is thus forced to modify this New System. But, as we 
showed in Chapter III, while the inconsistency stems 
from his axiom (B3), 

I- 0 (A/BVC)--...,[O (A/B) /\0 (A/C) ] 1 
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von Wright modifies his New System b y rejecting (Bl) 
which expresses in a conditional form the basic deontic 
principle that obligations do not conflict. The 
re s ulting system has two problems : though it is rid 
of the inconsistency it still has the false principle, 

I- 0 (A/C) -tQ (A/CA~B) . 

It also fails to include the basic deontic principle 
that obligations do not conflict, and a rule that 
permits the detachment of an obligation from its 
conditions. 

b. Hintikka's System. In Chapter IV, we showed 
that Hintikka's solution to the paradox o f the 
Contrary -to-Duty Imperative does not work . We now 
show how this paradox can be derived in Hintikka's 
system. But first we must introduce some notions 
central to this s ystem. One notion basic to Hintikka's 
system is that of "satisfiability. 11 1 I nformally, he 
defines it as the "capability of being t rue under s ome 
state of affairs. 11 2 Formally, he introduces another 
not ion, namely that of a "model set" i n terms of 
which "satisfiability " is then defined. A "model 
set" is a formal counterpart of the idea of a partial 
description of a possible world.3 The b asic idea 
underlying Hintikka's approach is the following: If 
we can (partially) construct a possible world in which 
all the formulae being considered are true, then the 
set of formulae is satisfiable, i.e., it is mutually 
consistent. 

A model set µ is formally defined in terms of 
five basic conditions: 4 

(C.~) If A E µ, then not ~A E µ. 
(C.i\) If (Ai\B) E µ, then A E µ and B E µ . 
(C.V) If (AVB) E µ, then A E µ or B E µ . 

and two conditions relating to quantification. 

For sets of formulae involving deontic operators, 
for example PA, additional conditions are imposed o n 
the model set. These conditions necessitate the 
consideration of other model sets µ * (possible worlds) 
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related to µ in a certain way. Hintikka explains that 

This way will be expressed b y say ing 
that µ* is a deontic alternative to 
µ. Intuitively, we may think of µ* 
as a description of that state of 
affairs in wh ich A was assumed to be 
the case for the purpose of showin g 
that it can be the case while all 
obligations are fulfilled.5 

Some of these conditions are:6 

(C.0+) If OA E µ and if µ * is a deontic alternative 
toµ, then A E µ*. 

And: 

* (C.0 ) If OA E µ, then f o r at l e ast one deontic altern-
ative µ* toµ, A E µ*. 

Finally, a set of formulae is satisfiable (consistent, 
logically possible) if and only if it can be imbedded 
in a model set µ.7 we are now ready t o derive the 
Contrar y-to-Duty Imperative paradox. 

Given the usual premises of this paradox, listed 
in Chapters II and IV, and assuming as we did before 
that they are mutually consistent, we can conclude 
that the set containing exactly this set of premises 
is satisfiable. But a set of formulae is satisfiable 
if and only if it can be i mbedded in a model set µ . 
Hence, we can assert on the basis of the above, that 
the premises of the paradox can all be imb edded in 
such a set µ. Therefore, where A stands for "Jones 
robs Smith" and B for "Jones is punished" we have: 

( 1) A E µ . 
(2) 0---.-A E µ. 
(3) O(~A..._,B) E µ. 
(4) (A--OB) E µ. 

As we argued earlier, this is the only representation 
which meets the three adequacy criteria s pecified in 
Chapter II. Given this representation, we can conclude 
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that 

( 5) OB E µ, 

* by (1), the definition of - and (C. V). By (C.0) and 
(2), we conclude that 

(6) ~A E µ* for some deontic alternativeµ*. 

But by (c.o+) and (3), it follows that 

and by (c.o+) and (5), it follows that 

( 8) B E µ*. 

Hence, by the definition of - and (C. V) we get, together 
with (6) and (7), that 

(9) ~B E µ*. 

But this violates condition (C.~) for the satisfia
bility of sets. Hence µ* is not satisfiable. Since 
deont ic alternatives, themselves model sets, must 
satisfy condition (C.~), it follows thatµ* is not a 
deontic alternative to µ . But this result violates 
condition (c.o*) on the satisfiability of µ. There
fore, µ itself is not satisfiable. This means that 
the set of premises we imbedded in µ is inconsistent 
contrary to our original assumption. 

This shows that the paradox of the contrary-to
Duty Imperative has not been resolved in Hintikka's 
system. Consequently, the system must be modified. 

c. Aqvist's System. Unlike Hintikka's system, 
this one can handle the paradox of the Contrary-to
Duty Imperative. As we said earlier, this is done by 
introducing a host of deontic operators instead of 
one. In the last chapter, we mentioned some of the 
difficulties with this system. Let us summarize them 
here: First, the s ystem leads to another paradox. 
Second, the resolution of the original paradox is not 
satisfactory philosophically. We shall add now that 
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the system contains the rule:B 

Rl. If \-A, then \- OA, 

which we argued against in Chapter II. Finally, as 
Powers shows, Aqvist's logic yields the following 
result:9 Assuming that a violation has occurred, i.e., 
o1~A and A, A--'()zA for an arbitrary A. These results 
make Aqvist's system unacceptable. 

d. Hansson's Systems. Hansson introduces three 
systems in "An Analysis of Some Deontic Logics." As 
a proponent of the view that O(~A/A) can never be 
true, he includes the following axiom in all of his 
three systems:lO 

}- 0 (A/A) . 

He also accepts a conditional version of an axioms we 
argued against in Chapter II: 

I- 0 (T/A) . 

This axiom is valid in all three systems. Furthermore, 
Hansson accepts a weaker conditional version of the 
principle that obligations do not conflict: 

which is valid in only two of his systems, DSDL2 and 
DSDL3. The principle of detaching an obligation from 
its condition is invalid in all three systems. 

This information about Hansson's systems suffices 
to make them undesirable for capturing the logic of 
obligations. Our earlier discussions in Chapter II, 
III and IV support this conclusion. 

e. Segerberg's System. As we pointed out in 
Chapter III, this system which validates a theorem to 
the effect that if one is obliged to do A under condi
tion c, then one is obligated to do A under conditions 
C and D,11 can capture at best the logic of absolute 
or universal obligation. Since absolute obligations 
are obligations that are actual in every situation, it 
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follows that their logic is a fragment of the logic 
of actual obligation. Consequently, the logic of 
absolute obligation is already captured by S. Further
more, since there are very few, if any, absolute 
obligations, it follows that the logic of absolute 
obligation is not very interesting to us, especially 
in light of more encompassing and useful systems like 
S. Finally, Segerberg's system includes the objection
able rule: 

R2. If \-A, then\- OA. 

This makes the system objectionable, even as a logic 
of absolute obligation. 

f. Lewis' System. In his book Counterfactuals, 
Lewis does not present an axiom system along with his 
proposed semantics for a deontic logic. Nevertheless, 
we have shown in Section VI:B:2 that the formula 
(0---A/A) is always false given his semantics. We have 
argued previously that O(~A/A) can be true. Conse
quently, Lewis' semantics provides at least one 
undesirable result. As we argued in Chapter III, the 
semantics also provides a counter-intuitive definition 
of 0 (A/B) . 

g. van Fraassen's Systems. Van Fraassen has 
proposed two systems of deontic logic. The system 
introduced in "Values and the Heart's Command," uses 
the imperatival semantical approach discussed in 
Chapter VI.12 In that chapter, we criticized that 
approach as philosophically dubious since it assumes 
that every statement of the form O(A/B), including 
"given c, it ought to be the case that everyone is 
happy," entails an imperative. 

Furthermore, this system does not permit the 
detachment of an obligation from its conditions. We 
have argued in favor of detachment in Chapter IV and 
showed that van Fraassen's arguments against it were 
based on a confusion. 

The system also contains as an axiom: 

AC2 . I- 0 (A/B) --0 (A/\B/B) . 
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In light of our arguments against the claim that 
O(~A/A) is always false, it becomes obvious why we 
find AC2 objectionable. It says that given an obli
gation of the form 0 (-A/A), one is under an obligation 
to do the impossible, given the condition A. Also, 
the conditional version of the principle that obliga
tions do not conflict is not an axiom of this system. 
For all these reasons, we find this system unacceptable 
without major modifications. 

Van Fraassen's system introduced in "The Logic 
of Conditional Obligation" includes the following 
axioms:l3 

AC2. J- 0 (A/C) ---0 (-A/C) 

and 

AC4. I- 0 (A/B) --0 (A/\B/B) 

and the rule 

RC2. If \- A-+B, then\- 0 (A/C) -->Q (B/C) . 

Van Fraassen's system includes also a theorem we 
find objectionable, namely, -0(-A/4). The proof 
for this theorem is given by van Fraassen.14 It 
proceeds as follows: suppose that O(~A/A). Then by 
AC4, 

0 (~A/\A/A) . 

But then by RC2 and logic, 

0 (A/A). 

Hence, b y (the second) AC2 

The system also includes 

RC3. If I- A, then 1-o(A/A) 

and it does not permit the detachment of an obligation 
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from its conditions. In Chapter VI, we already 
provided a criticism of the semantics of this system. 
Consequently, for all these reasons, we find van 
Fraassen's second system unacceptable. 

h. Mott's System. Mott's system suffers from 
problems similar to those of systems that we have 
already discussed. It contains the rulel5 

(RD) from l- A infer l- OA 

which yields immediately the objectionable theorem OT. 

Mott's system unlike those of van Wright, Hansson 
and others, does not treat conditional obligation as 
a primitive notion. Hence, his system includes for 
example:l6 

which we find highly counter-intuitive in light of a 
modified version of the example presented in section 
VI:B:l.b. (3). We modify the example so that the door 
opens whenever it is closed because it has a spring 
attached to it. In s~ch a case, no obligation to 
open the door can be inferred from the facts of this 
situation. 

On the other hand, Mott's system does include an 
axiom expressing the principle that obligations do not 
conflict, and another permitting the detachment of an 
obligation from its conditions. Yet, in light of the 
criticisms above, Mott's system is unacceptable. 

Other systems of deontic logic which have not 
been considered above, can be evaluated similarly in 
light of the criteria proposed at various points in 
this work. 

2. A Brief Evaluation of S. 

In Section 1, we presented a very condensed 
criticism of various deontic systems. The criticisms 
were based on criteria that were developed in the 
body of° this text. We now evaluate the system S in 
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light of the same criteria. 

It is clear that in S the following is not a rule. 
If \-A, then\- OA. As a matter of fact, our semantics 
was chosen carefully so as not to validate this 
principle. Furthermore, the basic concepts of deontic 
logic are all present including the principle that 
obligations do not conflict. Also, the system permits 
via axiom A3 the detachment of an obligation from its 
conditions. 

The formula O(~A/A) holds its proper position in 
S as a contingent statement, and the dyadic deontic 
operator is regarded as a primitive and not as a 
complex entity. As such s is not open to the 
criticism directed at the end of the previous section 
against other systems of conditional obligation. 

Furthermore, the semantics developed for S is 
intuitive. In the case of O(B/A), the relation R used 
in the definition of truth for O(B/A) at a can be 
regarded as a relation which picks out a collection of 
sets of worlds that are the "best achievable worlds 
from a with respect to condition A." Where such worlds 
exist and B is true in each of them, O(B/A) is regarded 
as true. 

We use the expression "achievable from a" in the 
same sense we used this expression in Chapter VI. It 
refers to a set of worlds that not only are possible, 
but also possible to attain from a. For example, a 
world in which a person called Joe is happy and well, 
though possible is not achievable from a where a is a 
world in which Joe has already died. That R picks out, 
when~ver it is not empty, a collection of sets of 
worlds with respect to condition A from the set of 
worlds achievable from a removes the possibility of 
counter-intuitive results of the sort present in 
Lewis' and van Fraassen's system. 

Also, our treatment of the major principles of 
deontic logic and the related paradoxes has resulted 
in a paradox-free system S. This system falsifies 
van Fraassen's claim that no sense can be made of the 
above-mentioned principles while construing what ought 
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to be as what is for the best.17 Clearly, since R 
picks out a collection of the best worlds of a certain 
set, the semantics of S construes what ought to be as 
what is for the best. This is in accordance with 
most intuitions as to what "ought" means. 

We conclude that S meets all the criteria of 
evaluating a deontic s ystem that were presented in the 
previous section. 

3. A Summary Statement on the Value of this Work. 

This work is mainly concerned with the defense 
of the most basic deontic principles that have become 
suspect as a result of the paradoxes of deontic logic. 
In this work, we have succeeded in resolving the 
paradoxes while reta:Lning those basic deontic prin
ciples in a conditional form in the systems. 

The systematic study of the problems arising from 
the paradoxes revealed and cleared a lot of confusion 
in the field, for example, with respect to the 
principle of detaching the obligation from its 
conditions. But to achieve these results a thorough 
investigation of the philosophical foundations of 
deontic logic became necessary. The notions of prima 
facie and actual obligation were presented and 
developed. Traditional counter-examples against the 
standard deontic principles were consequently 
examined and dismissed with the help of these developed 
notions. 

As a result, many deontic systems were found 
unacceptable. These systems in their attempts to cope 
with the problems of deontic logic reached unaccepta
ble conclusions that were reflected in their systems. 
Wherever arguments were supplied for such conclusions, 
the conclusions were evaluated. 

The paradox which was most enlightening as to the 
philosophical foundations of deontic logic turned out 
to be the Conflict-of-Duty paradox. It revealed that 
the proper scope of deontic logic is that of actual 
obligations. On the other hand, it was the paradox 
of the Contrary-to-Duty imperative that finally made 
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it necessary to introduce a major formal modification 
of von Wright's Old Sy stem of deontic logic which 
contains all the basic principles. 

As the investigation proceeded, another logic, 
the logic of prima facie obligation or presumptions 
took shape in front of us. Although we found out a 
lot about this logic which is closely related to 
deontic logic, the results were not formalized because 
they fall outside the scope of this work. 

The result of this inquiry is finally a paradox
free intuitive logic which preserved all the basic 
deontic principles. This logic is being proposed as 
the correct standard deontic logic to replace von 
Wright's Old System. Now that this standard logic has 
been established, it presents many possibilities for 
further developments. We discuss those now. 

4. Suggestions for Further Research. 

One important way to develop S is by adding to 
it an appropriate alethic modal system. This step is 
not superfluous. On the contrary, it resolves an 
important problem with respect to S and other deontic 
systems, namely, the problem of the case where A = .L 
in the axiom: 

This problem is averted altogether when an appropriate 
alethic modal system is introduced. The above axiom 
can then be expressed as 

\- ~ A---0 (~A). 

This accords perfectly with our intuitions. 

Another problem is that of iterated modalities. 
The semantics proposed for S can handle iterated 
modalities. But the philosophical aspects of such a 
problem are quite interesting. Also, there is the 
question related to these philosophical aspects, as 
to whether we need a reiterated dyadic deontic 
operator, or a monadic one in whose scope the dyadic 
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operator falls. Both possibilities are logically, as 
well as philosophically, interesting. 

The question of whether the dyadic operator O(/) 
is complex or not must be investigated further. More 
arguments must be developed in this area. The 
similarities between the problems of deontic logic 
and other fields, for example, that of scientific 
explanation, might shed some interesting light on this 
question. 

Finally, additional formulae expres~ing the inter
action between the circumstance and the obligation may 
be explored and added to our standard deontic logic. 
Hansson lists several such formulae in his article 
"An Analysis of Some Deontic Logics," for example:lB 

I- 0 (A/B/\C) --0 (AV-B/C) 

and 

J- 0 (AVB/C) ---[ 0 (A/C) VO (B/C/\-A) ] . 

He also lists 

f- [ 0 (A VB/ C) /\"-'()(A/ C) )--0 ( B/ C/\"-'A) . 

These are some suggestions for future research 
in this area. 
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APPENDIX 1 

The Axiom Schemas and Rules of Inference for S. 

Al. I- A, if A is a tautology. 

A2. I- ~o (.L/C). 

A3. I-- O(B/A)-(A-O(B/T)). 

A4. I-- [O(B/A)AO(B/A') ]-O(B/AVA'). 

r-(AAB)-D 
Rl. 

1--[0(A/C)AO(B/C) ]--O(D/C) 

R2. 
..... A+-+A I 

t-O (B/A)~O (B/A I) 

Derived Rules of S. 

DRl r-o (A/c)-O(B/C) 

DR2 1-A~B 

t-0 (A/C)4-+0(B/C) 

Restrictions on R in a model for s. 

Rl. Not R(a,X, ~). 

R2. If a EX and R(a,X,Y), then R(a,W,Y). 
R3. If R(a,X,Y) and R(a,X',Y'), then R(a,XUX',YUY'). 
R4. If R(a,X,Y) and R(a,X,Y'), then R(a,x,YnY'). 

The Notion of Truth at a in m is Defined as Follows. 

( i) ~ F iff a E P f a n ·· n' or any n; 

(ii) not~ 
a 

(iii)~ A-B iff if ~A, then ~ B; 
'"" a a 

(iv) ~ O(B/A) iff there are x, Y c W such that 
a 
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R(a,X,Y), Y £ \IB\\m and X lj 1\m I A, • 

In a Canonical Model m. 

R(a,X,Y) iff for some sentences A, B, \Al 
and o (B/A) E a 

and 

p \ JP l n n 

X, \Bl ~ Y 

where JAi = the class of all maximally consistent set 
of sentences in S containing the sentence A. 
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APPENDIX 2 

Some Properties of Maximal Sets. 

If a is a maximal set, then 

(1) a t-A iff A€ a. 
(2) ~A E a iff A f- a . 
(3) A~B E a iff if A E a , then B E a . 

We shall show (1) only. The proofs for (2) and 
(3) can be easily constructed from the proofs given in 
G. E. Hughes and M. J. Cresswell, An Introduction to 
Modal Logic, (London: Methuen & co., 1973), 151-154. 

Proof of (1). 

(i) Left-to-right. 

Assume that a t--A and show that A E a. To show 
A E a we assume for reductio that A f a . Therefore by 
( 2), -A E a . Hence a t- ""A by def in it ion of 1-- . 
Hence a l--A/\""Aby definition of 1-- and the above, i.e., 
a is not consistent, which contradicts the assumption 
that a is maximal. Hence, A E a . 

(ii) Right-to-left. 

Trivial. 

Corollary to Lindenbaum's Lemma. 

1---A iff for all maximal sets a, A E a. 

Proof. 

(i) Left-to-right. 

Suppose t--A, then by definition oft--, it follows 
that a t-A for all maximal sets a. There fore, by (1) 
above A E a for all maximal sets a. 

(ii) Right-to-left. 
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Suppose Y,. A. Then (,_,A) pi- ..L. Hence by 
Lindenbaum's lemma there is a maximal extension a of 
[~A). Hence A f a, b y the maximalit y of a. Therefore 
there is a maximal set a such that A f a . Therefore, 
it is not the case tha t for all a , A E a . Q.E.D. 
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APPENDIX 3 

Lemma. 

IA' J, then.,__ A~A'. 

Proof. 

By definition of !Al and 1A'1, we have that 
{a: A Ea) ={a: A'E a}; i.e., for all maximal sets 
a, A Ea iff A'Ea. Therefore, by familiar properties 
of maximal sets AHA'E a, for every maximal set a. 
This means by ( 1) in Appendix 2 that t- A~A'. 
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